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STELLINGEN

bij het proefschrift

ESSAYS ON IDENTIFICATION IN
LINEAR MODELS PIITH
LATENT VARIABLES

van

Paul A. Bekker



1. Het vermoeden van A. Shapiro (1985, Conjecture 2, pag. 6),
dat in een factoranalyse-model met m variabelen de varianties
van de unieke factoren in geen geval geidentificeerd zijn
indien het aantal gemeenschappelijke factoren groter is dan
~(2mt1-(8mt1)~), is onjuist.

A. Shapiro, 1985, Identifiability of Factor Analysis: Some
ResuZts and Open ProbZems, Linear AZgebra and its AppZications 70,
1-7.

2. Het publiceren van vermoedens in wetenschanpelijke tijd-
schriften moet worden aangemoedigd.

3. Door qebruik te maken van lemma 1 in hoofdstuk 4 van dit
oroefschrift kan een eenvoudig bewijs worden verkreqen van de
stelling: "Indien A en B symmetrische matrices zijn en C-A}B,
dan zijn A en B positief. semi-definiet indien en slechts
indien C en A-AC A positief semi-definiet zijn en CC-A-A,
waarbij C- een willekeurige g-inverse is van C."

4. Stellina 1 bij het nroefschrift van T.J. Wansbeek is niet te
verdedigen. Vergelijk. hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift.

T.J. IJansbeek, 1980, Quanttitative Effects in Panel Data ModeZZing,
Proefschri ft.

5. Het onderscheid in naamgeving tussen exploratieve en confirma-
tieve factoranalyse suggereert ten onrechte dat de explora-
tieve factoranalyse geen hypothese inhoudt die aetoetst kan
worden.

6. De tendens bij sommige wetenschappelijke tijdschriften, om
stellingen zonder bewijs te publiceren, is afkeurenswaardig.

7. Bij de discussie rond het mediabeleid zou meer aandacht rno~ten
worden gegeven aan de wensen van de ontvangers en minder aan-
dacht aan zogenaamde cultuurpolitieke doelstellingen.

8. Indien de structurele parameters (Bo,I'o) in een stelsel van
simultane verge óijkingen lineair gerestricteerd zijn Volgens
R'vec((Bo,l'o)')`en indien voor de overeenkomstig gerestricteer-
de matrices (B,I') de rana van (I ~(B,I'))R konstant is in een
omgeving van (Bo,I'o), dan is het aantal restricties op de
parameters van de gereduceerde vorm gelijk aan het verschil in
rang van de matrices R en (I ~(Bo,ra))R.
Vergelijk Fisher (1966).

F.M. Fisher, 1966, Restictions on the Reduced Form and the Rank
and Order Conditions, Intermational Economic Revie~ 7, 77-82.

9. De verbaasde glimlach die men aantreft bij Engelstalige
collega's, wanneer men de gang Van zaken schetst rond een
Dlederlandse academische promotie, doet vermoeden dat aan deze
'rite de passage' niet veel meer dan lokale betekenis moet
worden toegekend.
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VOORWOORD

De zeven artikelen welke in dit proefschrift zijn gebundeld, werden door
Paul Bekker in de afgelopen drie jaar geschreven in samenwerking met
verschillende co-auteurs. Zowel in de rol van co-auteur van sommige van
de artikelen, als in de rol van begeleider van het promotieonderzoek,
hebben wij goed kunnen waarnemen wat de inbreng van Paul Bekker in elk
van de artikelen is geweest. In alle gevallen is zijn inbreng substanti-
eel geweest en bij een aantal artikelen dominant.
Naar onze mening is het daarom volstrekt gerechtvaardigd de gebundelde
artikelen te beschouwen als maatgevend voor Paul Bekker's wetenschappe-
lijke bijdragen gedurende de laatste drie jaar. Als zodanig voldoet dit
proefschrift aan de eisen die daaraan worden gesteld krachtens artikel
14 van het promotiereglement van de Katholieke Hogeschool Tilburg.

De promotoren
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis consists of a collection of seven articles, which

were written by the author and a varying group of co-authors, during the

past three years. All articles share common themes. They deal with the

problem of identification in linear stochastic models with latent varia-

bles, or they provide treatments of related problems. Being self-con-

tained, each article starts with an introduction of its own. Therefore

the present introduction will discuss only briefly the subject-matter of

each paper, henceforth called chapter. The emphasis will lie on the in-

ter-relations between the chapters.
Identification is a central concept in this thesis. The defini-

tion of identification employed here has been given by Koopmans and

Reiersbl (1950) and more recently by Rothenberg (1971). In essence it

says that a value of a parameter in a stochastic model is identified, if

different values imply different distributions of the observed varia-

bles. Obviously, when observations are identically and independently
distributed, identification of the true value of a parameter corresponds

to the existence of a consistent estimator. If, in addition, the observ-
ations are known to follow a normal distribution, then the identifica-
tion problem is tantamount to the question whether the parameter values

can be uniquely determined from the first- and second-order moment equa-
tions. In fact, in all chapters but one, it is indeed the solution set
of the moment equations that is considered in great detail.

It should be noted that from the stand-point of identification
this assumption of normality is a conservative one, since it implies
that the first- and second-order moment equations exhaust all available
information. If the variables are not normally distributed, the informa-
tion contained w-ithin higher-order moments could be used as well to con-
struct consistent estimators. This fact has been exploited by, for exam-
ple, Mooijaart (1985) who derived consistent estimators for factor load-
ings, that would have been underidentified, due to rotational indetermi-
nacy, in case of normally distributed variables. However, as has been
noted by Aigner et al. (1984), it is intuitively clear that unless the
"distance to normality" of the distribution of the variables is quite
large, the estimators will be unreliable.
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The first chapters deal mainly with errors-in-variables models.

A review of some old and new approaches is given in chapter one. The

emphasis is on identificatíon problems that usually arise in errors-in-

variables models and on the various types of additional information that

econometricians have invoked to be able to estimate parameters consis-

tently. The approaches reviewed in this chapter include developments

that are treated elaborately in subsequent chapters.

The second chapter deals with non-standard distributional as-

sirnptions, which may aid identification. The result goes back to Geary

(1942) and Reiersbl (1950) who have shown that problems of underidenti-

fication in simple regression with measurement errors in both variables

need not arise, if the latent explanatory variable is not normally dis-

tributed. Here this result is extended to the multiple regression case.

Chapters three and four generalize results obtained by Leamer

(1982) and Klepper and Leamer (1984). In this approach it is assumed

that a researcher is able to give upper and lower bounds for the mea-

surement error variances in a single equation errors-in-variables model.

If the upper bound is tight enough, so that the true explanatory vari-

ables cannot be perfectly collinear, the set of maximum likelihoodd es-

timates of the regression coefficients is bounded by an ellipsoid. In

chapter three this ellipsoid is derived in a way that does not require

nonsingularity of the error covariance matrix. A first attempt is made

to generalize the results to a simultaneous equations setting where the

exogenous variables may be measured with error.

The fourth chapter further generalizes these results. In the

preceding chapter it was assumed that the endogenous variable is measur-

ed without error or that the measurement error in the endogenous vari-

able is uncorrelated with the errors in the exogenous variables. In

chapter four this assumption is relaxed, which turned out to be a non-

trivial exercise. Another section of this chapter investigates the con-

sequences of the additional requirement that all errors are uncorrelat-

ed. In that case the maximum likelihood estimates are bounded by an
lyhedron which lies, not surprisingly, within the ellipsoid.

po-

So far, the models asswned the existence of no more than one li-
near relation between the latent variables. The models considered in
chapter five allow for multiple linear relations between the variables.
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At the same time it is assianed, just as in a section of the preceding
chapter, that the errors are uncorrelated. In such models the existence
of multiple linear relations between the latent variables can be exclud-
ed if and only if the covariance matrix of the observed variables satis-
fies a certain condition. This result, which goes back to Koopmans
(1937), has also been described in the first chapter. If the condition
is satisfied, consistent estimates of the regression coefficients - for
all possible choices of diagonal error covariance matrices - are bounded
without invoking extra prior information such as in the two preceding
chapters.

On the other hand, if Koopmans' condition is not satisfied there
may exist two or more linear relations between the latent variables. As
a result the error variances may be identified. Examples of such models,
where the latent variables are confined to a low-dimensional linear
space, are usually formulated as factor analysis models. In a factor
analysis context the 'error' components in the variables are known as
unique factors and the 'latent variable' components are linear combina-
tions of a limited nwnber of common factors.

Thus, chapter five incorporates factor analysis and regression
with measurement errors into a single model. It reviews res~~lts, wi[h
new proofs, from both fíelds with respect to the number of linear rela-
tions that may exist between the variables, or, alternatively, with re-
spect to the number of common factors that must be shared by the vari-
ables. Koopmans' (1937) result is generali2ed and a new proof is provid-
ed.

The sixth chapter deviates from the precedíng ones in the sense
that it consíders systems of equations that do not necessarily contain
latent variables. However, in some cases, latent variable models can be
reformulated as models like the ones considered here. In fact, an exam-
ple of such a transformation can be found in the last chapter. The pur-
pose of chapter six is to provide a systematic treatment of the problems
of identification in systems of linear structural equations where some
of the disturbances are uncorrelated. Covariance restríctions on the
disturbances can be expected to give rise to bilinear restrictions on
structural parameters. In some cases these bilinear restrictions reduce
to linear restrictions as the result of a particular configuratíon of
the covariance restrictions. For example, when the covariance restric-
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tions correspond to relationships of exogeneity, the structural parame-
ters wíll satisfy linear restrictions. In chapter six general conditions
are given under which covariance restrictions on the disturbances corre-
spond to linear restrictions on the structural parameters. As a result,
conditions for global identification of separate equations will be de-
rived, that do not require the identification of other equations. A fi-
nal section describes the simplest locally identified model where the
covariance restrictions do not satisfy the conditions that lead to glo-
bal identification.

The last chapter deals with the problem of identification in
confirmatory factor analysis. Assuming identification of the matrix of
unique factor variances, it is shown that problems of rotational equiva-
lence of restricted factor loading matrices are analogous to problems of
identification in simultaneous equations systems with uncorrelated dis-
turbances. Using the results of the preceding chapter a necessary and
sufficient condition for local uniqueness is derived. An earlier pu-
blished result is shown to be incorrect.

The articles in this thesis have been published, are to be pu-
blished or they are, at the time of writing, in a review process for
publication in journals which are indicated at the beginning of each
chapter. The chapters form integral copies, that is to say, except for
some misprints, no changes have been made. Therefore, each chapter - and
also this introduction - has its own list of references.

REFERENCES
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CHAPTER 1

Statistica Neerlandica 39, 129-141, 1985.

ERRORS IN VARIABLES IN ECONOMETRICS: NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND RECURRENT

THEMES~)

By P.A. Bekker, T.J. Wansbeek and A. Kapteyn

0. ABSTRACT.

The paper reviews some old and new approaches to the analysis of linear

models with errors in variables. The emphasis is on the identífication

problems that usually arise in errors-in-variables models and on the
various types of additíonal information that econometricians have
invoked to be able to estimate parameters consistently. The approaches
discussed include instrumental variables, grouping, simultaneous equa-
tions, multiple equations and bounds on measurement error variances.

KEY WORDS: Latent variables, linear models, identiEication

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of econometrics is concerned with the estimation of relationships
between variables. In the generíc simple case, a linear relation between
k, say, random variables is postulated and the question is considered
how parameters can be estimated for a sample of observations.

If these observed values would all lie exactly in a(k-1)-dimen-
sional hyperplane, estimation would be trivial. As they usually don't
one has to become explicit about the stochastic process that disperses
the data around the postulated hyperplane. The usual formulation is to
split up the set of variables into a single "dependent" variable and k-1

~) Financial Support by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancemen:
of Pure Research (Z.W.O.) is gratefully acknowledged.
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"explanatory" variables, and to write in what is sometimes referred to

as the Dutch notation y- Xstu, with X and u orthogonal. The "disturb-

ance" term u may represent measurement error in y, the influence of

omitted variables orthogonal to X, or both. X is assianed to be measured

without error.

This view of the single-equation model and the analogous treat-

ment of [he more complicated simultaneous equations model has not always

been the paradigm of econometrics. In the thirties, most notably in the

work of Frisch and Koopmans, measurement errors in all variables were

often considered to be the reason for an imperfect fit. This may be a

plausible assumption in many cases, but is also spells trouble, as it

leaves us with an underidentified model. For consistent estimation we

need additional information, like knowledge of the relative sizes of the

measurement error variances. Such information can come from informed

guesses by the researcher or from outside sources, but cannot be inferr-

ed from the data at hand.

In the course of the fourties this way of modelling the imper-

fect fit was superseded by the development of the now standard linear

simultaneous equations model, in which errors in equations are the only

source of random deviations from the hypothesized linear relations bet-

ween observed variables. Attention for measurement error only re-emerged

about ten to fifteen years ago. This cyclical pattern in interest is

sketched lucidly by Goldberger (1972) and Griliches (1974). Griliches

(1985) discusses the same point and gíves an overview of many aspects of

the quality of data in econometrics.
In this essay we briefly discuss the main issues in the field of

measurement error and describe some recent developments. In Section 2 we

discuss [he simple linear model with measurement error and state some
standard results. Some aspects of the re-emergence of ínterest in mea-

surement errors over the last decade are mentioned in Section 3. The

central theme there is the embedding of equations with error-ridden va-

riables in a more elaborate model. This procedure often allows for iden-
tification of parameters.

In this approach, sufficient structure is imposed upon the poss-

ible relationships between variables, so that consistent estimators of
parameters can be cons[ruc[ed. Recently it has been investigated to what
extent inference about regression parameters can be made when there is
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non-exact information, in the sense that upper bounds are imposed on

measurement error variances. In chat case, one cannot construct consis-

tent estimators, but one can derive "asymptotic" bounds for the true

paramecers. This line of research is reviewed in Section 4.

In Section 5 we take one further step back regarding the amount

of information one can invoke and consider the question of what can be

said when, apart from the standard assumptions of the errors-in-vari-

ables model, no extra information is available. In a sense this is also

a step back in time as we reconsider a classical result due to Koopmans

(1937). In his thesis, he showed that under certain conditions on the

matrix of second-order sample moments the vector of regression parame-

ters lies in a polyhedron. We give a new and shorter proof of this re-

sult. This proof can be adapted to obtain a new result that is comple-

mentary, in a way, to Koopmans' result.

2. THE BASIC PROBLEM

To fix ideas, consider the simple regression model

Y-~Btu, (1)

with y(n x 1) a vector of dependent variables, ~(n x 1) a vector of ex-
planatory variables, u(n x 1) a vector of disturbance terms. The ele-
men[s of ~ and u are assumed to be independently normally distributed,
with means zero and variance a~~ and auu, respectively. It is well-known
that the ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimator S of S has many desir-
able propertíes including consistency.

Now consider the situation where ~ is not directly observable,
because of the presence of ineasurement error, or because ~ is a mental
construct ("permanent income", "intelligence"), or whatever. In that
case the elements of ~ are often called "laten[ variables". Assume that
instead of ~ we observe x(n X 1) such that

X - ~ f E (2~

with E(n X 1) a vector of ineasurement errors, with each element indepen-
dently normally distributed with variance a. The elements of E areEe
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distributed independently of the elements of ~ and u. We denote the va-
riance of the elements of x by oxx ~ a~4 t aeE. It i s simple to show
that when we regress y on x the OLS estimator

b - (x'x)-lx'y

is inconsistent. In particular, there holds

plim b - S(1-a ~a ).ee xx

(3)

So b is biased towards zero. In the model as it stands there does not

exist a consistent estimator for S, since the model is underidentified:

there are three consistently estimable sample moments: ayy,
ayx, oxx'

which are related to four unknown parameters, a, a , o and S. This
~~ uu ee

underidentification lends the errors-in-variables problem a touch of

hopelessness, as is apparent from a look in even the most recent econo-

metric textbooks.

Up til now, we assumed all variables to be normally distributed,
including ~. A model with ~ stochastic is called "structural", and it is
called "functional" when the elements of ~ are considered unknown fixed
parameters. A fundamental result due to Wald (1949) implies that identi-
fiability of 8 in the structural model under the normality assumptions
above is equivalent to the exístence of a consistent estimator for 8 in
the functional model. So reinterpreting the model in functional terms
does not offer a way out of the underidentification (cf. Aigner et al.
(1984)).

However, if in the structural model one may assume that the ele-
ments of ~ are not normally distributed, then the identification problem
need not arise. Reiersbl (1950) has shown that 8 is identified if and
only if ~ is non-normal (given normality of u and e). This result per-
tains to the simple regression model. The question is how this result
extends to the multiple regression case, and it has only recently been
settled by Bekker (1985), as follows.

Let 'c(n x k) be the matrix of regressors in the multiple regres-
sion case, so that (1) is replaced by

Y - ~8 f u, (4)
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and let ~' be a row of ~. Then the k x 1-vector S of regression coeffi-
cients is identified if and only if there does not exist a non-singular
k x k-matrix A-(al, A2) such that ~'al is distributed normally and
independently of ~'A2.~) So, non-normality of ~(or n) keeps identifica-
tion, and consistent estimators of S based on second and higher-order
moments, for example, can be constructed (e.g. Pal (1980)). In practical
work this approach has found little application, as it is intuitively
clear that unless the "distance to normalicy" of the distribution of the
elements of ~ is quite large, the estimators will be unreliable.

Let us return to the simple, structural, normal model introduced
in the beginning of this section. Usually, textbooks cite two ways out
of the underidentification problem: the method of "instrumental vari-
ables" in general, and its particular instance of "grouping of data". In
its simplest version, grouping amounts to splitting up the data in two
sets, according to x-values above or below the median. The mid-points of
both point-scatters in the (x,y)-plane are joined by a straight line,
and the slope of this line is then defined as the "grouping" estimator
of S. If the grouping according to x-values could be guaranteed to be
the same as the one according to ~-values, thís estimator is consistent
for S. This is a big "if", and does not hold under normality of ~ and
E, or in fact under most other plausible distributional assumptions.

Recently, Pakes (1982) gave a definitive treatment of the group-
ing estimator. Under non-normality we can generally do better than
grouping, and, more interestingly, under normality the inconsistency of
the grouping estimator is the same as that of the OLS estimator. As
Pakes notes, this is as it should be - if the probability limit of the
grouping estimator would be a different function of 8 and o ~a than

EE XXthe probability limit of the OLS estimator, both estimators could be
combined to construct a consistent estimator of S, which is impossible,
due to the underidentification of the model.

Although since its introduction by Wald (1940), grouping has
drawn a lot of attention (two versus three groups, multivariate exten-

~) This corrects an earlier result by Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1983). Intheir paper they claim that the existence of a normally distributed li-near combination of ~ is equivalent with non-identification of 8.
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sions, optimal divisíon in groups, asymptotic distribution, etc.),

Pakes' short note can be interpreted as a postmortem.

If we substitute x-e for ~(see (2)) in (1), we obtain

(S)

with v:- u-es a newly defined disturbance term. In (5), the disturbance

term and the explanatory variable have non-zero correlation, and this is

of course another way to explain the inconsistency of the OLS estimator

(3). If we observe a vector z(n x 1), say, whose elements correlate with

the elements of x but do not correlate with the elements of v, then the

estimator

S :- (z'x)-lz'y (6)

will be consistent for S under weak assianptions. Such a variable z is
called an instrumental variable (IV), and g is the IV estimator of g.
IV estimation is the main textbook solution for the measurement error

problem. Note that grouping is a particular kind of IV, by letting the

elements of z be -1 or tl, according to the sub- or supra-median value

of the correspondíng element of x. Also note, however, that the elements

of z are now dependent upon x and hence on e, so that one of the condi-

tions for consistency of g is not met.
In the errors-in-variables context there is no obvious procedure

to find instrumental variables; they may or may not be available. In
econometrics instrumental variables are used for the estimation of a
wide variety of models. The best known of these is the two-stage least-
squares estimator for a single equation in a simultaneous system of
equations. In such an equation the explanatory endogenous variables cor-
relate with the disturbance term; such correlation was also present in
(5). Instruments can in principle be constructed by projecting the ex-
planatory endogenous variables in the equation under consideration into
the space spanned by all exogenous variables in the system. Estimation
then takes place by means of least squares after having replaced the
explanatory endogenous variables by their projectíon.

A general treatment of IV has recently been given by White
(1984). For the multiple regression equation y z XS f u, with X an
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n x k-matrix of explanatory variables, he extensively discusses the pro-

perties of estimators of g that are obtained by minimizing the quadratic

loss function

q - (Y-XB)'ZPZ'(Y-XB),

where Z(n x R) is a matrix with R instruments and P(R x R) ís some, pos-

sibly stochastic, positive definite weighting matrix. Asymptotic proper-

ties of estimators under a variety of non-standard assumptions are de-

rived.
These three elements, underidentification, grouping, and IV,

constitute the core of the usual textbook treatment of the subject. Un-

til recently, the errors-in-variables model has not been used frequently
in applied work. Since about 1970, there has been a number of develop-

ments which have changed this situation considerably.

3. SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Since the earliest days of econometrics, much work concentrated on ma-

cromodels. A major step forwards was the development of the s-~multaneous
equations model, in the course of the forties, and of adequate estima-

tíon methods, in the fifties and early sixties. Although various estima-
tion methods from statistics had been used before in econometric prob-

lems, for the first time econometrics had something of their own. In

this development, scant attention was being paid to measurement error.

Over the last decade-or-so, the analysis of microdata has become
a relatively prominent field of econometrtc activity, and many new re-
sults and insights have been obtained. Measurement errors, or more ge-
nerally latent variables, are among the popular themes.

A seminal paper is Zellner (1970). Let, for example, (1) be a
consumption functíon at the micro-level, relating consianption (y) to

"permanent income" (~). We only observe actual income (x), cf. (2). Now
assume that the researcher is willing to specify a relation that ex-
plains permanent income as a linear function of background variables:

~ - Ylvl f ... f Ykvk. (7)
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where vl through vk are n-vectors of explanatory variables, like age,
education, and job-type. It is clear that the composite model (1), (2)
and (7) is identified (just substitute (7) into (1) and (2) to get rid
of ~), and it is simple to derive consistent maximum-likelihood or two-
s[age least-squares estimators of the unknown parameters.

This is all quite simple, but it is indicative of where the de-

velopnents went: when confronted with an equation containing an unob-
servable variable, the researcher may try to specify additional equa-

tions containing the same variable. In Zellner's approach this additio-
nal equation specifies how ~ is "caused". Likewise, one may specify
equations in which ~ itself is the cause of a nunber of so-called indi-

ca[or variables, each of which is observable and of the form

z - ~6tw, (8)

with w(n x 1) a vector of disturbance terms independently distributed of
the elements of u and E. Each z that can be written ín this form may be
used as an instrunental variable for estimating s. Both approaches can
be integrated into the so-called MIMIC-model (Multiple indicators and
multiple causes of a single latent variable). An overview is given by
Goldberger (1974). An extension to a situation where more than one unob-
servable occurs is obvious. All these types of models have found nume-
rous empirical applications. (For example: Chamberlain and Griliches

((1975), (1977)), Chamberlain ((1977a), (1977b), (1978)), Attfield
(1977), Avery (1979) and Singleton (1980).)

Although these models consist of multiple equations, they are
not simultaneous models in a strict sense. A simultaneous model with
measurement error in one or more exogenous variables, may be identified
without adding equations to the model. Depending on the specific struc-
ture of the model and on which variables are subject to measurement et`
ror, it may be possible to use overidentification of certain equations,
if present, to identify measurement error. This point was noted by
Goldberger (1972) and has been elaborated by Hsiao (1976), Geraci
((1976), (1983)) and Hausman (1977).

Both ideas, multiple equations and simultaneous equations, have
been integrated in Jóreskog's LISRII. (cf. Járeskog and Sárbom (1981),
Boomsma (1983)). LISREL is both a model and the registered trademark of
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a computer program which can be employed to estimate the model. The mo-

del consists of two parts, a"structural" part that ís a standard si-

multaneous equations model with all variables unobservable, and a"mea-

surement" part which relates observable variables linearly to the unob-

servable ones in the structural part. LISREL has played an important

role in popularizíng latent variable modelling in empirical work in eco-

nometrics.

4. INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS

The previous section was concerned with the additional information that

can be obtained by embedding an equation in a system of relations. The

extra information is then used to solve the identification problem. In

many cases, there are no obvious relations that can be added to the sin-

gle equation, so that the identification problem remains.

In the present section we report on some recent results for the

case where ín a single equation setting there is no exact additional

information, but we have inexact information in that we know (or are

willing to guess) upper bounds on the measurement error variances. Thf~

basic result is due to Leamer (1982).

Consider the single equation model

Y--Bf e, (9)

X-'nf V (10)

where n is an (n x k)-matrix of latent variables, X is its measured
counterpart and V is a matrix of ineasnement errors. Let vi be a typical
row of V, then we assume that vi ~ N(0,11), for all i, while vi are inde-

pendently distributed for i~ j(i,j - 1,...,n) and the measurement er-
rors are independent of the elements of ~ and E. The stochastic assump-
tions on e and ? are as before. An upper bound on the measurement error

variance is formulated as

0 t St t S2~ ~ A :- 1 X'X (11)
n
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~
where n~ has to be specified by the researcher and the notation n ~ S2

~
means that ~- S2 is positive semi-definíte. Finally we define

S :- (A-S2)-lAb (12)

b:- (X'X)-1X'y - A 1 n X'y (13)

b~ :- (A-SZ~)-lAb (14)

F~ .- (A-St~)-1 - A 1 (15)

Under our assumptions (~ is the maximinn likelihood estimator of
g if S2 is known. Under a variety of different assumptions g will still
be a consistent estimator for S. Let us, for simplicity, use the same
notation for estimators and their realizations. It is clear that the
estimate ~3 one gets in any practical application will depend on the

~
choice of S2. It turns out that if we let SZ vary between zero and S2 , cf.
(11), s varies over an ellipsoid. In particular, Leamer (1982) proves

~
the following result (under the condition S2 ~ 0):

(R-b~)'F~`-1(S-b) ~ 0. (16)

Thus, although we cannot estimate s consistently, (16) provides the set
of all consistent estimates (12) that we obtain if we were to pick St
such that (11) holds true.

This bound is somewhat difficult to work with in practice, but

it can be used to derive upper and lower bounds for any linear combina-

tion of s. For example, the bounds for gi are

gi(max, min) - 2(bifbi) t 2{(b~-b)'AbFii}~,

where subscripts denote the corresponding elements of vectors or matric-

es. Leamer's result allows a researcher to translate his prior beliefs

about the size of ineasurement error into bounds on regression coeffi-

cients.

Leamer's result has been extended by Bekker et al. (1984a). They
~

allow for singular S2 (e.g., some variables may be measured without er-
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ror). This extension is non-trivial as F~` now becomes singular. They
also take a first step towards extendíng this result from the single

equation model to the simultaneous equations case. It appears to be pos-
sible to derive an ellipsoid bound for the two-stage least squares esti-

mator. This result was obtained under the stringent assumption that
there are no exogenous variables in the equation concerned. What can be

said when this assumption is relaxed remains an open question.
In a subsequent paper, Bekker et al. (1984b) consider two more

variations on Leamer's result. First it is explored how the ellipsoid
changes when also measurement error in y is considered and when this
measurement error is allowed to correlate with the errors in X. It ap-
pears that the ellipsoid bound expands. The new bound is also an ellip-
soid, with the same midpoint and the same principal axes as the ellip-
soid for measurement error in X only. This result is remarkable, as usu-
ally the measurement error in y is indistinguishable from the disturb-
ance term. Hence, the two play a different part.

The second result concerns measurement error that is uncorrelat-
~ed between different regressors. So, St and S~ are diagonal. It is shown

that g can now be bounded by a polyhedron with 2k vertices, all lying on
the ellipsoid; b and b~ are two of these vertices. So the bound is
tighter, as it should be.

The advantage of the ellipsoid approach is that it permits the
researcher to express prior ideas on measurement error in a simple form
and next to translate these ideas into intervals for regression parame-
ters. In particular, possible sign value changes due to variations in
assumptions on measurement error can be detected.

5. BACK TO A RESULT DUE TO KOOPMANS

Let us return for a moment to the simple model (1) and (2), and note

that

plim(x'Y)-IY~Y - S t auu~(o~~s). (17)

The left-hand side of (17) is the plim of the inverse of the coefficient
of the regression of x on y(the "reverse regression"). This regression
also gives an inconsistent estimator of S, but with a bias away from
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zero. So (3) and (17) together can be taken as bounds between which a

consistent estimate of g would lie. The bounds are obtained without mak-

ing assumptions about the size of the measurement error.

Unfortunately, this classical result (Frisch (1934)) does not

carry over to the multiple regression case in general. Only under re-

stríctive assumptions a generalization is possible. Here we present this

generalization in the form of a theorem, due to Koopmans (1937). We pro-

vide a new proof of the theorem. After that we gíve an interpretation

and a short discussion.

THEOREM. Let E be a symmetric positive definite (m x m)-matrix and let
the elements oi3 of E-1 be positive; let ~ be a diagonal (m x m)-matrix
and let the m-vector y satisfy (E-~)y - 0.

(i) If 0 t~ ~ E, then y lies in the convex hull of E-1.
(ii) For each y in the convex hull of E-1 there exists one and only one

~, such that 0 t~ t E.

To prove this theorem we employ the following lemma.

LEMMA. Let D be a symmetric (m x m)-matrix with typical element dij, A a
diagonal (m x m)-matrix with i-th diagonal element Ai and t an m-vector
of ones. If dij ~ 0 for all i~ j, then

diag(ADAt) ~ ADA p aia. ~ 0 for all i~ j.
J

PROOF. Let q be an m-vector. Then

q'{diag(ADAt)-ADA}q - EiEjdij~i~j(qi-qiqj)

- EEi~jdijaiajíqi-qj)2

(i) If aiaj ~ 0 for all i~ j, then dijAi~j(qi-qj)2 ~ 0 for all i C j.
(ii) If for some i ~ j, ~iaj C 0, choose qi L sign (~i), so that

EEi~jdijaiaj(qi-qj) ~ 0. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM. Define: a:~ EY ~~Y; A:~ diag(a); C:- diag(y).

Thus, A-~C and C~ diag(E-la) - diag(E-lAt).
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(i)

0 ~ ~ t E q

(see Bekker et al. (1984a))

~ ~ áE 1~ ~

C~C ) C~É 1~C

nc ~ nE-ln

diag(AE lAt) ~ AE lA

q

(according to the lemma)

aiaj ~ 0 for all i~ j

b

q

y- E-la lies in the convex hull of E-1

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(ii) If y lies in the convex hull of E-1, then yi ~ 0 for all i, so C is
non-singular, i.e. ~- nC 1 is unique. Furthermore if C is non-
singular, (19) and (20) are equivalent and hence (24) implies (18).
Q.E.D.

Apart from Koopmans' proof, later proofs have been given by many
authors, including Kalman (1982) and Klepper and Leamer (1984). These
authors invoke the Perron-Frobenius theorem and usually assiane non-
singularity of m, although Kalman notes that this condition is not ne-
cessary.

From the proof the following new fact emerges: Let oi~ be a ty-
pical element of E-1. If aij ~ 0 for all i~ j(so that all elements
of E are positive), then, using a similar proof as has been given for
the lemma, aiaj ~ 0 for all i~ j would imply diag(AE-lAt) ~ AE-lA. As
(18) implies that diag(AE-lAt) ~ AE-lA, it cannot be true that aiaj ~ 0
for all i~ j and aia, ~ 0 for some i~ j~ In this case y is not in the

-1 ~convex hull of E .
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To see what bearing the theorem has on the subject of errors-in-
variables, we make the following choices for E, ~ and Y.

E :-
n y~y n y~X

n X'y A
~ ~ .-

a 0
EE

0 St~
. Y .-

B
(25)

If A- ct i s nonsingular then equation ( E-~)Y - 0 corresponds to (12).
Furthermore, let ei be an m-vector with a one in position i and zeros
elsewhere. It is then easy to see that the vector E lel i s proportional
to (-1, b)', with b defined by (13). Similarly

-1
(el,...,ei-1, eitl,...,em)'E ei is proportional to the vector of re-

gression coefficients obtained by regressing the i-th variable on all

remaining variables.

So, if in (24) we take for x the vectors el, e2,..., em, suc-

cessively, we generate all possible regressions of one variable on all

remaining variables. Thus, these regression vectors define the convex
hull of É 1 and we may say that all ML-estimates Y are bounded by the
hull of all possible regression vectors if all regression vectors are in
the same orthant. In the case of a simple regression, this condition is

trivially satisfied, cf. (3) and (17).

6. CONCLUSION

In many respects, the econometric approaches to errors-in-variables mod-
els mirror developments in other areas of econometríc research. Gradu-
ally, the time-honored linear regression model becomes less prominent
and is replaced by richer structures. These developments are triggered

by a more critical attitude towards the quality of the data used and by
the more stringent demands of economic theory. It is a sobering thought,
however, that so much of the "progress" was already implicit in the work
of the pioneers of econometrics, like T.C. Koopmans.
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CHAPTER 2

Econometrica 54, 215-217, 1986.

COMMENT ON: IDENTIFICATION IN THE LINEAR ERRORS IN VARIABLES MODEL

By Paul A. Bekkerl)

1. INTRODUCTION

Kapteyn and Wansbeek [1] considered the following multiple linear re-

gression model with errors in variables:

yj - ~~B f ej. (7 - 1,...,n) (1.1)

x, - ~, f v., (1.2)
J J J

where ~j, xj, vj and S are k-vectors, yj, ej are scalars. The ~j are un-

observable variables: instead the xj are observed. The measurement er-

rors v, are unobservable as well and it is ass~uned that v. ~ N(0,52) and
J 2 J

Ej ~ N(O,a ) for all j. The vj and ej are mutually independent and inde-

pendent of ~,. The ~, are considered as random drawings from some, as
J J

yet unspecified, multivariate dístribution with zero mean.
For the case k-1 Reiersbl [2] has shown that normality of ~, is

J
the only distributional assiauption which spoils identification. For the

case k~ 1 and the components of ~, are mutually independent, Wilassen
J

[3] has shown that none of the components of ~, should be normally dis-
J

tributed to guarantee identifiability of S. Kapteyn and Wansbeek [1] did
not assume independency of the components of ~j and they stated the fol-
lowing proposition: the parameter vector S is identified if and only if
there does not exist a linear combination of ~j which is normally dis-

1) The author wishes to thank Arie Kapteyn and Tom Wansbeek for their
stimulating discussions on the subject. Fínancial support by the Nether-
lands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO) is grate-
fully acknowledged.



tributed. The necessity part in this proposition i s incorrect, i.e. it
may well be that a normally distributed linear combination of ~~ does
not spoil the identifiabílity of S. Here I present necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for identifícation of B.

2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT AND PROOF

PROPOSITION: Under the assumptions above, the parameter vector 9 is
identified i f and only if there does not exist a nonsingular matrix A-
(a1,A2) such that ~jal is distributed normally and independently of
~~A2.

PROOF: We first show that nonidentifiability of S implies the exisience
of the matrix A. Let s be a scalar and t a k-vector. The characteristic
function Qy,~x~(s,t) of yj and xj is

~y ~x ( s,t) ' exp{-~(a2s2ft'S2t)}~~(Bsft),
~ ~

where ~~(.) i s the characteristic function of ~j. Assuming that S is not
fully identified amounts to saying that there exist parameter sets

2
{B, a2, S2} and {B~, a~ ,~2~}, with S~ B~, generating the same distribu-
tion of yj, xj. Consequently ~ (s,t) should be the same for both
sets of parameters: yj~xj

2
exp{-~(a2s2tt'at)}~~(Bsft) - exp{-~(a~ s2tt'R~t)}~~(B~stt). (2.2)

~
Notice tha[ a separate characteristic function ~~ has been introduced
since in general a different set of structural parameters will only give
the same distribution of observables if the distribution of ~ is also

~ ~
different in both cases. Let R- S stt, then ~~(gs~t) a~~((S-S )stR) -
m~,(S-S~)~~(s,R). Thus (2.2) carries over into

2
~ ~ (s,k) ~ exp{-1i[s2(a~ -02) t
~'(a-s ),~

t (R-B~s)'(St~-St)(t-S~s)]}~~(R)- (2.3)
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The characteristic function corresponding to the marginal distribution
~

of ~j(B-B ) is found by se[ting R~ 0

2
~~,(S-s~)(s) - exp{-~es2(a~ -a2f6~'(~~-~)B~)}~ (2.4)

which is the characteristic function of a normally distributed variable.
In addition to this result, which was obtained by Kapteyn and

Wansbeek [1], it will now be shown that nonidentifiability of s also
implies the existence of a matrix A2 such that (a1,A2) is nonsingular
and ~jal is dístributed independently of ~~A2. The characteristic func-
tion corresponding to the marginal distributions of ~~ is found by sett-
ing s - 0 in (2.3):

~~(R) - exp{-~R'(SZ~-52)R}~~(R)'

Thus, we may rewrite (2.3) as

(2.5)

~ ~ (s,R) - ~ ~ (s)~~(R) exp{s8~'(S~~-a)R}. (2.6)
~'(S-S )~~ ~'(B-B )

~~ ~
Let B be a(kx(k-1))-matrix of full column rank such that S(2 -St)B -
0. Equality (2.6) holds for all possible values of s and R. In paiticu-
lar (2.6) holds if we let R vary such that R- Bm, where m is a(k-1)-
vector:

~ ,~ (s,Bm) - ~ ~ (s)~~(Bm),
~'(s-s ),~ E'(B-s )

or equivalently,

m ,~ (s.m) - ~ ~ (s)~~,B(m).
~~(s-s ~B) E~(B-8 )

(2.7)

(2.8)

~
Thus nonidentifiability of B implies the existence of a matrix (B-6 ,B)

~such tha[ ~~(S-g ) is dis[ributed normally and independently of ~!B. If
~ ~ ,~ J

rank (B-B ,B) - k then a matrix A is given by (S-S ,B). In the trivial
case where Rank ~ ~ ~(S-S ,B) - k-1, the variable ~3(s-s ) is distributed
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independently of itself and must therefore be equal to zero identically

(which is also consídered as a normal distribution). In that case any
~nonsingular matrix A whose first colunn equals g-g will do.

To prove the necessity part of the Proposition we assume that
there exists a nonsingular matrix A-(a1,A2) such that ~~al i s distri-
buted normally and independently of ~~A2. If we substitute t- AR -
a1R1 } A2R2 and S- As - alsl f A2s2 ( R1 and gl are scalars, R2 and g2
are (k-1)-vectors) in (2.1), then the characteristic function of y~,x~
takes the following form:

my ~x (s,AR) - exp{-~(a2s2tR'A'S2AIC)}~~(A(Ssfk)).

J J

(2.9)

The characteristic function ~~(A(sstR)) can be rewritten as follows:

~~(A(SstR)) - ~~~A(SsfJC) - ~~,a (B1stR1)~~~A (S2sfR,2)
1 2

- exp{-~i`(Blsfkl)2Var(~'al)}~~,A (S2sfR~). (2.10)
2

Using (2.10), (2.9) carries over into

~y ~x ( s.AR) - exP{-lt(s,R')C(s.R')'}~~~A (62sfR2). (2.11)
J j 2

where

C - 02 A S2A] } Var(~'al)~

r 2 ,
I sl elsl

Lelsl ele1J
(2.12)

and el i s the first unit vector. The }k(kfl) f 2 nonzero elements of C

are functions of }k(ktl) t 3 parameters in Q2, R, S1 and Var(~'al),
whereas the function ~~,A (g2stR2) is not affected by these parameters.

2
Clearly, different parameter values generate the same distribution of
yj,x~. The existence of a nonsíngular transformation such that gjal is
distributed normally and independently of ~~A2 thus implies nonidentifi-
ability of S. Q.E.D.
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3. DISCUSSION

Compared to Kapteyn and Wansbeek's proposition, the sufficiency part of
the proposition proved here is stronger. Nonidentifiability does not
only imply the existence of a normally distributed linear combination
~~al, but also the existence of A2 such that ~~al and ~~A2 are mutually
independent. Consequently, the necessity part of their proposition must
be wrong, because they fail to invoke the existence of a matrix A2 such
that ~~al and ~~A2 are mutually independent.

As an example, consider the model with two regressors ~, and
~1

~j2, the first of which ís normally distributed, ~jl ~ N(O,az), and the
second is a functíon of the first ~. -~2 - 02~ According to Kapteyn~2 jl
and Wansbeek this model would not be identified since ~jl is normally
distributed. However, this point of view would be too pessimistic.
Clearly there is no nonsingular transformation (al,a2) such that

(~jl, ~j2)al is distributed independently of (~jl, ~j2)a2 and so the
model is identified.
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MEASUREMENT ERROR AND ENDOGENEITY IN REGRESSION: BOUNDS FOR ML AND 2SLS

ESTIMATES

by Paul Bekker~), Arie Kapteyn and Tom Wansbeek

0. ABSTRACT

We consider the single equatíon errors in variables model and assume

that a researcher is willing to specify upper bounds on the possible

measurement errors in the exogenous variables. We prove that as a result

the set of possible ML estimates is bounded by an ellipsoid. The result

is generalized to IV estimation of a structural equation of a simultane-

ous system, which has only endogenous variables on the right hand side.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the presence of ineasurement error in the exogenous variables of a

linear regression model, very little can be said in general about the

true values of the regression parameter vector B. The situation changes

when St, the measurement error covariance matrix, is known or can be es-

timated consistently. Then S can be estimated consistently and the

asymptotic distribution of its estimator can be derived. This case has

been discussed by various authors, including Schneeweiss (1976), Fuller

(1980), Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1984).
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Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics. The views expressed in this
paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the poli-
cies of the CBS. Financial support by the Netherlands Organization for
the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO) is gratefully acknowledged.



An inteYtnediate situation arises when S2 is not completely known

and cannot be estimated consistently, but some prior knowledge is avail-

able. For this limited information case various procedures have been

proposed. Blomqvist (1972) considers OLS and investigates its asymptotic

bias as a function of the size of the measurement error variance. In

this approach, the researcher has to make a guess of S2. If the computed

asymptotic bias of the OLS-estimate is not too large, this is used as an

indication that OLS can be used for estimation.
Hodges and Moore (1972) follow a similar approach but also de-

velop a diagnostic for the sensitivity of the estimates to error in a

particular observation. Davies and Hutton (1975) introduce a measure of

"the dístance from singularity" of the observed matrix of exogenous va-

riables. To compute this measure one needs, once again, a guess of the

size of the measurement errors in the exogenous variables. If the dis-

tance from singularity is small, the estimates are suspected to be unre-

liable. In a similar vein, Leamer (1983) presents "destructive diagnos-

tics" which are "sets of ineasurement error variances compatible with the

observed data which would imply that the true explanatory variables are

perfectly collinear". In an empirical example, he concludes that even

very small measurement errors in some explanatory variables would allow

for the possibility of perfectly collinear explanatory variables.
Although it is true that generally one cannot say very much

about the true value of g if S~ ís unknown, there is a special case where
the set of maximum likelihood estimates of g(under normality) can be
bounded. This is the case where the measurment errors are uncorrelated
and the lrFl estimates of S, obtained by regressing each of the 1rF1 vari-
ables involved (i.e. the one dependent variable and the k independent
variables) on the remaining k variables, are all in the same orthant.
Then the convex hull of the lefl regressions contains all possible maxi-
mum likelihood estimates and any point in the hull is a possible maximum
likelihood estímate. If the k-1-1 regressions are not all in the same ox~
thant then the set of maxim~ likelihood estimates is unbounded. A proof
of these results, as well as references to earlier work, can be found in
Klepper and Leamer (1984).

For the case where the IrFI regressions are not in the same or-
thant, Klepper and Leamer (1984) introduce extra prior information which
allows them to bound the set of maximun likelihood estimates. The prior
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information comes in two forms. Firstly, a researcher is supposed to be

able to specify a maximum value of Rz if all exogenous variables were

measured accurately. It is shown that if this maximum is low enough, one

can again bound the set of hII, estimates by a convex hull. Secondly, a

researcher is assianed to be able to give upper and lower bounds for the

measurement error variances. If the upper bound is tight enough, so that

the true explanatory variables cannot be perfectly collinear, the set of

maximimm likelihood estimates is shown to be bounded by an ellipsoid. In

the derivation of the ellipsoid, based on a result in Leamer (1982), it

is asswned that all exogenous variables are measured with error. Obvi-

ously, this is restrictive.

In Section 2 we generalize Klepper and Leamer's result to the

case where some variables may be measured without error. Although we

still arrive at an ellipsoid, the generalization is non-trivial. In

practice, the most obvious use of the ellipsoid is based on extreme val-

ues of linear functions of the coefficients. These are derived in Sec-

tion 3. We next consider, in Section 4, the possibility of jointly using

the prior information on the covariance matrix of the measurement errors

and on the maximum value of R2. Our analysis suggests, however, that

consistency of prior beliefs requires a maximum value of R2 so high that

it does not add information beyond the informatíon implied by the prior

beliefs about S2.

In section 5 we make a first attempt to generalize these results

to a simultaneous equation setting where the exogenous variables may be
measured with error. For a structural equation that contains only endo-

genous variables, we show that the set of consistent 2 SLS estimates is

bounded by an ellipsoid.

Section 6 contains an empirical example. Section 7 concludes.

2. THE SINGLE EQUATION MODEL

Consider the single equation errors in variables model:

y-~sfE

x - ~ t v, (2.z)
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where ~(nxk) i s the matrix of true, but possibly unobservable, explana-
tory variables. The matrix X(nxk) contains the observations on ~ whilst
V(nxk) contains the measurement errors. The vector y(nxl) contains the
observations of the endogenous variables and e(nxl) is a vector of ran-
dom errors satisfying Ee - 0, Eee' - a2In. Let vi be the i-th row of V,
then we assume Evi - 0, Evivi - St, Eevi - 0, i- 1,...,n, and
Ev v' - 0 for i ~ j. We assume both E and the elements of V to be nor-i j
mally distributed and uncorrelated with ~.

Define the kxk-matrix A- 1 X'X. If we assume that the elementsn
of - are also drawings from a normal dístribution and SZ is known, then
the ML estimate of S is the solution of the following moments equation:

( A-St ) S- n X' y- r (2.3)

(for notational simplicity we use the same symbol for g and for its
maximian likelihood estimate as long as no confusion can arise). If we
assume that the elements of - are constants and that 1 ~'~ converges ton ~
a finite limit for n-. m, then the solution of (2.3) is still a consís-
tent estimate of the regression parameters (e.g., Kapteyn and Wansbeek,
1984).

We assume that, although S1 is unknown, the researcher is willing
to specify bounds within which S1 must lie, i.e.

~
0 CS2 tR (2.4)

~ ~
with St specified by the researcher. We assume that n i s symmetric and
that it satisfies

~
0 ~ S2 ~ A. (2.5)

This assLCnption prevents the possibility of A-r2 being singular, a case
discussed extensively by Leamer (1983).

For what follows, the following lemma is useful. The symbol "t"
denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix; the notation C t D is
used to indicate that D-C is a positive semí-definite matrix; C ~ D
means D-C is positive definite.
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LEMMA 1. Let C and C~ be symmetric matrices; then

~
0 t C t C

is equivalent with

C~ C~}C - C á~ C~ CC~}C 5 C~ ) 0.

PROOF: Diagonalize C~ as follows

~ 0 P'
C~ - (P1'P2)[0 0 P' - P1mP1~

2

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

with ~ diagonal and nonsingular, PiPI - I, PZPZ - I, PiPZ - 0. Define

H- PiCPl and let Q diagonalize both ~ and H: Q'~Q - I, Q'HQ - D, with

D diagonal.
(i) If 0 G C G C~, then 0 G PZCP2 t PZC~PZ - 0, so PZC - 0. Consequent-

ly C lies in the space spanned by the columns of P1. As PlPi pro-

jects into this space, P1PiC - C. Since C~C~`} - P1~P1P1~-1P~ -

P1P1' we have C~C~}C - C. Furthermore, 0 C Q'PiCP1Q t Q'P1C `1Q -

I, so 0 G D c I. Thus C- CC~`}C - P1HPi - P1H~-1HP1 -

P Q'-1(D-D2)Q-1P' ~ 0.1 ~ ~} 1
(ii) If C C C- P1PiC - C, then C- P1P1CP1P1 - P1HPi. If, moreover,

C- CC~}C - P Q'-1(D-D2)Q-1P' ~ 0, then D-DZ ~ 0 or 0 G D t I.

Hence 0 G P1Q'-1DQ-1Pi G P1Q1-1Q 1Pi or 0 c C c C~, Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 1. Let x be a vector and C~ a symmetric matrix, then

~
xx' t C (2.9)

is equivalent with

C~C~}x - x 6 x'C~x C 1 S C~ ~ 0. (2.10)
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~ ~t
PROOF: Use Lemma 1 with C- xx' and note that C C xx' - xx' is equiva-

~
lent with C~C~}x - x and xx' ) xx'C~}xx' is equivalent with x'C }x t 1,

Q.E.D.

The main result of this section i s contained in Proposition 1.

The following symbols are used:

F~ - (A-S2~)-1
- A 1

b~ - (A-St~)-lr

b - A lr.

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

~
PROPOSITION 1. The set of solutions B satisfying (2.3), with ~ and St

satísfyin~ (2.4) and (2.5), is given by

(s-b~)'F~}(S-b) C 0 5 F~F~}(S-b) - s-b. (2.14)

Conversely, for any S satisfying (2.14) there exists an S2 such that
(2.3) and (2.4) hold true.

PROOF:

(i) Define F-(A~2)-1 - A 1, so that 0 G F t F~, B- b- FAb, b~ - b-
~ ~ ~

F Ab, and s- b -(F-F )Ab. Lemma 1 implies

FF~}F - F t 0 ó F~F~}F - F. (2.15)

So

Hence

or

(F-F~)F~}F c 0 S F~F~}FAb - FAb. (2.16)

b'A(F-F~)F~}FAb G 0 á~ F~F~}(s-b) - S- b

(S-b~)'F~}(S-b) t 0 S F~F~}(S-b) - S- b.

(2.17)

(2.18)

(ii) To prove the converse we pick an arbitrary S satisfying (2.14) and
construct an F(of rank one) which satisfies (2.3) and (2.15). For F we
choose
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F - (B-b)(S-b),
b'A(B-b) ,

(2.19)

if S~ b, and F- 0 íf g- b; ~ satisfies S- b- FAb, so that (2.3)

holds true. Using Corollary 1, we know that ~ satisfies (2.15) if

(S-b)'F~}(S-b) G(S-b)'Ab á~ F~F~}(R-b) - s- b (2.20)

where we have used the fact that b'A(S-b) - S'(A-St)S - B'(A-SZ)A 1(A-St)s

is positive if g~ b.
The second part of (2.20) is simply the second part oE (2.14).

Next, using this fact, we can also see that the first part of (2.20) is
equivalent with the first part of (2.14). For, the first part of (2.20)
can be written as

(g-b)'[F~}(S-b) - F~}F~Ab] G 0. (2.21)

Using F~Ab - b~ - b this is equivalent with

(S-b)'F~}(S-b~) G 0, (2.22)

which is the first part of (2.14). Q.E.D.

Note that (2.14) can be rewritten as

(6-lt(b~b~))'F~}(B-~(~b~)) G ~(b~-b)'F~}(b~-b) 6 (2.23)

F~F~}[B - ~(~b~)] - B - ~`(btb~). (2.24)

(2.23) represents a cylinder, so that (2.23) and (2.24) represent the
ellipsoid that is obtained by projecting the cylinder orthogonally into

the space spanned by F~.

For the case that there are measurement errors in all variables,
~i.e. R is nonsingular, (2.24) turns into an identity and (2.23) becomes

an ellipsoid with F~} - F~-1. This special case has been given before by
~Klepper and Leamer (1984). The midpoint of the ellipsoid is }(btb ),

which is the "compromise" between the two extreme cases b(St - 0) and
b~ (R ~ S2 ~ ) .



Given that we started from an inequality condition on S2 rather

than F it might seem more obvious to derive an ellipsoid in terms of

St~} rather than F~`}. This can indeed be done and the result is equiva-

lent to Proposition 1. We state this as Proposition 2.

PROPOSITION 2. The set of solutions s satisfying (2.3), with 52 sa[isfy-

ing (2.4), is given by

(g-b~)'(A-S2~)S2~}A(S-b) C 0 á S2~S2~}A(s-b) - A(S-b). (2.25)

Conversely, for an~ B satisfyinR (2.25) there exists an S1 such that

(2.3) and (2.4) hold true. Furthermore, (2.14) and (2.25) are equiva-

lent.

PROOF: The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1 and is
therefore omitted.

Klepper and Leamer (1984) also consider a lower bound on S2. We

do not explicitly deal with this restriction, as any (non-zero) lower

bound can be subtracted from A, and the analysis carries through with

the thus adjusted A instead of A proper; so this extension ís trivial.

3. EXTREME VALUES OF LINEAR FUNCTIONS OF B

If the nimmber of regressors in (2.1) is larger than two it will be hard

in practice to present the ellipsoid given by (2.23) and (2.24) in a

transparent way. For that reason it is useful to derive bounds for li-

near functions of g. Let ~r be a known vector, then bounds for
given by the following proposition.

are

PROPOSITION 3. The maximian and minimum ,~g of ,y'g, with ,y fixed and S sa-
tisfying (2.23) and (2.24), are given by

y'B - ~~y'(btb~) ~ lt{(b~-b)'Ab.y,'F~~y}~. (3.1)
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PROOF: Define

~
f - }( bi-b )

r2 - á(b~-b)'F~}(b~-b) - }(b~-b)'Ab,

and let P1~Pi be the singular value decomposition of F~ (so, F~} -
P1~11Pi and plpi - F~F~})~ Thus the ellipsoid can be written as

(s-f)'F~}(g-f) t r2 S P1Pi(S-f) - s-f.

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Clearly, the extreme values of ~'s will be obtained for s on the ellip-
soid and not in it. We find the extreme values by differentiating the
Lagrangean function

~'8 - ~a{(S-f)'F~}(S-f) - r2} f u'{I-P1P1)(S-f)} (3.5)

with respect to g, a and u and setting the derivatives equal to zero.
This yields

y~ - aF~}(g-f) t (I-P1Pi)u - 0 (3.6)

and (3.4) (with the fírst part being an equality). Premultiply (3.6)
by ~~Pi to obtain

a~-1`Pi(S-f) - ~}Pi~y. (3.7)

Squaring both sides yields a2r2 - ,y'p'~p'-~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ - -r~'r~~'-2~~1 1 ~Next, we have from (3.6) premultipled by P1Pi that F}(B-f) - plpl~,~'
so (2.24) implies

g s f f F~,y~{~'F~y~~r2}~ (3.8)

and the corresponding values of ~,~g as in (3.1) follow directly, Q.E.D.
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4. AN EXTRA RESTRICTION

So far, we have ignored one piece of infornation a researcher may want
to take into account, namely that errors in the equation have a non-ne-
gative variance o2. For a given S2 the ML estimate o2 of o2, under nor-
mality of all variables, is

02 - n Y~ Y- S' (A-S2 ) s- s2 - S'S2b,

where s2 - n y'y - b'Ab, the usual residual variance estimator of o2 if

there are no measurement errors. It seems reasonable to restrict the

values of g to the set which generates non-negatíve values of Q2. Fol-

lowing Klepper and Leamer (1984) we allow for the possibility that a
researcher "knows" that a2 not only is non-negative but actually is

greater than or equal to some positive lower bound a, i.e. B should be
such that o2 ~ a~ 0.

Using Slg - A(s-b), 02 ~ a implies

(s-b)'Ab t s2 - a. (4.2)

So the admissible values of s have to be on one side of a hyperplane.

Fígure 1 presents a drawing of the ellipsoid defined by (2.23) and
(2.24) in the space spanned by F~`. The area to the left of the solid
straight line is where (4.2) is satisfied. In the shaded area (2.23),
(2.24) and (4.2) hold simultaneously. It is easy to show furthermore
that the planes tangent to the ellipsoid in b and b~` are parallel to the
plane defined by (g-b)'Ab - s2 - a. All three planes are orthogonal to
the vector Ab.

b

I

Figure 1. Feasible area for g.
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Evidently, the restriction o2 s a can be ignored íf
~

(s-b)'Ab - s2 - a runs through the point b or if it is to the right of

this point. For the plane to go through b~ there has to hold (b~-b)'Ab -

s2 - a. Since Ab -(A-S2~)b there has to hold b~'SZ~b -~ - a. From (4.1)
~

it is clear that a~2 (the estimate of o2 corresponding to S1 ) is then

equal to a. Thus, if o~2 ~ a, the restriction aZ ~ a does not interfere

witht the ellipsoid, and it can be ignored.
~ ~

The condition a Z~ a translates into a condítion on St . An il-

luminating way of looking at it is the following one. Consider model

(2.1) and the corresponding matrix of second order sample moments, ad-

justed for a:

B -
n y' y-a n y' ~

1 , 1 ..,,.
n ` y n ` `

(4.3)

In víew of (2.1), believing that the variance of e is at least equal to

a, also means that, at least asymptotically, the matrix B is positive

semi-definite. The matrix B is unobservable, but we can construct an-

other matrix C which, under general conditions, will converge in rroba-

bility to the same matrix if n ~ m:

C e
n y' y-a n y' X

1 X' y A- SZ
(4.4)

n

Given that B is positive semi-definite and that B- C converges
in probability to zero i f n i m, i t seems reasonable to impose the in-
equality

1 y' y-a 1 y' X
C~ - i n ~ ~ 0 (4.5)

nX'y A-R

as a consistency requirement for a researcher's prior beliefs - after
all, the whole analysis is in terms of asymptotic properties of esti-
mates. This guarantees the positive semi-definiteness of C for any
choice of S1 satisfying (2.3). Since we have already imposed the condi-
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tion A- S2~ ~ 0, (4.5) amounts to ~C~~ ~ 0. From the formula for the
determinant of a partitioned matrix we know that

~ C~ j- ~A - S2~I .{n y'y - a- n Y'X(A-St~)-1 n X'y} (4.6)

~
so that C~ 0 is equivalent with

or

~
n y' y-a - n y' X(A-S2 )-1 n X' y~ 0

1 ~ ~ ~
n y' y- b '( A-S2 ) b ~ a.

(4.7)

(4.8)

From (4.1) it is clear that (4.8) is equivalent to the condition
~2o ~ a.

Thus, i f a researcher finds i t reasonable to replace condition
(2.5) by (4.5), then the condition a2 ~ a i s satisfied automatically.

5. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

If the exogenous variables in a simultaneous system are subject to er-

ror, the 2SLS estimator of the structural parameters will generally be

inconsistent. If the covariance matrix of the measurement errors is

known, it is easy to adjust the 2SLS estimator so that it will be con-
sistent (See Ketellapper, 1982, for details). Consider the j-th structu-

ral equation:

yj - Yja f
-jY } Ej

X - 'n t V; (5.2)

Yj and ~ j are matrices of endogenous and exogenous variables, respect-
ively, included in this equation, ~ is the ma[rix of all exogenous vari-
ables measured by X; E, and V have the same properties as in Section 2,

Jbut in addition V is independent of Yj. The covariance matrix of the
rows of V i s once again called SZ.

Ketellapper ( 1982) gives the following adjustment of 2SLS as a
consistent estimate of a and y:
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a
Y

Y~X(X'X-n.St)-1X'Yj YjXj
x~Y j x~x j-n.st j

-1
Y'X(X'X-n.St)-1X'y j I

x~ yj

where S~j is the submatrix of ~ corresponding to ~j.
Analogous to Section 2, it would be nice to postulate bounds

for S2 and derive bounds for a and Y. At this moment we only have results
for a structural equation with endogenous variables only, i.e. where
y- 0. In that case (5.3) reduces to (omitting the subscript j and the
caret over a):

r ~ , 1 , ~
a- LYRX (A-S2

)-1 XnY~- YnX ( A-S2 )-1 Xn
~ (5.4)

with A- 1 x~x~ as before.n
Assume once again that a researcher is able to specify a matrix

~
S~ such that (2.4) and (2.5) hold true. Then we will show that the set
of all a's satisfying (5.4) with all S~'s satisfying (2.4) is bounded by
an ellipsoid. It is easy to see, however, that in contrast with the re-
gression case, all a's in this set are consistent estimates of the cor-
responding true parameter vector as long as we maintain the assumption
that V and e are independen[. This is so because the equation under con-
sideration only involves endogenous variables.

Since all a's are consistent, the ellipsoid shrinks to Zero for
n-~ ~. Still, in finite samples, different choices of St will yield dif-
ferent estimates. Therefore, it remains of interest to see how estimates
vary with the choice of assurnptions.

The derivation of the ellipsoid rests on two steps. First we
rewrite (5.4) in a form which allows us to use Proposition 1 and then we
transform this ellipsoid back into a form that allows us to make direct
inferences about a.

To carry out the first step we need some notation. Let

1
R - n X'(YrY)r (5.5)

then (5.4) can be written as
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where
R'(A-S2)-1R(-a) - (-~).

ó- 1 y'X(A-R)-1 1 X'y - a'{1 Y'X(A-S1)-1 1 X'Y}a. (5.7)n n n n

(5.6)

For later reference, no[ice that d) 0. Furthermore, according to (5.1)

we have that X'y - X'Ya t X'E so that under quite general assumptions

d~ 0 wi[h probability one, but also that d converges to zero in proba-

bilíty if n-. W. Define

F - {R'A 1R}-1 - {R'(A-S1)-1R}-1

F~ - {R'A 1R}-1 - {R'(A-it~)-1R}-1

B - á (-a) - -{R'(A-Z)-1R}-lel

with el being the first unit vector,

b - -{R'A 1R}-lel

b~ - -{R'(A-12~)-1R}-lel.

Thus we have

~ ~ ~
0 c F c F, S- b- Fel, b- b- F el.

(5.8)

( 5.9 )

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

Comparison with the definitions used i n the proof of Proposition 1 makes
it clear that g satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1, i.e. the set
of estimates s is confined by

(g-b~)'F~}(B-b) c 0 á F~F~}(g-b) - g- b. (5.14)

This concludes the first step.
The second step is to transform the ellipsoid for g into an el-

lipsoid for a. At this moment we are only able to do this for the case

where F~ is non-singular, i.e. ~~ ~ 0~ The result is given in Proposi-

tion 4.
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PROPOSITION 4. For F~ non-singular a satisfies

~- ~ 2 ~- ,t ~ ~r-
{(-á)'F 1(~2 )} -{(-á)'F 1(-a)}.b F lb ~ 0. (5.15)

PROOF: Substitute á(-á) for g in the first part of (5.14). This gives a

quadratic inequalíty in á. The quadratic expression in d-1 describes a

parabola. For the inequality to hold, the parabola has to intersect the

abscíssa at least once. Thís requires the discriminant of the quadratic

expression to be non-negative. This is (5.15). Thus (5.15) provides a

necessary condition for a, Q.E.D.

6. AN EMPIRICAL EXAMFLE

In Van de Stadt, Kapteyn, Van de Geer (1983) (SKG from now on) a model
of preference formation is constructed and estimated. The central rela-
tionship of the model is the following one

~ ~
ui - SOfslui(-1)tsZfsi(-1)tg3fsitS4Y1tS5Yifs6fsifEi. í6.1)

The index i refers to the i-th household in the sample; ui is a-~fasure
of the household's present wants (exp (ui) is the income the household
head would consider "just about sufficient to make ends meet"); ui(-1)

is the same measure observed one year ago for the same household; fsi is
the log of the present number of household members ("log-family size")

whereas fsi(-1) is log-family size one year ago; yi is the present after
tax household log-income. The starred variables are sample means of log-

incomes and log-family sizes in "the socíal group" to which household i
belongs. A social group is a set of households with identical character-
istics (the age of the household head is in the same age bracket, the

household heads have a similar education and they live in a town of si-
milar size); Ei is a random disturbance term. See SKG for further de-
tails.

Thus relation (6.1) explains the level of a household's present
financial wants by its family size (both present and lagged one period),
its present log income (habit formation), by present log income and log-
family size in the household's social group (preference interdepen-
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dence), and by the level of financial wants one year ago (habit forma-

tion).
Since ei is allowed to show negative serial correlation (this

follows from the theory underlying (6.1) - see SKG), u,(-1) may corre-i
late negatively with ei. This is equivalent to allowinq a measurement

~ ~
error in ui(-1). The variables yi and fi are proxies for reference group

effects and may therefore be expected to suffer from measurement error;

fsi and fsi(-1) are crude proxies of the effects of family composition
on financial wants, which can therefore also be expected to suffer from

measurement error. Finally, yi may be subject to measurement error as
well.

The sample means, variances and covariances of all variables
~

involved are given in Table 1. Our specification of a is given in Table

2. The column headed "~ error" indicates the standard deviation of the
~

measurement errors (the square root of the diagonal of St ) as a percen-

tage of the sample standard deviation of the corresponding observed va-
~

riables. So we allow, for example, a 40Y measurement error in yi and
~

fsi. These values are true a priori values in the sense that we have
~ ~

stuck to our first choice of ~ and not adjusted ~ after looking at the
corresponding ellipsoid. Regarding the off-diagonal elements of
~

S2 it should be noted that these values are not upper bounds for the
~ -

corresponding elements of S2. In (2 the block corresponding to fsi(-1)
~and fsi is singular. Thís implies that in anyS2 satisfying 0 t S2 G S2

the corresponding block will be singular as well. So we impose a perfect
correlation in measurement error between both variables.

Obviously, it is a little hard to present the ellipsoid in 5-
dimensional space implied by (2.25). So we only present b, b~ and the
extreme values of S obtained from (3.1) by choosing for ~ the six unit
vectors successively. The results are given in Table 3. In the right-
hand part of the table, the extreme values are on the diagonal and are
underlined for clarity; the other entries in a row are the corresponding
values for the other coefficients.
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Table 1. Sample means and covariance of the observed variables.

Variable Mean Covariance with

~ ~ui vi(-1) fsi(-1) fsi yi yi fsi

ui 10.11 .1260
ui(-1 10.07 .1123 .1348
fsi(-1) 1.01 .0876 .0922 .2706
fsi 1.00 .0887 .0889 .2559 .2751
yi 10.31 .1238 .1212 .0881 .0924 .1783
~

yi 10.30 .0606 .0593 .0523 .0533 .0782 .0828
fsi 1.00 .0434 .0443 .0873 .0880 .0515 .0535 .0972

~Table 2. Value of S2 .

~ ~
Variable ui(-1) fsi(-1) fsi yi yi fsi Y error

ui(-1) 0.0219
fsi(-1)

fsi

Y~

yi~
fsi

0.0061 0.0061
0.0061 0.0061

0.0040

4U
15
15
15

0.013 0.010 40
0.010 0.015 40

Comparison of b and b~` shows no sign reversals and also in the

right hand side part of Table 3 only a few sign reversals occur. All
~ ~

sign reversals pertain to the social group variables yi and fsi. Thus it
is possible to vary the assumptions in such a way that the estimates
would indicate a negative effect of social group income on the financial
wants of household i or a positive influence of the family size in the
social group. Of course yi and fsi are the variables for which we have
allowed the largest measurement variances. To prevent such outcomes one
should be prepared to put tighter bounds on S1.
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Table 3. Extreme Values of B.

choices for ~2)

sl

s2

63

64

S5

66

bl) b~ el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

0.509 0.968 0.505 0.928 0.515 0.689 0.745
0.950

(0.026) 0.491 0.954 0.531 0.944 0.771 0.715

-0.013 -0.128 -0.004 -0.107 -0.011 -0.063 -0.090
-0.123

(0.032) -0.008 -0.132 -0.029 -0.125 -0.072 -0.046

0.066 0.119 0.070 0.125 0.064 0.089 0.077
0.116

(0.031) 0.062 0.112 0.057 0.118 0.093 0.105

0.298 0.026 0.315 0.045 0.331 0.131 0.155
0.044

(0.031) 0.315 0.027 0.297 0.010 0.210 0.186

0.072 0.024 0.060 0.041 0.013 0.197 0.034
0.028

(0.029) 0.075 0.039 0.058 0.086 -0.098 0.065

-0.032 -0.018 -0.061 -0.067 -0.035 -0.036 0.081
-0.020

(0.025) -0.032 0.011 -0.017 -0.015 -0.014 -0.131

1) Standard errors (from OLS on (6.1) under OLS assumptions) in paren-
theses.

2) Each cell contains two values of s, corresponding to the plus and the
minus sign in (3.1) respectively. Given the choices for ~, the i-th
diagonal cell (i - 1,...,6) contains the extreme values for Si.

The information conveyed by the extreme values of the estimates
is quite different from the story told by the standard errors of the OLS
estimates. For example, b5 is about two and half times its standard er-
ror and b3 about two times. Still the estimate of s5 can switch signs,
but the estimate of S3 cannot. Combining the information obtained from
the standard errors with the results of the sensitivity analysis sug-
gests that S1, S3 and B4 are unambiguously positive; g2 does not reverse
signs in the sensitivity analysis but the standard error of b2 suggests
that 62 could be positive; b5 has a rela[ively small standard error but
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the estimate of 85 turns out to be sensitive to the choice of assump-

tions; b6 has a relatively large standard error, and the estimate of s6
is sensitive to the choice of assumptions.

7. CONCLUSION

We have generalized a result by Klepper and Leamer (1984) and made a
first attempt [o deal with simultaneous equations estimation in the pre-
sence of ineasurement error in exogenous variables. The models dealt with
so far are rather simple. The issue of systematically investigating the

sensitivity of estimates to stochastic ass~ptions (in this case the
presence and size of ineasurement errors) is even more important in com-
plicated models like the ones usually analyzed by means of the well-
known LISREL program (cf. Jóreskog and Sórbom, 1981).

In our experience, estimates of structural parameters may some-
times change dramatically as a result of seemingly innocuous changes in
the stochastic specification of the model. Given that the LISREL program

is so widely used and in view of the wide variety of stochastic specifi-
cations it can deal with, it is important to understand how estimates
change if we vary assumptions. If we do not have a clear understanding
of the relation between data, assumptions and results, empirical wor'~
will not learn us very much about reality. To the extent that c~~puter
software becomes a black box (not because algorithms would be unknown,
but because we do not fully understand how specification affects re-
sults), obtaining empirical results becomes an act of magic. Systematic
sensitivity analysis is an important tool to help empirical researchers
avoid the fate of the sorcerer's apprentice.
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CHAPTER 4

Under revision for Econometrica

CONSISTENT SETS OF ESTIMATES FOR REGRESSIONS WITH CORRELATED OR

UNCORRELATED MEASUREMENT ERRORS IN ARBITRARY SUBSETS OF ALL VARIABLES~

Paul Bekker, Arie Kapteyn and Tom Wansbeek

0. ABSTRACT

We consider the single equation errors-in-variables model and assume

that a researcher is willing to specify an upper bound on the variance

covariance matrix of ineasurement errors in the endogenous and exogenous

variables. The measurement errors may show any pattern of correlations.
It is shown that as a result the set of ML estimates is bounded by an
ellipsoid. When, in addition, the varíance covariance matrix of the er-

rors is constrained to be diagonal, the set of ML. estimates is shown t~~
be bounded by the convex hull of 2R points (1~ beíng the number of error-
ridden exogenous variables), lying on the surface of the ellipsoid. The
results are applied to an empirical example and extensions to a simulta-

neous equations system are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade the problem of ineasurement errors in the indepen-
dent variables of a regression equation has attracted renewed interest
among econometricians. In the fifties and sixties, the problem was con-
sidered to be more or less hopeless due to its inherent underidentifica-
tion (e.g., Theil (1971)). Apart from instrinnental variables, the most

~ Bekker and Kapteyn are with Tilburg University. Wansbeek is with
Groningen University. At the time of writing he was with the Netherlands
Central Bureau of Statistics. Financial Support by the Netherlands
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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frequently cited textbook solution was Wald's method of grouping (Wald

(1940)). Recent insight into the properties of the method of grouping
can be interpreted as making this method worthless in most practical

cases (Pakes (1982)). Since about 1970, new approaches to the problem
have been explored, basically along three lines, viz. embedding the er-

ror-ridden equation into a set of mutiple equations (e.g., Zellner
(1970), Goldberger (1972)), into a set of simultaneous equations (e.g.,
Hsiao (1976), Geraci (1976)), and using the dynamics of the equation, if

present (e.g., Maravall and Aigner (1977)). In view of the underidenti-
fication of the basic model, ít ís clear that all these methods ínvoke
additional information of some kind. If this information takes the form

of exact or stochastic knowledge of certain parameters ín the model, the
construction of consistent estimators is fairly straightforward (e.g.

Fuller (1980), Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1984)). For an overview of the

state of the art, see Aigner et al. (1984).
An approach somewhat orthogonal to the ones described above has

been to take the model as it ís and to use prior ideas about the size of
the measurement errors to diagnose how serious the problem is. Examples

are Blomqvist (1972), Hodges and Moore (1972) and Davies and Hutton
(1975). Leamer (1983) starts from the opposite direction by asking how

serious the measurement error problem has to be in order to render the

data useless for inference, that is to say, when measurement error is
large enough to make it impossible to pu[ bounds on regression parame-
ters. In an empirical example, he shows that even very small measurement
errors in some explanatory variables would open up the possibility of
perfectly collinear explanatory variables and hence make the data use-
less for statistical inference (at least without additional prior in-
formation).

The most systematic analysis of the information loss caused by
measurement error is due to Klepper and Leamer (1984). They start out by
invoking a minimal amount of prior information and then ask the question
under what conditions it is still possible to make some inferences re-
garding the vector of unknown regression parameters S. In the special
case where the measurement errors are assumed uncorrelated and the LrFI
estimates of s, obtained by regressing each of the kfl variables invol-
ved (i.e. the one dependent variable and the k independent variables) on
the remaining k variables, are all in the same orthant, one can bound
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the ML estimates of S. In that case, the convex hull of the kfl regres-

sions contains all possible ML estimates and any point in the hull is a

possible t~.-estimate. If the kfl regressions are not all in the same

orthant then the set of ML estimates is unbounded.

In that case Klepper and Leamer (1984) introduce extra prior in-

formation which allows them to bound the set of maximum likelihood esti-

mates. The prior information comes in two forms. Firstly, a researcher

is supposed to be able to specify a maximum value of R2 if all exogenous

variables were measured accurately. It is shown that if this maximum is

low enough, one can again bound the set of ML estimates by a convex

hull. Secondly, if the R2 bound does not help in bounding the estimates,

a researcher is assumed to be able to give upper and lower bounds for

the measurement error variances. If the upper bound is tight enough, so

that the true explanatory variables cannot be perfectly collinear, the

set of maximum likelihood estimates is shown to be bounded by an ellip-

soid. In the derivation of the ellipsoid, based on a result in Leamer

(1982), it is assumed that all exogenous variables are measured with er-

ror. Obviously, this is restrictive.

Bekker, Kapteyn, Wansbeek (1984) have generalized Klepper an~

Leamer's result to the case where the variance covariance mat:ix of the

measurement errors may be singular, but they still assumed, as díd

Klepper and Leamer, that the endogenous variable is measured without

error or that the measurement error in the endogenous variables is un-

correlated with the errors in the exogenous variables. In this paper we

relax this assumption, which turns out to be a non-trivial exercise. Not

only are there many cases where a non-zero correlation between errors in

the endogenous variable and in the explanatory variables is likely (for

instance when all variables in an equation are deflated by the same im-

perfect price index), but the importance of the generalization also lies

in the possibility to extend the analysis to more complicated models

than just the linear regressíon model. Section 2 presents this result.

Although Klepper and Leamer (1984) assume throughout their paper

that all measurement errors are uncorrelated, they do not exploit that

information in the derivation of the ellipsoid. For any point in the

ellipsoid we can find an ~(the variance covariance matrix of the errors

in the explanatory variables) that yields this point as an ML estimate,

but such an ~ need not be diagonal. In Section 3 we investigate the con-
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sequences of the extra requirement that S2 is diagonal. In that case the

ML estimates are bounded by a polyhedron, which need not be convex. Of

course, the polyhedron lies within the ellipsoid. The convex hull of the

polyhedron is determíned by 2~ vertex points that all líe on the ellip-
soid, where R ís the nianber of nonzero measurement error variances. The-

se points can be computed easily and then used to find, for all elements

of B, intervals that bound the ML estimates. Generally, these intervals
are tighter than the ones obtained from the ellipsoid.

In Section 4, an empirical example illustrates how the various
types of prior restrictions affect the bounds on the ML estimates. Sec-

tion 5 concludes by briefly discussing extensions to simultaneous equa-

tions models. All proofs are collected in two appendices.

2. THE MODEL AND THE ELL IPSOID

Throughout we deal with the following model:

n--s~tE

Y - n f u (2.2)

X- -tV ; (2.3)

(2.1) is the classical linear model, which relates the n-vector of de-
pendent variables n to the nxk-matrix of explanatory variables ~ and the
n-vector of disturbances e. We assume that the distribution of e is in-
dependent of - and satisfies EE - 0, Eee' ~ v~I. The k-vector of para-
meters SD and oÓ are unknown and have to be estimated.

Both n and ~ are unobservable. Instead, y and X are observed and
u and V therefore are the errors of ineasurement in y and X. We assume
that u and V are uncorrelated with ~, n and e and that Eu - 0, EV ~ 0.
Moreover, letting ui be the i-th element of u and vi the i-th row of V,
we assume that

E
vi
ui I

(ui~vi) - ~ -
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for all i and that (ui,vi) is stochastically independent of
(u~,vj) for i ~ j.

Let ~ be known and define S and o2 by

6 - (A-S2)-1(Ab-~21)

a2 - n Y'Y - ~11 - S'(A~)S ~

(2.4)

(2.5)

where A- n X'X, b-(X'X)-1X'y. Under a variety of assumptions, (S,a2)
will be a consistent estimate of (SO,aQ). Of course, if ~- 0, (S,a2)

reduces to the OLS-estimate (b,s2), where s2 - n y'y - b'Ab.

Although ~ will usually be unknown, it seems reasonable to assu-
me that a researcher will be able to specify bounds for ~, i.e.,

~ ~
~~11 ~12

~ ~
~21 ~

(2.6)

~where ~ is specified by the researcher.l) This bound on ~ will be used
to derive bounds on the estimates S defined by (2.4). We assurre that ~
is symmetric and that

0 ~~~ ~ B- 1- n
Y~Y Y~X

X'y X'X

~

(2.7)

thereby guaranteeing the existence of the estimate 9 and also the posi-
tiveness of the estimate a2 for any choice of ~ satisfying (2.6)2). The
latter can be shown easily by writing the positive definite matrix
(B-~)-1 as

1) The notation C ~ D means tha[ D-C is a positive semidefinite matrix;
C~ D means D-C is positive definite.

2) Note that ~~ has to be strictly less than B. Among other things,
this excludes the possibility that the true explanatory variables in -
are perfectly collinear. If - could have less than full column rank, no
bounds for g exist.
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(B-~)-~ I
- LO (Af1)-1

~0 0
f a 2(gl)(-1,6'). (2.8)

so that

a2 - {ei(B-~)-lel}-1 ~ 0~ (2.9)

where el is the first unit vector. Furthermore, i f we denote the estima-
te (g,a2) by ( b~,s~2) i f ~-~~, i t is readily established that, as a
consequence of the boundedness of ~, also 02 is bounded:

~2
s2 ~ a2 ~ s ~ 0 . (2.10)

We may now ask the question whether we can also delimit the set of esti-
mates g gíven that ~ satisfies (2.6). The answer to that question is
contained in proposition 1.

Define

F~ - (A-S2~)-1 - A 1. (2.11)

Then we have

PROPOSITION i: The set of solutions g satisfying (2.4), with ~ satis-

fying (2.6), is gíven by:

2
(S-~(b-Fb~))'F~ (g-~(bfb~)) ~ ~(s2-s~ )

~ ~- ~ ~
F F (g-}(bfb )) - B - 11(btb ) .

(2.12)

(2.13)

~ ~
where F is an arbitrary g-inverse of F.
This bound ís minimal, i.e., for any g sa[isfying (2.12) and (2.13) the-
re exists a~ such that (2.4) and (2.6) hold true.

PROOF: See Appendix A.
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Equation (2.12) describes a cylinder and (2.13) presents a pro-
~

jectíon of the cylinder onto the space spanned by F. Thus (2.12) and
~

(2.13) describe an ellipsoid in the space spanned by F. It is rather

easy to show (see Appendix A) that

2
s2-s~ - íb~-b)' F~-(b~-b) t ~11-~12~~-~21. (2.14)

~
The non-negative definiteness of ~ implies that

~ ~ ~- ~
~11 ~ ~12 ~ ~21'

If (2.15) holds as an equality, i.e.

~ ~ ~- ~
~11 - ~12 ~ ~21'

(2.15)

(2.16)

then (2.12) and (2.14) imply that both b and b~ lie on the surface of

the ellipsoid and the centre of the ellipsoid is located at the midpoint

of the segment joining b and b~. See Figure 1.

Fiqure 1: The ellipsoid when (2.16) holds

If (2.16) holds, the measurement error ui in y is linearly de-

pendent upon the measurement errors vi in the exogenous variables, in
the sense that the mean square of their difference is zero. To see this,

define a-~~- ~21, so that (2.16) is equivalent to
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~
(-1, a~) ~ - 0.

This implies, in conjunction with (2.6):

o c(-1, a') ~(~1) c(-1, a') ~~ (al) - o,

(2.17)

so that (-1, a') ~- 0, which is equivalent to E(ui-a'vi)2 - 0. That is,

the measurement error in y is a fixed linear combination of the measure-

ment errors in X wíth probability one. One particular case in which this

holds is where ~21 - 0 and ~11 - 0, i.e. no measurement errors in y.

If we let ~11 increase, keeping all other elements2of ~~ con-
~

stant, so that (2.15) becomes a strict inequality, sZ - s increases
~

according to (2.14). As b, b~ and F~ do not depend on ~11, this means

that the ellipsoid expands. In that case b and b~ are no longer on the

surface of the ellipsoid, but the midpoint of the line joining b and b~

is still the center of the ellipsoid. See Figure 2. The intuitive expla-

nation

Figure 2: The ellipsoid when (2.15) is a strict inequality

~
for this is that if ~11 increases, we do not only allow more measurement
error in y(which is indistinguishable from errors in the equation any-

way) but also more covariance between the errors in y and X. Thus, the
bound on ~ becomes less tight and the ellipsoid expands.
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If the number of regressors exceeds two, it will be hard in
practice to represent the ellipsoid given by (2.12) and (2.13) in a
transparant way. For that reason it is useful to derive bounds for li-
near functions of S. Let ~, be a known vector, then bounds for ~y'B are
implied by the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2: The maximum and minimian of ~'s, with ~y fixed and B satis-
fying (2.12) and (2.13), are given by

2
~'B - ~ ~V'(~b~) f ~{(s2-s~ ).~y'F~~}

PROOF: See Appendix A.

3. UNCORRELATED MEASUREMENT ERRORS

(2.19)

In this section we assume that, in addition [o the bounds on ~
~as given in (2.6), a researcher is also willing to assume that ~ and ~

are diagonal. That is, measurement errors in different variables are
uncorrelated.

The first thing to notice is that in this case the reasurement
error in the regressand is completely indistínguishable from the error
in the equation. Therefore it is of no consequence for the set of esti-
mates S. Since ~ is diagonal, ~21 - 0 and the estimator S is simply gi-
ven by

s - (A-St)-lAb,

where SZ is diagonal and bounded by

~
0 ~Sl ~~ ~A. (3.2)

~Clearly, the set of estimates is unchanged if we choose ~11 -~11 - 0'
Consequently the ellipsoid (2.12)-(2.13) only depends on ~~. We will
refer to (2.12)-(2.13), with ~21 - 0 and ~11 - 0, as "the ellipsoid
spawned by n~"~ This ellipsoid is still a bound for the set of estima-

~tors B, but it is no longer a minimal bound if ~ and St are restricted
to be diagonal.
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In order to deríve a more satisfactory bound we define the fol-

lowing points

sa - (A~2a)-lAb, (3.3)

~ ~ ~ ~
where ad - SZ e- ea - aa e, with e- diag(6) and g a vector with ones

~
and zeros as elements. If ~ has R non-zero diagonal elements then there

are 2R different matrices 51~, which all satísfy (3.2). Clearly the 2R
~

solutions s6 are bounded by the ellipsoid spawned by ~. We shall refer
~

to the Sd as "generated by S2 ."

~
PROPOSITION 3: All Bd lie on the surface of the ellipsoid spawned by S1

PROOF: See Appendix B.

Having established that all Sh cie on the surface of the ellip-
~

soid spawned by ~, we next show that g lies in the convex hull of the
~

2Q points gd that are generated by S2 .

~
PROPOSITION 4: If S2 and S2 are diagonal and satisfy (3.2), then the set

of estimates S satísfying (3.1) is contained in the convex hull of the
~

2i op ints sa generated by Sl

PROOF: See Appendix B.

Thus, the diagonalíty of S2 further reduces the region where 8
may lie when measurement error is present. In practical applications,

the most obvious use of this result is to compute all 2R points s6 and

to derive the ínterval in which each coefficient lies. These intervals

will in general be smaller than the ones obtained from Proposition 2 by

choosing for y the k unit vectors successively. Proposition 4 is similar

to a result given by Chamberlain and Leamer (1976) (employing a result

by Leamer and Chamberlain (1976)) that bounds the posterior mean by 2k

regressions if the prior covariance matrix is diagonal. In terms of the
present framework, their proof assumes that S2 is non-singular (so k-k,
among other things).
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An example shows that the convex polyhedron need not be a mini-

mal bound for S. Consider the case of two regressors, where all varia-

bles (including the regressand) are subject to measurement error and
~

the 3x3 matrix ~ is diagonal. If ~ is not restricted to be diagonal,
~

the set of estimates B is bounded by the ellipsoid spawned by ~ given

in Proposition 1. As has been observed in Section 2, the ellipsoid spaw-
~

ned by S2 is the same ellipsoid with a smaller radius. If ~ is restric-

ted to be diagonal all 4 vertex points (k ~ 2) lie on the surface of

this latter ellipsoid.

Let a and c be the vertex points (besides b and b~):

a - (A-Std )-lAb (3.4)
1

c - (A-Sla )-lAb,
2

(3.5)

where 61 -(1,0)', d2 -(0,1)'. Assume without loss of generality that b

~ 0. Let us follow the path from b to a. Note that

S- b- Allwlsl f A21w26Z. (3.6)

where wl and w2 are the diagonal elements of S1, All and AZ~ are the
first and second column of A-1, respectively, and gl and SZ are the
two elements of s. Going from b to a, we set w2 - 0 and let wl go from
0 to wl. So S- b- Allwlsl. As bl ~ 0, w1B1 ~ 0 and has as its maximum
~

wlal. As (Á 1)11 ~ 0 the line has a positive angle with el. Analogously,
the line from b to c has a positive angle with eZ. A possible case is

given in Figure 3, with a~ 0, and c~ 0. Going from a to b~` we have
~ -1 ~ ~t

S- a--(A-S2d )2 w2R2. As a2 ~ 0, w2g2 ~ 0 with maximum wZb2. As
~ -1(A-Std )22 ~ 0, ~he line has a positive angle with e2. Analogously, the

line from c to b~ has a positíve angle with el. So if ~ is restricted to
be diagonal we end up with the shaded area in Figure 3(the outer ellip-
soid gives the bound for the estimates if ~ is not restricted to be dia-
gonal).
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e2

Figure 3. The convex hull when S2 is diagonal and the vertices are in the
same orthant

Now assume cl ~ 0. The line from a to b~ has again a positive
angle with e2, but the line from c to b~ has a negative angle with el.

~Thís is so since g- c-(A-S2a )llwlsl, and cl ~ 0, so w161 ~ 0. See
Figure 4. 2

e 1

0

Figure 4. The convex hull when S2 is diagonal and the vertices are no[ ín
the same orthant
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Now all s's are within the shaded area, which is clearly not convex. The

wasp-waist is on e2: ín (3.6), choose wl and wZ such that S1 - 0, then
we can next vary ~1 at will without affecting S, as gl - 0.

4. AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE

In Van de Stadt, Kapteyn, Van de Geer (1985) (SKG from now on) a

model of preference formation is constructed and estimated. The central

relationship of the model is the following one:

~ ~
ui ~ gG f glui(-1) t SZfsi(-1) f S3fs1 f g4y1 f g5y1 f g6fsi f E1 í4.1)

The index i refers to the i-th household in [he sample; ui is a measure

of the household's present wants (exp(ui) is the income the household

head would consider just about "sufficient to make ends meet"); ui(-1)
is the same measure observed one year ago for the same household; fsi is

the log of the present number of household members ("log-family size")
whereas fsi(-1) is log-family size one year ago; yi is the present af.ter
tax household log-income. The starred variables are sample means of lo,~-
incomes and log-family sizes in the "social group" to which :.ousehold i

belongs. A social group is a set of households with identical characte-
rístics (the age of the household head is in the same age bracket, the

household heads have a similar education and they live in a town of si-
milar size); ei is a random disturbance term. See SKG for further de-
tails.

Thus relation (4.1) explains the level of a household's present
financial wants by its family size, both present and lagged one period,
its present log-income (habit formation), by present log-income and log-
family size in the household's social group (preference interdependen-
ce), and by the level of financial wants one year ago (habit formation).

Since Ei is allowed to show negative serial correlation, ui(-1)
may correlate negatively with ei. This is equivalent to allowing a mea-
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~ ~surement error in ui(-1).1) The variables yi and fsi are proxies for
reference group effects and may therefore be expected to suffer from
measurement error; fsi and fsi(-1) are crude proxies of the effects of
family composition on financial wants, which can therefore also be ex-
pected to suffer from measurement error. Finally, yi may be subject to
measurement error as well.

Table 1. Sample means and covariances of the observed variables.

Variable Mean Covariance with

ui ui(-1) fsi(-1) fsi

ui 10.11 .1260

~i(-1) 10.07 .1123 .1348

fsi(-1) 1.01 .0876 .0922 .2706

fsi 1.00 .0887 .0889 .2559 .2751

Yi Yi fsi

10.31 .1238 .1212 .0881 .0924 .1783

10.30 .0606 .0593 .0523 .0533 .0782 .0828

1.00 .0434 .0443 .0873 .0880 .0515 .0535 .0972

The sample means, standard deviations and correlations of all
variables involved are given in Table 1. Our specification of 4~ is gi-
ven in Table 2. The column headed "Y error" indicates the standard de-
viation of the measurement errors (the square root of the diagonal of~
á) as a percentage of the sample standard deviation of the correspon-~ding observed variables. The specification of ~ represents the prior
ideas of the authors of SKG. The upper bounds on the measurement errors

1) As a matter of fact, ei has the form ui - Rlul(-1) t vi, where ui and
ui(-1) are uncorrelated with each other or with vi; vi may be serially
correlated. If we write ui(t) - T~i(t) } ui(t), t- 0,-1, then we ca~
rewrit~ (4.1) as ni - SO } S1 ~i(-1) t S2fsi(-1) t 63fsi } S4yi } S5yf R6fs } vi, where ni(-1) is assumed uncorrelated with vi If we re-
place ni(-1) by yi(-1), as in (4.1), we obtain a model in which the co-
variance of ui(-1) with ei equals - 61 a2 .u
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~
Table 2. Specification of ~ .

~ ~
Variable ui vi(-1) fsi(-1) fsi yi yi fsi Y error

fs.i

35

.0165 35

.0061 .0061 15

.0061 .0061 15

yi .0040 15

yi .0130 .0100 40

fsi .0100 .0150 40

~ ~
in the proxies yi and fsi are chosen relatively high and so are the

~
bounds on the subjective measures ui and ui(-1). Since the proxies yi

~
and fsi are constructed in a similar way, as sample means per soci~l.

group, a substantial correlation in measurement error seems -ikely. The

bounds on the "objective" variables fsi, fsi(-1) and yi are considerably

tighter. The reason for the perfect correlation between the measurement

errors in fsi and fsi(-1) is that most of it represents the crudity of

the specification of family composition effects on subjective wants by

means of log-family size. This crudity will be more or less the same in

both periods. Secondly, there is some ambiguity in the definition of a

household. Not only persons living with a family, but also others sup-

ported by the family for at least 50Y, are counted as members. The latter

criterion is rather loose, but it seems líkely that if a respondent ap-

plies the criterion incorrectly in one year, then he will make the same
~

mistake the next year. For the rest, the elements in ~ are set equal to
zero. Given the analysis in the preceding sections, it should be clear
that without further restrictions, the corresponding elements of ~ can
still be non-zero.

We present extreme values for the elements of S(using Proposi-
tion 2 with ~ equal to the successive unit vectors, or by using Proposi-
tíon 4) for four cases.
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~(i) ~ is as given in Table 2.
~ ~

(ii) ~11 - 0. For the rest ~ is as given in Table 2. The intervals

for S should be tighter than in the previous case.

(iii) The off-diagonal elements in Table 2 are set equal to zero. Howe-
ver, ~ can, of course, still be non-diagonal.

~
(iv) As Case (iíi), with ~11 - 0. The intervals for S should be tighter

than in the previous case.

(v) As Case (iii), but diagonality is imposed on ~. Again, thís should

narrow the intervals relative to the previous case.

In Table 3 the values of b and b~` are presented, along with the extreme

values of S for the five cases considered.

Table 3. Extreme values of S1)

~ - 0 non-diagonal ~

sl

b b~ (i) (ii) b~ (iii) (iv) (v)

~
diagonal ~

.509 ~772 .912 .790 ~781 .926 .801 .796
(.026) .369 .491 .364 .489 .490

-.013 .029 -.005 .264 .115 -.005
S2 (.032) -~079 -~121 -.087 -~129 -~406 -.257 -.136

a .066 .095 .123 .104 .428 .285 .153
.038 .057 .149 -~213 -.070 .0613 (.031)

S '298 149 ~418 .331 135 .427 .334 .321
4 (.031) ' .029 .117 ' .006 .100 .122

.071 .270 .175 .441 .278 .133
S5 (.029) .047 -~152 -.057 .073 -~297 -1.33 .037

-.031 .124 .056 .251 .122 -.020
s6 (.025) - ~025 -~180 - .112 -0.48 -~330 - .201 -.075
s~2 .0021 .0175 .0019 .0173

s2 .0242

1) Standard errors in parentheses. Each cell in the columns (i)-(v) con-
tains the extreme values for the elements of g.
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~ ~
For all specifications of ~, B-~ is positive definite. As a

result, s~`2 is always positive, as it should be. The various columns in

Table 3 are pretty much according to expectation. The intervals for Si
are a great deal wider in Case (i) than in Case (ii). In Case (ii) we

see that 65 and S6 can switch signs depending on the choice of ~. In

Case (i) the interval for g2 becomes so wide that this parameter may

reverse signs as well. Similarly, Case (iii) gives rise to wider inter-

vals than Case (iv). Comparing (iii) and (iv) to (1) and (ii) makes it
~

clear that, in this example, the diagonal m generates wider intervals.
Now, g3 may reverse signs as well. Finally, imposing diagonality on ~
narrows the interval dramatically. No parameter estimate reverses signs.

The example illustrates two points. First, it is important to
use prior information economically. If one "knows" that ~ is diagonal,
this knowledge should be used. Otherwise the computed intervals may be
much wider than the intervals that correspond to one's prior knowledge.
Secondly, allowing for measurement error in the endogenous variable (and
correlation between this error and the errors in the exogenous varia-
bles) has a non-trivial influence on the intervals for the Bi.

5. CONCLUSION

As illustrated in Section 4, it is very simple to apply Proposi-
tions 2 and 4 to empirical problems, and the analysis could easily be

incorporated in regression packages. Since the propositions cover a wide
range of cases, the researcher has considerable freedom to express his

prior ideas about n as precisely or as vaguely as he wants. The result

of the analysis will then swnmarize succinctly the sensitivity of esti-

mation outcomes to assumptions about the qualíty of the data used.

It appears that the framework developed in this paper will allow
for extensions to more complicated models. Consider for example the j-th
structural equation in a linear simultaneous equations system:

Yj ' Yja~ f-jY~ f Ej.

where Yj and -j are matrices of endogenous and exogenous variables res-
pectively, included as explanatory variables in this equation; yj is the
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vector of endogenous variables to be explained by this equation and e.
]ís a vector of errors. Let ~ be the matrix of all exogenous variables in

the system. Then 2-SLS amounts to GLS applied to

3'y~ --'Yjao f n'á~yD f n'e~. (5.2)

If ~ is measured with error, this model becomes similar to (2.1)-(2.3).
Since 5 occurs on both sides of the equation, the measurement errors in
the left and right hand side variables will in general be correlated.
For the special case where y0 - 0, it is easy to show that Propositíon 1
can be applied directly to derive an elli~soid for a consistent estimate
of a0, defined analogous to S(cf. (2.4)). (Bekker, Kapteyn and Wansbeek
(1984) have derived the same ellipsoid without reference to Proposition
1, assuming that all exogenous variables are measured with error.) Pro-
position 1 is not applicable when y0 ~ 0. For that more general case
further research is needed.

APPENDIX A:
Proofs of propositions 1 and 2 and of (2.14)

We first establish two lemmas and a corollary.

LEMMA 1 Let C- ~C11 C12 be a symmetric matrix and let C22 be a gene-
- 21 22

ralized inverse of C22, then C~ 0 if and only if

(i) C22 ~ 0

(ii) C22 C22 C21 - C21
(iii) C12 C22 C21 ~ C11

PROOF: If C) 0 then,
(i) trivial.
(ii) Let A' -(0, I- C22 C22), then A' C A- 0, so

C A- 0, or (I - C22 C22) C21 - 0,
(iii) Let B' - (I, - C12 C22),

then B' C B- C11 - C12 C22 C21 ~ 0.
if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold true, then

(A.1)
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C -
~I C12 C22

0 I
~ 0.

.Q E.D.

C11 - C12 C22 C21 00
I 0

~22~ ~~22 ~21 I~
A similar result has been mentioned by Ouellette (1978). We also

note that, according to lemma 2.2.4 in Rao and Mitra (1971), (ii) and

(iii) are invariant under the choice of g-inverse.

COROLLARY. Let C be a symmetric matrix, with C- a generalized inverse of
C, then the following three statements are equivalent:

Cl xJ ~ 0
x C

(A.2)

xx' c C (A.3)

(i) C ) 0
(ii) CC x - x
(iii) x' C x G 1

PROOF: Apply Lemma 1 twice,

(A.4)

LEMMA 2. Let C and C~ be positive definite symmetric matrices, c2 and
c~2 positive scalars and let y and Y~ be vectors, then -

Y'C Y t c2 Y' C Y~~C~ Y~ t c~2 Y~~C~
~ C Y C~ c C,t ~t C~r

Y

if and only if

(i) C 1 - C~-1 ~ 0

(A.5)

(A.6)
(ii) (~ 1- C~-1)(~ 1- C~-1)-

(Y~ - Y) - Y~ - Y

(iii) (Y~ - Y)' (C
1- C~-1)-

(Y~ - Y) c c~2 - c2.
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PROOF: Premultiply (A.5) by A-
L~

-Í~ and postmultiply by A'.
This implies that ( A.5) is equivalent to

rc2 0
LO C

~(Y~ -Y)' C~(Y~ - Y) f c~2 (Y~ - Y)' C~It
C~(Y~ - Y)

C~t

c 2 0
0 C 1 - C~-1

Since the matrices on both sides of the inequality sign are positive
definite, (A.7) is equivalent to

~-2c
~-2 ~-c (Y ' Y)

or

LY - Y

-1
~

Y - Y
s

c

Finally, using the collory, we find (A.9) to be equivalent to

- c~-2 (Y~ - Y),

C~-1 f c~-2 (Y~ - Y)(Y~ - Y)'

c~-2
~-~ I

(A.10)

(iii) c~`-2 (Y~ - Y), (~1- C~-1)- (Y~ - Y) } c~-2 c2 C 1.

(i) C 1- C~-1 ~ 0
(ii) (~ 1 - C~-1)

(C 1 - C~-1)- (Y~ - Y) - (Y~ - Y)

Proof of Proposition 1: There holds:

(B-~) -
~' (A-S2)6fo2 ~' (A-R)

[ ( A-S2 ) 8 ( A-SZ )

t

~ (A.7)

, (A.8)

.Q E.D.

Cb'Abts2 b'A~
Ab A - B' (A.11)

Since A~ 0, A-52 ~ 0, a2 ~ 0, s2 ~ 0, we can apply Lemma 2 to show that
(A.11) is equivalent to

(i) (A-S1)-1 - A 1 ~ 0 (A.12)
(ii) {(A-S2)-1 - A 1}{(A-it)-1-A 1}- (S-b) - g -b

(iii) (S-b)' {(A-S2)-1 - A 1}- (B-b) ~ s2 - a2.
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The corollary implies that (A.12) is equivalent to

s2-a2 B' -b'
S - b (A~1)-1 - A 1

~ ~ -
Similarly we find that ( B-~ ) G(B-~) is equivalent to

a2 - s~2 S, - b~~

B-b~ (A-St~)-1 - (A-SZ)-1

Adding (A.13) and (A.14) yields:

s2 - s~2 2S' - b' - b~
~ ~

2g-b-b F

~ 0.

~ 0.

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.15)

Application of Lemma 1 yields (2.12) and (2.13).
The second part of the proof is constructive. For each g~ b,

satisfying (A.15) we construct a a2 and iZ that satisfy (A.13) and
(A.14). Define

a2 -}{s2 f s~2 -(g-b)' F~-(S-b) f(g-b~) F~-(S-b~)}. (A.16)

Since b satisfies (2.12) and (2.13) we have

}
~

-1
F~-(b-b~)

~
s -s ~S-b'-b -1
2g-b-b~ F~ F~-(b-b~)

}{(b-b~)' F~-(b-b~) -(s2-s~2)} t s2 - a2 t s2 - a2.

Furthermore,

s2 - s~2 2S~ -b' - b~~
2g - b - b~ F~

which implies

s2-á2

~ 0.

ti~
- 1 s - a`

F~-(b-b~) - - s - b

Is2-s~2 28,-b'-b~~~
28-b-b~ F~

s2-á

(A.17)

, (A.18)

~ s2 - á2. (A.19)
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Using the corollary, we find for s~ b that

IsZ-s~2 2B~-b'-b~~

iL28-b-b~ (A-S2~)-1-A 1
~ (s2-Q2)-1

s2-a S' -b

3-b (s2-á2)-1(S-b)(S-b)'

I s2-á2~ ~s2-á2~

~~-b ~

~ 0.

`3-b J
- (A.20)

If we now choose ~ such that

(A-S1)-1 - A 1 f ( s2-a2)-1 ( 6-b)(B-b)~.

then, clearly, both (A.13) and ( A.14) are satisfied. .Q E.D.

Proof of (2.14): Let x be a scalar and let

~ 2 ~
~I1 - x ~1'

It follows from Lemma 1 that ~ ~ 0 if and only if

2 ~ ~ ~t- ~
x ~ ~11 - ~12 ~ ~21~

(A.21)

(A.22)

On the other hand ~~ 0 if and only if B-~ t B. Partitioning of the

matrices B-~~ and B just as in (A.11) and application of Lemma 2 shows

that B-~ t B if and only if

x2 t s2 - s~2 -(b-b~)' F~-(b-b~). (A.23)

Clearly (A.22) is equivalent to (A.23) and thus

2 ~2 ,~ ,~- ~t ~r ~ ~- ~
s - s - (b-b )' F (b-b ) t ~11 - ~12 S2 ~1~. .Q E.D. (2.14)
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Proof of Proposition 2: Given that F~ is symmetric and positive semi-

definite, the corollary implies that (2.12) and (2.13) are equivalent to

(B-~(~b~)) (B-lt(~b~)' ~ } (s2-s~2) F~.

This implies

('Y~S - }V~~(btb~))2 C } (s2-s~2) ~Y~ F~ V~~

(A.24)

(A.25)

for any given vector y,. This makes it clear that (2.19) gives the extre-

me values of ~,' g. .Q E.D.

APPENDIX B:
Proofs of Proposition 3 and 4

Proof of proposition 3:
,t ~ ~- ~t ~t ~t ~t- ~t

Clearly S2d
- Rd R Rd and

R6 - R R Rd~
If we define

Fd - (A-S2d)-1 - A 1,

then

~ ~t ~t- ~t
Fd (A-f2 ) S2 AFd 3

-( A-Sl d)-1 S2 d A 1(A-SZ ~) S2 ~- AA 1 S2 d(A-S2 d) -1
-

~
-Fd.

(B.1)

~t ~- ~So (A-S2 ) R A is a g-inverse of Fd for every 6; in particular it is a
g-inverse of F~. As

~ ~ ~r ~r- ,t ~ -1Fd - F (A-Sl ) S2 S2 d(A-S2 d) ,

it follows that

,~ ,~- ~ ~
Fd F Fd - Fd

(B.2)

(B.3)
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for any g-inverse F~`-. As 2B -b-b~ 3(2F~ - F~)Ab, and using (2.14)
~ ~ d d

with ~il - 0 and ~21 - 0, it follows that (2.12) becomes an equality if
we substitute 8d for B. Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3. Let A be a positive-defínite matrix, k a vector and u a
scalar, 0 c u c 1. Then

(Afukk')-1 - aA 1 t (1-a)(Afkk')-1, (B.4)

where

1 ~ ~ - 1 - u-1 ~ 0.
1 t u k'A k

PROOF: Straightforward

(B.5)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the first R diagonal
~ ~ ~ ~

elements of St , wl, w2,...,wR, are non-zero (k t k) and the remaining
k-A, elements are zero. Let us index the 2R vectors d by a subscript j,

with j-1,...,2~. A typical element of dj is óij 1,...k. We order the dj
in such a way that, for j c 2m and 0 c m c R-1, d m- d.-e~l, with

J
e~l the (mtl)-th unit vector. In Fié. 5 we give ~n2example for k-4 and
Q-3

1
1
1
0

1
1
0

O1 1
ll 0
0 0
0 0

~a
0
0

dl d2 d3 d4 d5 66 67 d8

Figure 5. The ordering of dj for k-4, R~3.

R ~
Define Kj - A- ~ dij wi eie'i (this would be denoted as p,-~á in sec-

i-1
tion 3, with 6-6j). Then we have that K m 3 Kj t w~l e~l emfl~jt2
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LEMMA 4. Let ui, 1-1,...,2m, be scalars satisfying ui~ 0, E ui - 1, then
- i

there exist scalars aj, j-1,...,2m, satisfying aj ~ 0, E aj - 1, such
j

that

2m -1 2m
{ E ui Ki} - E a(K.)-1, for all 0 t m t 1C
i-1 j-1 j ~

(B.6)

PROOF: The proof is by induction. Assume (B.6) holds for m t R.-1 then we

show that it also holds for mtl.

2mt1 2m 2m 2m
E u K- E u K f E v K - E(u tu )K t (B.7)

i-1 1 i i-1 i i i-1 if2m i-F2m i-1 1 it2m i

2m x ~

{ i~luit2m}~um-Elemf lemf 1'

Lemma 3 implies

2~1 -1 2m
{ E u K} - a{ E(u tu )K }-1 t (B.8)
i-1 i i 1-1 i if2m i

2m ,~ -1
(1-a){iEl(Vi}uit2m)(Kitwmtlemtlemfl)} -

2m -1 2m -1
- a{ E (u ~-u )K } t (1-a){ E (u fu )K } .

i-1 i if2m i i-1 í i-i2m if2m

with 0 t a C 1. Assimming that the proposition holds for m, (B.8) implies
that it holds also for mtl. Furthermore, (B.6) holds íf m-0.

.Q E.D.

~Proof of Proposition 4: Consider K- A- St Given that 0 t fd t S2 and~that f2 and ~ are diagonal we can write K as

2~
K - E uj Kj~ (B.9)

j~l
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where uj ~ 0, E ~j - 1
j

According to (3.1) and Lemma 4 we have

2R -1 2~ 2R
s-(A-S2)-lAb-K lAb-{ E ujKj} Ab- E ajKjlAb- E aj9d ,(B.10)

j-1 j-1 j-1 j

with a. ~ 0, E a. - 1.
J j J

.Q E.D.
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CHAPTER 5

Forthcoming in Psychometrika

THE RANK OF REDUCED DISPERSION MATRICES

by Paul Bekker~ and Jan de Leeuw~`~

0. ABSTRACT

Psychometricians working in factor analysis and econometricians working
in regression with measurement error in all variables are both interes-
ted in the rank of dispersion matrites under variation of the diagonal
elements. Psychometricians concentrate on cases in which low rank can be
attained, preferably rank one, the Spearman case. Econometricians con-
centrate on cases in which the rank cannot be reduced below the number
of variables minus one, the Frisch case. In this paper we give an exten-
sive historical discussion of both fields, we prove the two key results
in a more satisfactory and uniform way, we point out various small
errors and misunderstandings, and we present a methodological tomparison
of factor analysis and regression on the basis of our results.

Keywords: factor analysis, errors of ineasurement, structural regression,
functional models, communalities, errors in variables.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose E is a symmetric positive definite matrix of order m. In this
paper we study the function rank (E - St) as S2 varies over the diagonal
matrices satisfying 0 C S2 ~ E. This inequality notatíon is convenient

~ Tilburg University; Dept. of Econometrics. Financial support by the
Netherlands Organization for the advancement of Pure Research (ZWO) is
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~~ University of Leiden; Dep[. of Data Theory.
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shorthand for the requirement that both ~ and E-~ must be positive

semidefinite. More in particular we study:

mr(E) - min {rank(E -~) ~ 0 t~ c E; ~ diagonal}. (1)

Investigation of this matrix function is important in at least

two data analytic fields. The first field, which is very familiar for

most readers of the psychometric literature, is factor analysis. In this

context mr(E) corresponds to the number of common factors. The older

factor analysis literature concentrated on studying conditions for

mr(E) - 1, while later contributions were mainly concerned with finding

bounds or estimates of mr(E). In our first historical section we shall

review the most important algebraic results from the factor analysis

literature.

The second field, which has had far less attention in the psy-

chometric literature, is regression with errors of ineasurement in the

variables. This model has been mainly studied in econometrics, with the

major emphasis on conditions for mr(E) - m- 1. We shall also review the

most important contributions from econometrícs. This will also give us

the opportunity to contrast the factor analysis model with the regres-

sion model.

2. THE SPEARMAN MODEL

As we remarked in the introduction most of the early factor ana-

lysis literature concentrated on the characterization of matrices for

which the Spearman model with a single common factor was appropriate. In

the present context we might say that the early literature concentrated

on finding conditions for mr(E) - 1. We briefly review this work which

is ríddled with errors and imprecisions.

In his famous paper on general intelligence Spearman (1904, p.

274) used the hierarchy of correlations as a criterion. Tests should
have the property that, after rearrangement, correlations were decreas-

ing in each row, and that rows were proportional. This turned out to be
somewhat too subjective and informal.

Krueger and Spearman (1907, p. 84-85) derived a new criterion
from the correction for attenuation formula. It was
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(pikpiR,pjkpjR.)} - (pijpkk)~'
(2)

which had to hold true for all quadruples (i ~ j,k,R; j~ k,R; k~ IC).

Observe that we have formulated the criterion in terms of the correla-

tion matrix R, with elements pij, which are tacitly assumed to be nonne-

gative. From the Krueger and Spearman formula it is easy to derive

pik~piR - pjklpjR, (i ~ j.k,RC j~ k,k; k~ R.). (3)

This formula was published for the first time by Burt (1909, p. 159). He

did not publish a proof, but he indicated that he derived it from the

Krueger - Spearman formula, probably with help from Spearman. The actual

(one-line) proof was not published until Spearman (1927, appendix, p.

ii). Hart and Spearman (1912, p. 58, footnote) derived (3) from the par-

tial correlation formula of Yule. Garnett (1919a, 1919b) referred to the

conditions as Burt's equations, and he stated that there were only }m(m

- 3) independent equations among the m!~(m - 4)! possible ones. This was

proved in Garnett (1920, p. 245), where the name he had proposed for the

conditions was formally withdrawn. Perhaps this was one of the seeds

that grew into Burt's later attempts to rewrite the history of factor

analysis (Hearnshaw, 1981, chapter 9). The conditíons (3) were called

the vanishing of the tetrad differences by Spearman and Holzinger (1924,

1925), who also wrote them in the more convenient form

pikpjR - pikpjk - 0' (i ~ j,k,R; j~ k,R; k~ R.). (4)

It is clear that in the earlier formulations the possibility of
negative and zero correlations was sometimes overlooked. In fact one
often has the ímpression that positivity of the correlations was treated
as part of the definition of the Spearman hierarchy. There is a second
imprecision, which is perhaps more serious. If we define

mr~(E) - min {rank(E - S2) I Sl diagonal}, (5)

then the vanishing of all tetrads (or of ~}m(m - 3) independent tetrads)
is necessary and sufficient for mr~(E) t 1. However, in general,
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mr~(E) ~ mr(E), (6)

and there is no guarantee of equality. Remarks to this effect were al-
ready made by Garnett, but it was pointed out for the first time by
Wilson (1928) and Camp (1932) that the conditions

pjk ~ pikpji

were necessary as well for mr(E) - 1.

It is remarkable that the formulation of the conditions for

mr(E) - 1 took about thirty years. In fact, the results can be summari-

zed in a single comprehensive theorem. Once it is formulated, the proof

is almost immediate. In order to do so we assume, without loss of gene-
rality, that E is irreducible, i.e. E cannot be brought, by permuta-

tions, into block-diagonal form. We also say that E is a Spearman matrix

if mr(E) - 1.

Theorem 1. A positive definite, irreducible matrix E i s a Spearman
matrix if and only if, after sign changes of rows and corresponding co-
lumns, all its elements are positive and such that

aikajR - ai~ajk - 0,

and

oikaji - aiiajk c 0,

for all quadruples (i ~ j,k,~; j~ k,R; k~ R).

(8)

(9)

Proof: Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, let q-(ql,...,qm)' be an
m-vector. It will be shown that q exists such that E-qq' is diagonal
with non-negative elements. As we may assume that all elements of E are
positive, it follows from (8) that qi -(oikoji~ajk)~ exists indepen-
dently of the choice of k and j, (i ~ j,k; j~ k). Hence, aij - qiqj. It
follows from (9) that

aii ~ qi'
Q.E.D.
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There have been various attempts to generalize the approach of

this theorem, and the kind of result we have obtained, to various other

combinations of m and p(with p- mr(E): the numbers of common factors).

Kelley (1928), Wilson (1929), Wilson and Worcester (1934, 1939) study

special cases such as (m,p) equal to (4,2), (5,2), or (6,3). Many diffe-

rent special cases must be distinguished, and very little has been

achieved in terms of general results.

3. THE LEDERMANN BOUND

Kelley (1928) also tries to provide much more general results,
which are true for all (m,p). If we write the factor model as
E- AA' f St, then we find }m(m t 1) equations in m t mp -}p(p - 1)

unknowns (taking rotational indeterminacy into account). The number of
unknowns exceeds the number of equations íf

p~ p(m) -}{2m f 1-( 8m t 1)~}. (10)

Kelley (1928), and later Thurstone (1935), therefore suggest that
mr(E) ~ p(m) for all E. This despite a warning from Wilson. 'There is
perhaps no more tricky part of mathematics than that involved in count-

ing equations and variables to determine whether or not the equations
can in general be solved. Today this kind of mathematics is, among pure
mathematicians, taboo except as a heuristic device.' (Wilson, 1929, p.
156).

Ledermann (1937) has tried to put the bound mr(E) t p(m) on a
somewhat more rigorous footing. Not with much succes though. 'Nous
offrons un pétale de rose a quiconque énoncera clairement et démontrera
surement les resultats que Ledermann a voulu nous communiquer.' (Hakim
et al., 1976, p. 24), We shall make an attempt. Ledermann writes
mr~(E) C p as a system of }(m - p)(m t 1- p) determinantal equations
with the elements of S2 as the m unknowns. Of course each determinant can
be expanded, which gives a system of }(m - p)(m t 1- p) polynomial equ-
ations in m unknowns. Again the number of unknowns exceeds the number of
equations if p~ p(m). Ledermann proves, in addition, that at least for
some choices of E these equations are independent, i.e. none of them is
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a consequence of the others. Of course this still does not imply much

about their solvability, or about the number of solutions they have.

Perhaps the most general result about the Ledermann bound, which

has been proved rígorously, is due recently to Shapiro (1982a). He pro-

ves that mr~(E) a p(m) almost surely, i.e. the dispersion matrices E for

which mrt(E) ~ p(m) form a set of (Lebesgue) measure zero. Although this

result is theoretically of some interest, it does not give any valuable

information for specific matrices E.

4. BEYOND THE LEDERMANN BOUND

We first mention, as an important step ahead, the work of Albert

(1944a, 1944b). He defined u(E), the ideal rank of E, to be the rank of

the largest nonsingular square off-diagonal submatrix. Obviously

mr~(E) ~ u(E). Albert gives necessary and sufficient conditions for

equality in his first paper, and he gives a sufficient condition for

equality in the second paper. Tumura and Fukutomi (1968) give another

sufficient condition.
Guttman (1954, p. 160) observed that 'merely studying the minors

outside the main diagonal was not sufficient' for determining mr(E), and

he showed that mr(E) - m- 1 for correlation matrices with two different

latent roots, the largest of which with a multiplicity of m- 1.

Guttman (1956, theorem 1) argued that mr(E) t m- k if E 1 has a

k x k diagonal principal submatrix. Guttman (1956, p. 283) also gave a

lower bound, which was a correction of an earlier given bound (Guttman,

1954, p. 153). Let D1 be the diagonal matrix formed by the diagonal

elements of E-1 and let n(.) denote the number of positive roots. Then a
lower bound is given by mr(E) ) n(E-D). In the same paper he presented
an interesting inequality which may be reformulated as follows:

Theorem 2. If E is irreducible, then

mr(E) t mr(E 1) ~ m.

Proof: Guttman (1956, p. 283) showed that mr(R) t mr(SR-1S) ~ m, where R
is an (mxm)-correlation matrix and S in a diagonal matrix such that the
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diagonal elements in SR 1S equal one. Obviously, if R is a correlation

matrix corresponding to E, then mr(E) ~ mr(R), and mr(E-1) - mr(SÁ 1S).

Q.E.D.

In order to prove that his inequality was the 'best possible'

one, Guttman provided examples for which the inequality becomes an equa-

lity. Curiously, he didn't use Spearman matrices for this purpose. Ob-

viously, as mr(E) t m- 1 for any E(cf. Guttman, 1954, p. 159), it must

hold true that (11) becomes an equality if mr(E) - 1, or mr(E 1) - 1. As

an interesting consequence of (11) we thus have that mr(E) - m- 1 if

E-1 is an irreducible Spearman matrix.

The fallacy behind interpreting the Ledermann bound as providing

an upper bound to the number of common factors was further discussed in

Guttman (1958). It was remarked that a symmetric tridiagonal E, with all

subdiagonal elements non-zero, had mr~(E) - m- 1. Guttman was mistaken

in his assertions made in the same paper that for the 'perfect simplex'

mr~,(E) - m- 2, and for the 'quasi-simplex' mr~(E) - m- 3. He tried to

prove that if E-1 is tridiagonal, as is true for the 'perfect simplex',

then mr~(E) - m- 2. This is very strange, since application of the afo-

rementioned theorem 1 in Guttman (1956) shows that if E 1 is tridiago-

nal, and m~ 5, then even mr(E) is smaller than m- 2.

Tumura and Fukutomi (1968) proved that the tridiagonality of E,
with non-zero subdiagonal elements, is not only sufficient for mr~(E) -
m- 1, it is, after permutation, also necessary. Their proof is diffi-
cult to understand. Hakim et al. (1976, p. 26) give another proof, which
is more solid but a bit complicated. Fairly simple proofs are available
in Fiedler (1969) and Rheinboldt and Sheperd (1974), who discovered the
theorem in an entirely different context.

A slightly more interesting theorem, which was proved by Shapiro
(1982b), implies the existence of a set of non-zero (Lebesgue) measure
satiefying mr(E) ~ m- 1. Let

mr4(E) - min {rank(E - S2) I fl t E; R diagonal}, (16)

so that

u(E) t mr~(E) t mrg(E) t mr(E). (17)
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Shapiro proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for mr~(E) -
m- 1 is that E is irreducible and all its off-diagonal elements can be

made non-positive by sign changes of rows and corresponding columns.
So far we have found conditions which can be considered as suf-

ficient conditions for mr(E) - m- 1. Necessary and sufficient condi-

tions are given in the following theorem, which is similar to a result

that has been proved by Hakim et al. (1976, p. 14, corollaire 2.4).

Theorem 3. mr(E) - m- 1 i f and only if for each vector y' -(y1,...,Ym)
~ 0 such that (E - St)y - 0, where S2 is diagonal and 0 e S2 c E,
yi ~ 0 for all i- 1,...,m.

Proof: let E and SZ be partioned as

E - ~ol l 012

021 E22
, St -

Wl l 0
0 ~22

(i) Sufficiency. If rank (E-S2) c m-2, then rank (o21,E22- 5222) c m-2,
and thus there exists an (m-1)-vector a~ 0, such that (a ,E - S2 )la21 22 22
- 0. Let y' - (O,a').
(ii) Necessity. Without loss of generality we assume that yl - 0. Let B
and d be (m-1)-vectors such that a21- (E22- St22)S f ó, where (E22- ~22)d
- 0. Then (O,d')(E-St)(O,d')' - 0, and as E- S2 ~ 0, (E-SZ)(O,d')' - 0.
Hence a126 - d'S - 0, so that 5- 0. Consequently, E-St -

(S,I)'(E22-~22) (s'I) t (1,-s')(E-S2)(1,-B')'elei, where ei - (1,0,...,0).
Let S2 - SZ t(1,-s') (E-S2)(1,-B')' elei, so that SÉ is diagonal and
0 c SZ c E. As (E-S2)y - 0 and (E-S2)(1,-S')' - 0, the independence of
y and (1,-S')' implies that mr(E) c m-2. This contradicts the assumption
mr(E) - m-1. Q.E.D.

Of course, the conditions in this theorem are not very satisfac-
tory. However, it is an important step towards the formulation of simple
necessary and sufficient conditions for mr(E) - m- 1. These conditions,
and also the conditions in theorem 3(cf. Reiersbl, 1941, theorem 12),
have been derived i n an entirely different tradition, which we will now
review.
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5. STRUCTURAL REGRESSION

Consider the following 'errors-in-variables model'

~iy - 0, i - 1,...,n, (18)

xi - ~i f ei. (19)

where the stochastic vectors (xi, ~i, Ei), i- 1,...,n, are i.i.d. with
zero expectation. The m variables in ~i are not observed, instead the m
variables in xi are observed. It is assumed that the disturbances, or
measurement errors, in ei are mutually independent and also independent
of the systematic parts in ~i. The (fixed) m-vector y is called the
structural vector.

Obviously, the model can be considered as a regression model
where all variables are subject to measurement error. Indeed, if only
one of the errors in e has a non-zero variance, so that m- 1 errors
equal zero almost surely, then the model represents an elementary re-
gression, where one of the variables is regressed on the other vari-
ables. As we can do this for each variable, we can also find m different
elementary regression vectors y.

Let E and S2 denote the covariance matrices of xi and ei, respec-
tively, where E is assumed to be nonsingular. Then the covariance matrix
of ~i is given by E- ál, where S2 is diagonal and

0 c S2 c E.

Furthermore, y satisfies the moment equations

(20)

(E - A)Y - 0. (21)

~If S2 is known up to a proportionality factor, i.e. S2 - uS2 , whe-
re n~ is some known fixed positive semidefinite matrix, then the equati-
ons in (20) and (21) can be used for estimation purposes. That is to
say, L should be replaced by its sample estimate E, y should be set
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. ~
equal to [he smallest root v of the determinantal equation I E - vR I-~ ~
0, and y may be estimated by (E - vSZ ) y - 0. This gives consisten[ es-
timates. As an example we may consider 'orthogonal regression', where
~a- I, whích was introduced by Pearson ( 1901), or we may consider the m

different elementary regressions, where each time R has only one non-
zero diagonal element. It follows immediately from (21) that the ith
elementary regression vector Y must be proportional to the i th column

-1of E; the estimate of the i th elementary regression vector is thus
proportional to the i th column of E-1.

However, i n general, the dispersion matrix of the measurement
errors is not known up to a proportionality factor, and many diagonal
matrices R and vectors y satisfy both (20) and (21). In other words, if
all variables are normally distributed, so that the moment equa[ions
(21) contain all information with respect to y, then the model is not
identified; which corresponds to the underidentification of a factor
model with m- 1 factors. Other distríbutional assumptions may result in
identification. For example Bekker ( 1986) gives a condition that is suf-
ficient for the present model to be identified. However, in this paper
it is assumed that the equations in (21) contain all information.

Another problem is that there may exist diagonal matrices R sa-
tisfying ( 20) such that rank ( E - R) ~ m - 1. In that case one may not
exclude the possibility that there exist two, or even more, linear rela-
tions between the systematic parts in ~. Consequently, as has been noted
by Frisch ( 1934, p. 191), i t would be sheer nonsense, in such cases, to
look for significant elementary regression coefficients.

Frisch ( 1934) was the first to study these problems in some
depth in his 'confluence analysis'. In particular he proved that for two
observed variables, as in simple regression, the structural regression
vector must be proportional to a convex linear combination of the two
elementary regression vectors. As a result the correct regression line
is located between the two elementary regression lines.

Although Frisch conjectured that similar conditions held in the
general m-variables case, Koopmans ( 1937, p. 98-101) was the first to
present an m-variable analog of Frisch's result. It says that the struc-
tural regression vector is proportional to a convex linear combination
of the elementary regression vectors, subject to the condition that all
elements of É 1 are strictly positive. It i s clear that, as the columns
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of E-1 are proportional to the elementary regression vectors, the condi-
tion in the theorem can be satisfied, after sign changes, if all elemen-
tary regression vectors are located in the same orthant.

Koopmans' proof is complicated. Reiers~l (1941, p. 8) noted the

applicability of a theorem by Frobenius, and all later proofs given by

Reiers~l (1945), Dhondt (1960), Patefield (1981), Kalman (1982a) and

Klepper and Leamer (1984) make use of the Perron-Frobenius theorem, jus[

as Shapiro (1982b) did when proving his result on mr4(E) - m- 1.

The second part of Koopmans' theorem says that if all elements

of E-1 are strictly positive, then each vector in the cone (by which we

mean the union of all scalar multiples of the convex hull) of the ele-

mentary regressíon vectors is a structural vector for some diagonal

error dispersion matrix SZ satisfying both (20) and (21). Koopmans (1937,

p. 103) also claimed to have proved this second part of the theorem.

However, as has been pointed out by Kalman (1982a, p. 152), Koopmans`

proof was wrong. Later proofs were given by Reiersbl (1945), Kalman

(1982a) and Klepper and Leamer (1984); again all authors use the Perron-
Frobenius theorem.

Here a formulation of the theorem will be presented which is

slightly more general than previous formulations. The theorem will be

proved without using the Perron-Frobenius theorem. Furthermore, the two

parts of the theorem will be proved almost simultaneously, thereby em-

phasizing the if and only if argument in the theorem.
It will be convenient to use the following lemma. Let A be a

symmetric matrix with strictly positive off-diagonal elements, Aij ~ 0
if i t j. Let A be a diagonal matrix, A- diag(a), and let u be a vector
of ones, u'z (1,...,1), q is an arbitrary vector.

Lemma 1. diag(AAAu) ~ AAA i f and only if aiaj ~ 0 for all i,j.

Proof: q'{diag(AAAu) - AAA}q 3 E E Aij~iAj(qi - qiqj) 3i j

- E E Aijaiaj(qi - qj)2.
i~j

(i) If aiaj ~ 0, for all i,j, then Aij~i~j(qi - qj)2 ~ 0, for all i,j.
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(ií) If for some i,j aiaj C 0, then choose qi - sign(ai), so that
E E A. .a a.(q - q.)2 ~ 0. Q.E.D.
i~j 1~ i ~ i ~

We will also use the result that 0 c S2 t E is equivalent to S2 ) 52E 12
if E is positive definite. The proof is simple. If 0 t St t E, then

S2 - S1É lt2 -(I-S2É 1)SZ(I-E-1St) f S2É 1(E-St)É 1S2 ~ o. If 52 ~ StÉ 1R ) o,

then E- S? - Sl - StE-la f(I~ZE-1) E(I-E-1St) ~ 0. A more general result,

where also E is allowed to be singular, has been given by Bekker et al.

(1984, p. 88).

Contrary to most other proofs we do not assume that the error

dispersion matrix St is nonsingular. Without loss of generality we assume

SZ - ~1 0
0 0

(22)

where Stl is a k x k diagonal matrix, k t m. E and E-1 are partitioned
analogously, i.e.

E - ~E11 E12

E21 E22~

E-1 -
(E-1)11 (E 1)12
(E-1)21

(E-1)22
- (E11~ E21). (23)

and also the vector y has a corresponding partitioning Y~ -(Yi, YZ).

Theorem 4. Let (E-1)11 have strictly positive elements.
(i) If SZ is of the form (22) such that 0 t S2 t E and (E-S2)y - 0, then

y lies in the cone of E11. -

(ii) For each y~ 0 in the cone of E11 there exists one and only one S2
of the form (22) such that 0 t S2 t E.

Proof:-Define a- S21y1, A- diag(a),1C - diag(yl), so that
y- E1 a, A- S21C, and C- diag((E ) 11Au).

(i)

0 t 12 t E. (24)
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As has been proved above, this is equivalent to

~1 ~ ~1(E-1)11~1'

Pre- and post-multiplícation by C implies

C S21C ~ C
S21(E-1)11SZ1C.

(25)

(26)

Setting A- S21C and C- diag ((E 1)11Au) gives an equivalent inequality

diag(A(g-1)11Au) ~ A(E-1)11A.

which is, according to lemma 1, equivalent to

aiaj ~ 0, i,j - 1,...,k.

(27)

(28)

As a result, all elements of a have the same sign, so y- Ella lies in

the cone of E11.
-1(ii) If y~ 0 lies in the cone of E1 , then yl must have strictly posi-

tive or negative elements, so C is nonsingular. Hence 521- AC 1 is unique
and (25) and (26) are equivalent, so that (28) implies (24). Q.E.D.

Thus we have proved that if (E 1)11 has strictly positive elements and
only the first k variables are subject to measurement error, then the
set of all structural vectors is the cone of the first k elementary re-
gression vectors.

This important theorem can be used to derive necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for mr(E) - m- 1.

Theorem 5. mr(E) - m- 1 if and only if E-1 has strictly positive ele-
ments, possibly after sign changes of rows and corresponding columns.

Proof: (i) If E-1 has strictly positive elements, then, by theorem
4(i), the null-space of E- St is contained within the cone of E-1,
Hence all elements of this null-space lie in the strictly positive or in
the strictly negative orthant. Consequently, this null-space can be at
most one-dimensional.
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(ii) If not all elements of E-1 have compatible signs, then the-

re are two columns of E-1, the ith and jth say, such that the (ij)th

element of E-1 is positive, possibly after sign changes of rows and co-

lumns, while the ith and jth columns do not lie in the same orthant (or

Ei~ - 0). That is to say that in the cone of these columns (or in the

cone of the ith column) there is a vector y with a zero element. As the

2 x 2 submatrix of E-1, formed by its ith and jth rows and columns, has

strictly positive elements (or the 1 x 1 submatrix of E 1 formed by its

iith element is positive), we may apply theorem 4(ii). Hence the vector

y is a vector in the null-space of E- S2 for some diagonal S2 satisfying

(20). Then, according to theorem 3, mr(E) ~ m- 1. Q.E.D.

The result in this theorem has been proved before by Reiersbl

(1941, theorem 14) and by Kalman (1982a). However, Reier~l's proof is

not very transparant. Kalman does not use the result in theorem 3, in-

stead he reduces the m-variable problem to a three variable problem ín

order to prove the second part of the theorem. Klepper and Leamer (1984)

presented theorem 5 in a disguised form. They stated that the coeffi-

cients in the normalized structural vector are bounded if and only if

all elementary regression vectors lie in the same orthant. Their proof

uses also a reduction to a 3-variable problem.

Using theorem 4(i) it is easy to derive two different generali-

zations of theorem 5(i). Again, let E11 be a k x k principal submatrix

of E, and let (E-1)11 be the corresponding k x k submatrix of E-l,ktm.

Theorem 6. (i) If (E-1)11 has strictly positive elements then

mr(E) ~ k - 1.

ii) If (E11)-1 has strictly positive elements then

mr(E) ~ k - 1.

Proof: Let, analogous to the partitioning of E, St - S2(1)f S2(2), such

that

where S21 and S22 are diagonal.
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(i) If 0 c St(1) c E, then it follows from theorem 4(i) and a reasoning

analogous to the one used in the proof of theorem 5(i), that rank
(1)(E-S2 )~ m-1. Therefore, an elementary inequality (cf. Marsaglia

and Styan, 1974), rank (E-S2) ~ rank (E-S2(1)) - rank (SZ(2)), implies

that rank (E-S2) ~ k-1.

(ii) If 0 c St(1) c E, then 0 c S21 c E11. Consequently, according to the-

orem 5(i), rank
(E11~1) ~ k-1. As E11 - D1 is a submatrix of E-St,

the result follows. Q.E.D.

6. DISCUSSION

Both factor analysis and structural regression analysis are ex-
tremes of a common model which simply says that, apart from unique com-
ponents or error components, the variables in the analysis are linearly
related. In other words, the model says that the covariance matrix
E- n has a deficient rank. In factor analysis attention centres around
the locrdimensional range-space of E- R- AA'. In structural regression
the model is formulated in terms of the one-dimensional null-space:
(E - S2)Y ~ 0.

Evaluation of mr(E), or m- mr(E), is important in both fields.

In fact, the number mr(E) tells us whether the common model should be

considered as a factor analysis model or as a structural regression mo-

del, or even, as some model in between. Consequently, if a structural

regression model is justified, i.e. if the necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for mr(E) ~ m- 1 are satisfied, then applying a factor model to

the data would be nonsense. Just as Frisch thought it nonsense to look

for a single linear relation in case there are two or more linear rela-
tions between the variables.

These latter models, where there exist a number, albeit a small
number, of linear relations between the variables, have had relatively
little attention in the literature. It is only recently that Kalman
(1982a, 1982b, 1983, 1984) discussed these models in some detail. In his
1983 paper (p. 119) he claims that 'It is impossible to avoid the con-
clusion that the lack of progress on and the present confusion surroun-
ding Frisch's ideas are due to mathematical rather than conceptual dif-
ficulties.' Indeed, as we have seen, there are necessary and sufficient
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conditions for mr(E) - 1 and mr(E) - m- 1, however, no such conditions
are available for intermediate values of mr(E).

Although no complete solutions are known for intermediate values
of mr(E), there are sufficient conditions. For example, using theorems 5
and 6, it is easy to derive sufficient condítions for mr(E) - m- 2. On
the other hand, there does exist a necessary and sufficient condition
for an intermediate value of mr(E) in case m is small. Clearly if m- 3,
then necessary and sufficient conditions are available for all values

of mr(E). If m- 4, then mr(E) - 1 and mr(E) - 3 are completely charac-
terized by application of theorems 1 and 5 respectively. Consequently,
if m- 4, also mr(E) - 2 is completely characterized, since all (irredu-
cible) matrices E that do not satísfy the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for mr(E) - 1 and mr(E) - 3, and only those matrices E, must
have mr(E) - 2.

Kalman (1984, p. 118) also claims that 'it is possible to given
a(rigorous) closed-form solution' for the case m- 5 and mr(E) - 3. As
we have difficulty in arriving at this closed-form solution, we would
like to offer a'pétale de rose' to anyone who is able to produce that
solution.
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CHAPTER 6

Journal of Econometrics 31, 179-208, 1986

IDENTIFICATION OF LINEAR STOCHASTIC MODELS WITH COVARIANCE RESTRICTIONS

By Paul A. Bekkerl) and D.S.G. PollockZ)

The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic treatment of the

problem of identification in systems of linear structural equations

where some of the disturbances are uncorrelated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many of the aspects of the classical linear simultaneous-equations model

of econometrics have been researched in great depth, yet the problem of

using restric[ions on the covariances of the structural disturbances [o

assist in identifying the structural parameters appears to have received

relatively little attention.
In his seminal book on the identification problem in econome-

trics, F.M. Fisher (1966) did go some of the way towards presenting an
overall accoun[ of the problem; but mos[ of his results have practical

applications only in the rather specialized case of block-recursive sys-

tems. It should also be men[ioned [hat the covariance problem can be

accomodated within the framework for analysing problems of identifica-
tion that Wegge (1965) has provided. Other authors, including Rothenberg

(1971) have added to the results, and, more recently, the problem has

been considered by Hausman and Taylor (1983) in connection with limited-

information estimation by instrumental variables. The latter, who [alk
of relative recursiveness, have shown that exogeneity relationships in-

1) Paul Bekker wishes to acknowledge the financial support of the
Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO).

2) Stephen Pollock wishes to express his gratitude to his hosts at the
University of Tilburg where he was resident from February 1983 to July
1983.
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duced by covariance restrictions may find expression in a class of mo-
dels that is wider than that of the block-recursive models of Fisher
which, in its turn, is a generalization of the class of recursive models
analysed by Wold (1953).

The concept of block recursiveness furnishes the conditions un-
der which the endogenous variables that are determined by one subsystem
are exogenous relative to those that are determined by another. The con-
cept of relative recursiveness furnishes the weaker conditions under
which the endogenous variables of the first subsystem are exogenous re-
lative to at least one of the endogenous variables of the second.

As Koopmans, Rubin and Leipnick (1950) have demonstrated, co-

variance restrictions can be expected, in general, to give rise to bili-

near restrictions on structural parameters. However, it is clear that,

when a covariance restriction corresponds to a relationship of exoge-

neity, we obtain linear restrictions instead. A fact which is less appa-

rent, and which we will be at pains to demonstrate, is that covariance

restrictions can give rise to linear restrictions on parameters without

directly entailing relationships of exogeneity.

The purpose of this paper is therefore to analyse more fully the

conditions under which covariance restrictions give rise to linear re-

strictions on structural parameters. We begin by defining the class of

decomposable restrictions. These are the restrictions that correspond to

relationships of exogeneity and so, at this stage, we are covering much

the same ground as Hausman and Taylor. However, we discover a new condi-

tion for determining whether or not a covariance restriction is decom-

posable which is rather simple and which relieves us of any need to

trace the paths that link the endogenous variables of the system. The

condition is that the matrix of structural parameters must contain,
within a specified location, a zero submatrix of which the numbers of

rows and columns sum to the total number of equations.
By generalizing our definition of decomposability, we then pro-

ceed to introduce the wider class of recursively decomposable restric-
tions. Amongst the examples of recursively decomposable restrictions is
one which can be subsumed under Theorem IV of Wegge (1965) which con-
cerns a hierarchial sequence of structural equations wherein succeeding
equations can be seen to be identified in consequence of the identifica-
tion of preceding ones. Here the restriction which sets the covariance
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of the ith and the jth disturbances to zero, and which is seemingly bi-

linear, is actually reduced to linearity by virtue of the prior identi-

fication of the parameters of the ith equation.
However, the foregoing example relates to a special case; and,

by using our definition of recursive decomposability, we are able to

derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the global identification

of separate equations that do not presuppose the identification of other

equations. In the process, we also generalize the results of Hausman and

Taylor who, in defining relative recursiveness, availed themselves of
exclusion restrictions on endogenous variables but made no use of such

information on exogenous variables.
In this paper, we describe covariance restrictions that are not

recursively decomposable as indecomposable. Such restrictions no longer

correspond to linear restrictions on structural parameters, nor do they

allow us to evaluate the identifiability of each equation separately.

Moreover, whilst they may be locally identified, the equations of the

system will not necessarily be globally identified; and therefore their

estimation will be hazardous.

In our final section, we give the simplest example of a locally

identified indecomposable model. We also demonstrate that Hausman and
Taylor, who described an estimation procedure for this model, were mis-

taken in their assertion that the identifying equations have a unique
solution. However, we are able to adduce a simple criterion for díscri-
minating between the two isolated solutions of the identifying equa-
tions.

2. A FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

2.1. The Model

We shall conduct our analysis in terms of a model comprising m
stochastic equations in m observable variables and m unobservable dis-
turbances. We can represent the model by writing

z~o s ~~ (2.1)
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where z' -[z1,...,zmJ is an observable row vector, v' a[vl,...,vm] is
an unobservable disturbance vector with an expected value of E(v) - 0
and ~-[dl,...,dm] is a nonsingular m x m matrix whose ith column con-
tains the coefficients of the ith structural equation.

The dispersion matrices of the vectors z and v are given by

D(z) - E, D(v) - ~ - [~1,....~m] (2.2)

where ~ is assumed to be positive definite. It follows from (2.1) that

o'ED - ~, (2.3)

whence we see that

E - p~-1~01 (2.4)

is also positive definite.
If it is assumed that z is normally distributed, then all the

information that is available from the observations is contained in E
which is globally identified.

2.2. Restrictions on ~ and á

Given that a value may be attributed to E, we seek to identify
the elements of 0 and ~ with the help of prior information represented
by linear restrictions on these matrices.

We shall assume that, apart from the normalization rules which
set dii - 1 for all i, 0 is subject only to exclusion restrictions of
the form dij - 0. We shall also assume that ~ is subject to covariance
restrictions of the form ~ij - 0 which are always accompanied by corre-
sponding restrictions of the form ~ji - 0.

The restrictions affecting the jth equation may be written as

Rójdj - rj, H~j~j - 0 (2.5)

where Rpj and g~j consist of selections of the rows of the identíty ma-
trix of matrix of order m x m. In order to separate the normalization
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rule from the homogeneous exclusion restrictions, we may write the re-
strictions on dj as

e' 1
H~j dj - 0 (2.6)

where e~ is the jth row of the m x m identity matrix.
Taking all the equations together, we have the restrictions

RéAc - r

and

(2.7)

(2.8)

where 4c and ác are long vectors formed by a vertical arrangement of the
columns of A and ~ respectively.

In addítion to the restrictions in (2.8), we must take account

of the symmetry of ~. Let us therefore consíder the operator T, called

the tensor commutator, which has the effect that TAc - A'c when A is

any m x m matrix. This operator, which plays a fundamental role in the
theory of matrix differential calculus, has been defined by numerous

authors including Balestra (1976), Magnus and Neudecker (1979) and
Pollock (1979). In the present context, T- Eij(ejei ~ eie~) is a parti-

tioned matrix of order mZ x m2 whose jith block is the matrix eiej of

order m x m which has a unit in the ijth position and zeros elsewhere.

Using the commutator, we can express the symmetry of ~ by writing the

equations

(I-T)~c ~ 0. (2.9)

The set of all matrices [6, m] that obey the restrictions under
(2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), in addition to the restrictions that 0 is non-

singular and that à is positíve definite, will be called the restricted
parameter set.
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The symmetry of ~ can also be expressed by writing the equation
~c -~(ItT)~c. On substituting this into the equation under ( 2.8), we
obtain the expression

~H~(ItT)4c - 0. (2.10)

These equations are symmetric in the arguments ~ij and ~ji. It follows
that the restriction setting ~i to zero i s now identical to the re-

j
striction setting ~ji to zero; and we are free to eliminate one of
these.

Given that ~c -(4'Ee)c -(I ~ e'E)ec, and that e'E - 4e 1, it

follows that we can rewrite the equations in (2.10) ín the form

~H~(IfT)(I ~ e'E)e~

- ~H~(IfT)(I ~ ~e 1)ec - 0.

(2.11)

Thus we see that the linear restrictions on ~c give rise to a set of

bilinear restrictions on ec.

On combining the equations from (2.7) and (2.11), we obtain the
system

R'e
~H' (IfT) ( I ~ e' E)

r

0
(z.lz)

á
e~ -

2.3. General conditions for identifiability

Equation (2.3) shows that, for a given value of E, the value
of ~ is uniquely determined by that of e. Therefore, in dealing with the
problem of identification, we can concentrate our attention on e.

The equations (2.12) contain all the information relating to e,
and we shall describe them as the identifying equations. Any value of
ec which satisfies these equations may be termed an admissible value.
The true parameter value e0 is clearly an admissible value, and our ob-
ject is to establish conditions under which it represents a locally iso-
lated solution of the identifying equations such that, within the set of
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values of ~ obeying the restrictions in (2.7), there exists an open
neighbourhood of ~0 containing no other admissible value.

It is well known that a sufficient condition for ~0 to be local-

ly isolated is that the Jacobian matrix of the transformation in (2.12)

evaluated at ~0 has full column rank. By differentiating the functíon

with respect to ~, we find that the Jacobian is

JE(0; E) -
R'e (2.13)

H~(ItT)(I ~ ~'E)

Let ~0 be the true value of á. Then, since ~'E -~0 1, it fol-
lows that the matrix function

R'e (2.14)
H~(IfT)(I ~ ~~ 1)

has the same value at the point [D0, ~0] as the function JE(~; E) has at
the point ~0. If it can be established that J(0, 4) has full rank for
almost every point in the restricted parameter set, then the fulfillment
of the condítion on the rank of JE(~; E) at ~0 is virtually assured.

The condition that J(~0, ~0) has full rank, which is sufficient
for the local isolation or identification of ~0, becomes a necessary
condition as well if it is assumed that [A0, ~0] is a regular point of
J(~, ~) such that there exists an open neighbourhood of [A0, ~O] in the
restricted parameter set for which J(~, ~) has constant rank. This is an
acceptable assumption since the set of irregular points is of ineasure
zero; which can be demonstrated by using a result of Fisher (1966 Th.
5.A.2) concerning the roots of analytic functions. We state the follow-
ing:

ASSUMPTION 1: The true parameter point [~0, ~0] is a regular point of J.

In considering the identification of the parameters of a single
structural equation, we will make a further assumption:
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ASSUMPTION 2: [~0, ~O] is a regular point of JR; f, ~ 1,...,m where
JR - J(ef ~ I) ís the submatrix of J~(J1,...,Jm] correspondíng to the
derivative taken with respect to the parameters of the kth equation.

Rothenberg [9] has used an analogous assumption in his Theorem 8 which

recapitulates on a theorem by Wald (1950) which is also proved by Fisher

(1966). We shall restate the theorem in the form which best suits our

own purposes:

PROPOSITION 1: A necessary and sufficient condition for the parameters

of the first equation to be locally i solated i s that Rank(J) - Rank(J1)

f Rank(J2,...,Jm) and Rank(J1) - m.

We can state equivalent conditions for identification in terms of any
matrix that can be derived by postmultiplying J by a nonsingular matrix
of order m2 x m2. On postmultiplying J by I~ ~, we obtain

F -

~
FO Ré(I ~ 0)
F~ - H~(ItT)(I ~ ~) (2.15)

- [F1,.... Fm]

where F~ - F(eQ~ I). Clearly, we have Rank(F) - Rank(J) and Rank(FR) -
Rank(J~). Moreover, F and F~ have the same regular points as J and J~
respectively. We may note that Rank(F1) - m is a necessary condition for
the first equation to be identified; and this corresponds to Fisher's
Generalized Rank Condition (1966, Th. 4.6.2).

The advantage of using F comes from the fact that it separates
the matrices ~ and ~, which facilitates the assessment of its rank.

2.4. The structure of the matrix F

We shall now look more closely at the structure of the matrix F.

The submatríx FO corresponding to the restrictions on e has a

relatively simple structure:
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FO ~ R~(I ~ ~)

Rp1~, 0, ..., 0
0, Ré2~, ..., 0

0, 0, ..., RémO

- [F01' ..., FOm].

(2.16)

If there were no covariance restrictions, then the equation
Rank(F) - ERank(FR) would always hold. However, the covariance restric-
tions tie together the sets of identifying equations, and this is re-
flected in the structure of the submatrix F~.

To illustrate the structure of F~, imagine that its rth row fi
corresponds to the restriction ~ij ~(e~ ~ ei)~c - 0. Then

fZ - (e~ ~ ei)(ItT)(I ~ ~)

~ (e~ ~ ei~) ~ ( ei ~ ej~)

z [f' . f' ].rl'' '' rm

(2.17)

Here we have a 1 x m2 row vector consisting of subvectors frR' ~-
1,...,m of order 1 x m. These are zeros apart from the ith subvector
fri ~~~ and the jth subvector frj a~i.

For a complete example, let us consider the case of the model

specified by the matrices:

e-
1, d12, 0
0, 1, d23d31, 0, 1

,~- ~11' 0, 0
0, ~22, 0
0, 0, ~33

(2.18)

The matrix F is then given by
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1, 612, 0 i i
0. 1. d23 ~ i
............ ..............~.............

~I~I 0' 1' d23 i

~ d31' 0' 1 ~.............~...............I.............
~ I 1, d12, 0

[F1~F2~F3] - I i d31' 0, 1
I ~;.~ZZ;.~....I..~11'.~;.~....i..~;...~;...ó.

I
i 0, 0, Q33 i 0, 0, 0 I~11, 0, 0

I~ 0, 0, 0 i 0, 0, m ~ 0, ~, 0
~ ~, 33 i 22 -

613-0
633-1

~12-0
~13-0
m -0
23

Here the empty blocks signify submatrices containing only zeros. The
rows of F correspond to the restrictíons written in the margin.

The rows of F corresponding to the normalization rules dll, 622,
633 - 1 are linearly independent of all other rows; for each contains a
unit which falls in a column where all the other elements are zeros. By
deleting these rows and the corresponding columns, we obtain a submatrix
which has full column rank if and only if F has full column rank. By
permutating the rows of the submatrix in question, we obtain the matrix
~F which appears in the following equation:

~
F q -

F1
t

Lf2J

q

~22, 0, ~11, 0, 0, 0
0, ~33, 0, 0, ~1L, 0
0, 0, 631, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, ~ , 0, ~220' 0' 0' 033' 1' d12i;...~23'.~;...ó;...~;...~.

~11
-~11 d31 d12
-~22

~2 2 d31
~3 3 d31 d12

-~33 d31

(2.20)

~It is evident that the rows of the matrix F1, which is in eche-
lon form, are linearly independent. If d23d31d12 ~ 1, then the vector q,

~ ~which is orthogonal to the rows of F1, is not orthogonal to f2. There-
~

fore, f2 cannot be a linear combination of the rows of F1 and, conse-~quently, F and F are of full rank. It follows that the parameters are
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locally identified. If d23631d12 - 1, then the parameter point i s irre-
gular and i s therefore excluded from our analysis. However, the irregu-
lar points constitute a set of ineasure zero.

3. DECOMPOSABILITY

A covariance term within the dispersion matrix ~- A'EA is a

bilinear function of the parameter vectors of two structural equations.

Therefore one might expect a covariance restriction to have the effect,

always, of tying together the identification problems of two equations.

However, it often happens, as a result of a particular conjunction of

the restrictions on G and ~, that a set of covariance restrictions be-

comes a set of linear restrictions on the parameters of the jth equation

which makes no reference to the values of other structural parameters.

In such cases, we shall say that we have a set of decomposable restric-

tions.

When all the available covariance restrictions are decomposable,
the problems of identifying individual equations are separable, and, if
the parameters of an equation are identifiable, then they are uniquely
or globally identifiable.

In our characterization of decomposable covariance restrictions,
we shall make use of the following lemma in which the notation makes
allusions to section 2.4.

LEMMA 1: Consider the matrix

F -
FO
f'1

FOi' FOj
fli' flj

a ~gi~ gj~ (3.1)

wherein fii, fij are row vectors and Rank(FO) - Rank(FOi) t Rank(FOj).
Then Rank(F) - Rank(Fi) f Rank(Fj) if and only if fii is linearly depen-
dent on the rows of FOi or fij is linearly dependent on the rows of FOj.

The proof of this appears in the appendix.
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3.1. Decomposable covariance restríctions

We may begin our account with the definition of a decomposable
covariance restriction.

DEFINITION 1: We say that the restriction mij - 0 is decomposable if,
for all points in the restricted parameter set, we have

Rank FOi' FOJ
~~ ~~j' i

- Rank FOi
~~

t Rank

where FOi and FOj are defined in (2.16).

FOj
~~ ,i

(3.2)

LEMMA 2: The restriction ~ij - 0 is decomposable if and only if (a) for
all points in the restricted parameter set, there exists a vector ai
such that Qj - ~'RDiai or (b) for all points in the restricted parameter

set, there exists a vector a, such that ~, - 0'R a,.
J 1 ~j J

The proof follows immedíately from Lemma 1. If conditions (a) and (b)
are fulfilled at the same time, then the restriction ~ij - 0 is of no
assistance in identifying the equations, and we say that it is redun-
dant. If condition (a) holds together with the condition that
Rank(0'R~j, ~i) - Rank(4'R~j) t 1 for all regular points of
[~'Rdj, ~i], then the restriction is said to be assignable to the jth
equation, and we call the ith equation the instrumental equation.

To illustrate the definition and the lemma, we may consider the
model specified by the matrices

1, 0, d13, 0
0, 1, 0, d24
d31, 0, 1 634
o, s,~2 , o, 1

, ~ -

~11' ~12' ~13' 0
~21, ~22, ~23, 0
~31' m32' ~33' 0
0, 0, 0, ~44

(3.3)

The restriction ~14 - 0 i s decomposable. This can be seen by
considering the matrix
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r ~ -
IRele

1, 0, d13, 0

0, 1, 0, d24 (3.4)0, d42 , 0, 1
~;.~;...~;...~44

The vector m4 is linearly dependent on the second and third rows of
RQle so that ~4 - e'Re1ai for some vector al. On the other hand, consi-
deration of the matrix

1, 0, d13, 0
0....a42..o....1
~11' ~12' ~13' D

(3.5)

shows that Rank(e'Re4, ~1) - Rank(e'Re4) f 1 for almost every point in

the restricted parameter set; and so the restriction ~14 - 0 is assign-

able to the 4th equation.

As our example suggests, we may replace the matrices
Rei -[ei, Hei] and Re~ -[e~, Hej], wherever they occur in Definition 1
and Lemma 2, by their submatrices Hei and He~ respectively. To confirm
this, we may refer to (2.6) which indicates that the jth column of Ré~e
consists of zeros except for the unit corresponding to the normaliza-
tion ejd~ - 1. Since ~i contains a zero in the jth position correspond-
ing to the restriction ~i~ z 0, it is clearly independent of the row
ejA in which the unit occurs. Therefore

~i - e'Re~a~ implies ~i - e'He~K~ (3.6)

To reveal some further consequences of the condition
~j - e'HeiKi, let us rewrite it as e'-1~~ - HeiKi, and let Séi consist

of the rows of the identity matrix that are not included in H~i. Then

~ ~
Sei e,-l~j - SeiHei i z ói , (3.7), K ,
ei ei ei

and we can see that ~j ~ e'HeiKi i f and only if S~ie'-1~3 - 0. At the
true parameter point, or at any other admissible point where
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4'-1~ - E0, the latter becomes séiEdj 3 0 which is a set
strictions on dj. This equation can also be written as

S~iD(z)dj - C(Séiz' djz)

' ~(SOiZ' ~j) - o

of linear re-

(3.8)

which indicates that the disturbance term vj is uncorrelated with all
the variables entering the ith equation. We may describe this situation
by saying that the variables entering the ith equation are exogenousl)
relative to the jth equation; and these variables may be used as instru-
ments for the identification and estimation of the jth equation.

The decomposability of the restriction ~ij - 0 together with its

assignment to the jth equation corresponds to what Hausman and Taylor

(1983) describe as the relative recursiveness of the equations (i, j).

Their definition of relative recursiveness depends on two conditions.

The first condition is that, whilst there must be a path by which shocks

to zi are transmitted to zj, there must be no path by which shocks to zj

are fed back to zi. The second condition is that there must be no path

by which the effects of any disturbance vk which is correlated with vj

can reach zi.

In order to detect cases of relative recursiveness, Hausman and
Taylor propose to evaluate the chain products of the structural parame-
ters that correspond to the paths between the variables. In our next
proposition, we indicate a much simpler way of determining whether or
not a particular covariance restriction is decomposable.

1) Here we are talking of exogeneity in the wide sense. Exogeneity in
the strict sense is defined by replacing our condition of zero correla-
tion by a condition of statistical independence. The wide-sense defini-
tion is commonly adopted in the treatment of the simultaneous-equations
identificatíon problem. Fisher (1966), for example, describes exogeneity
as a case of predetermination and he defines the latter in terms of a
condition of zero correlation in the limit [see Fisher (1966, p. 15 and
def. 4.2.1, p. 94)j. However, in the econometric analysis of time se-
ries, it is the strict-sense definition which ís prevalent nowadays [see
Engle et al. (1983) and Geweke (1983)].
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PROPOSITION 2: The decomposability condition ~j - ~'H~iKi, relating to

the covariance restriction ~ij - 0, holds for every point in the re-

stricted parameter set if and only if there exist selection matrices Nq

and Nm-q, selecting q and m-q different columns and rows respectively,

such that

Nm-qHéi~H~jNq - 0. (3.9)

The proof appears in the appendix. The simple meaning of this proposi-
tion is that, if the restriction ~ij - 0 is to be decomposable, then the
matrix e of structural parameters must contain, within a specified loca-
tion, a submatrix of zeros which has a number of rows and columns that
sum to the number m of the structural equations. The matrices H~i and
H~j serve to specify the location within which the submatrix must be
found. The matrices N~q and Nq serve to select the zero elements that
constitute the submatrix.

Equation (3.9) shows that the restriction N~qH~idi - 0 holds
not just for a single equation but for q equations, indexed by i-
il,...,iq, whose parameter vectors are selected from the matrix ~ by the
matrix H~jNq. Thus the equation is common to a set of q decomposability
conditions ~j ~ ~'HeiKi; i- il,...,iq relating to a set of q covariance
restrictions ~ij - 0; i - il,...,iq.

We should note that q is also the number of distinct variables
entering the equations indexed by i- il,...,iq. These q variables,
which can all serve as instruments for the identífication of the jth
equation, are not necessarily present in each of the equations, and so
the condition (3.8) may represent less than the full set of exogeneíty
relationships affecting the jth equation.

To illustrate the condítion (3.9), let us consider again the
model specified under (3.3). Corresponding to the restriction m14 3 0
which satisfies the decomposabílity condition ~4 ~ ~'Re1al, we have the
equation

1, 0, d13, 0
H, ~ 0, 1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0, d24ei ~4 -[, 0, 0, 1 631, 0, 1, 6340, 642, 0, 1

1, 0, 0
0, 1, 0
0, 0, 1
0, 0, 0

0, 1, 0
0, d42, 0

. (3.10)
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Therefore, if we take N~ to be the identity matrix of order 2 and Nq
q

to be the matrix comprising the first and third columns of the identity

of order 3, we can proceed to select from He1AH~4 a 2 x 2 submatrix of

zeros. The matrix H~3eH~4, which corresponds to the restriction

~34 - 0, is identical to the matrix HÓ14H~4. Thus the two variables zl
and z3 entering the equations 1 and 3 are exogenous relative to equation
4; and both can be used as instruments.

In order to deal with cases where there are a number of decom-
posable restrictions relating to different equations and, also, to pro-
vide a basis for dealing, in the next section, with recursively decom-
posable restrictions, it is helpful to generalize Lemma 1 to obtain the
following:

LEMMA 3: Consider the matrix

F r
r-1ÍF

f'r

F~1~1 ,..., Fr-l,m
frl ,..., frm

(3.11)

wherein Rank(Fr-1) - ERRank(Fr 1 R), and assume that frR - 0 if k~ i
~

and k~ j. Then Rank(Fr) - ERRank(Fr~R) if and only if fii is dependent

on the rows of Fr-l,i or frj is dependent on the rows of Fr-l,j'

We may apply this lemma repeatedly to show how the row vectors
corresponding to n decomposable covariance restrictions may be added in
any order to the matrix FO - Ré(I ~ ~) to create a matrix Fn with the

property that Rank(Fn) - ERRank(Fn~). Thus

LEMMA 4: Let Nn be the matrix which selects from H~ the rows correspond-
ing to a set of n decomposable restrictions ~ij - 0; (i,j) -

(i~j)1~....(i.j)n. Then

Rank
FO

~NnF ~ - E~Rank FOR~
NnF~R

(3.12)

We now assert that, if a sufficient number of decomposable cova-
ríance restrictions are assignable to the jth equation, then this equa-
tion is globally identifiable:
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PROPOSITION 3: Let Nn be the matrix which selects from H~ the rows cor-
responding to a set of decomposable restric[ions ~ij - 0; i- il,...,in
relating to the jth equation. Then a sufficient condition for the jth

equation to be globally identified is that

Rank (3.13)

If every covariance restriction which references the jth equation be-
longs to this set of n decomposable restrictions, then this condition is
necessary as well.

Here local identification follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 4. Global
identification follows from the fact that decomposable covariance re-
strictions give rise to linear restrictions on ~.

We can also represent the condition (3.13) by writing

Rank - m. (3.14)

where Nn is the appropriate selection matrix operating on H~j.

To illustrate this condition, we return again to our example
under (3.3). We see that a necessary and sufficient
fourth equation to be identified is that the matrix

~Re4e

~ ~N2H~4~

1, 0, d13, 0
0, d42, 0, 1
................
~11' ~12' ~13' G
~31' ~32' ~33' 0

condition for the

(3.15)

is nonsingular. The condition will be satisfied by every regular point
in the restricted parameter set; and, according to Assumption 2, these
are the only points we need consider.
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4. RECURSIVE DECOMPOSABILITY

We begin with a general definition of recursively decomposable
restrictions.

DEFINITION 2: Let ~ij - 0; (i,j) -(i,j)1,..,(i,j)n be a set of covari-

ance restrictions corresponding to the rows fi,...,fn of the matrix F~,

and let us define, for r- 1,...,n, the matrices

F -r
Fr-1 Fr 1,1''~~'Fr-l,m
fr - frl'"''frm

(4.1)

with FD - R~(I ~ 4). Then, if, at every regular point of Fr-1 within the

restricted parameter set, we have

Rank(Fr) - ERRank(Fr~R) (4-2)

for all r, we say that the covariance restrictions are recursively de-
composable.

It is clear that the first in a sequence of recursively decom-
posable restrictions must be a decomposable restriction according to
Definition 1. Moreover all decomposable restríctions are also recursive-
ly decomposable.

LEMMA 5: If the first r-1 restríctions are recursively decomposable,

then the rth restriction ~ij - 0 is recursively decomposable if and only

if (a) for all regular points of Fr-1, there exists a vector ai such

that ~j - FT-l,i~i or (b) for all regular points of Fr-1, there exists a

vector aj such that ~i - Fr-1 j~j~~

The proof of this follows directly from Lemma 3. If the condi-
tion (a) holds together with the condition that Rank(Fr~j) -
Rank(Fr-l~j) t 1 for all regular points of Fr~j, then the restriction is
said to be assignable to the jth equation, and the ith equation is said
to be the instrumental equation.
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For an example, let us consider the model specified by the ma-
trices

1, 0, d13, 0 0
~' 1' ~' d24' d25e- d31, 0, 1, 634, d35 , m-
0, 642, 0, 1, d450, d52, 0, 654, 1

0, 0
~Zi, ~22, ~23, 0, 0
~31' ~32' ~33' 0, 0
0, 0, 0, ~44' ~450, 0, 0, ~54' ~55

(4.3)

which differs from the model specified in (3.3) by virtue of the addi-

tion of a variable z5 to the equations 2 and 4 and the addition of a

fifth equation which generates this variable and which has the same

structure as the revised equation 4. The corresponding F inatrix is given

by

Ré1e, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, Rp2~, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, R' ~, 0, 0,

~' ~' ~43 R~40~ ~,
0, 0, 0, 0, R~S~
............................

~'4'
0,
~~5'
0,
0,
0,

0, 0, ~i, 0
~. ~4. ~3~ ~
0, 0, 0, ~i

~ ~~~ ~5~ ~, ~3
~4~ Or ~2 0
45. ~~ ~~ m2

~
fl ' ~14 - (4.4)
f2 ' ~34 - 0

~
f3 ' ~15-0

f4 ' ~35 - 0
~

f5 ' ~42 - 0

f6 ' ~52 - 0

We can use the method of Proposition 2 to ascertain which of the
covariance restrictions are decomposable. The restríctions ~14' ~34 3 ~
are decomposable; for, in comparison with the model under (3.3), nothing
has changed that would affect the exogeneity of zl and z3 relative to
equation 4. The restrictions ~15' ~35 x 0, which are not shared with the
example under (3.3), are also decomposable; and it is clear that zl and
z3 bear the same relation to equation 5 as they do to equation 4. Nei-
ther equation 4 nor equa[ion 5 is identífied. Finally, the restrictions

~42' ~52 - 0 are both recursively decomposable as can be seen by consi-
dering the matrix
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1' D' d13' D' - I HeSe~
~11' ~12' ~13' ~' ~ ~1

(4.5)~31' ~32' ~33' 0' D ~ ~3

~21' ~22' ~23' D' D I ~ ~2

which shows that ~2 - F4 4~4 for all regular points of F4~4 and of F4
~

and that ~2 - FS 5~5 for all regular points of F5~5 and F5.~
As the example suggests, we can rewrite Definition 2 and Lemma 5

in terms of [he matrix F~ - Hé(I ~ e) which omits the rows of FD corre-

sponding to the normalization rules. In place of the matrices Fr-l,i and

Fr-1~~ of Lemma S, we then have Fr-l,i and F~l~j. Let us also note
that, for the true parameter point, or for any other admissible point,

we can write Fr-1~~ - J~1~Re where Ji-1~~ is a submatrix of J~(e; E)
from which the row corresponding to the normalization rule has been de-
leted. At such points, the decomposability condition (a) in Lemma 5 can

be written ín the form

Ed~ - J~1,iKi. (4.6)

In section 3.1, we showed that each decomposable covariance re-
striction corresponds to a set of linear restrictions on structural pa-
rameters. We shall now show, more generally, that each recursively de-
composable restriction corresponds to a set of linear restrictions.

Let us therefore consider a full system of restrictions where
the first p covariance restrictions form a recursively decomposable se-
quence. Then we have the following conditions:

H' d- 0; k- 1,...,m,
e R. R

d' E6 - 0; r- 1,...,n,
lr jr

(4.7)

Ed. - J~' K; r- 1,...,p.~r r-l,ir ir
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We wish to demonstrate that these are equivalent to the conditions

H~RdR - 0; ~ - 1,...,m,

Br~~ Edj - 0; r- 1,...,p,
r r

6i Ed~ - 0; r- pfl,...,n,
r r

(4.8)

wherein the matrices Br ~ depend only on E.
' r

In terms of the example under (4.3), where the full set of co-

variance restrictions form a recursive sequence, our task is to demon-

strate that the associated system of seemingly nonlinear identifying

equations which has the form of

R' , 0, 0, 0, 0,el ,0 R 0, 0, 0,
0, Oe2~ R03, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, Ré4, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, R~S
.......................
64E, 0, 0, 6iE, 0
0, 0, 64E, d3E, 0
dSE, 0, 0, 0, diE
0, 0, 65E, 0, d3
0, 64E, 0, d2E, 0
0, dSE, 0, 0, 62E

dl

d2
6
3

64
65

is actually equivalent to the following linear system:

Rél, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, RéZ, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, R~3, 0, o,,0 R~4 0
0~ 0~ 0~ 0~ R'. . ~ . ~5........................
0, 0, 0, Bi4E, 0
0, 0, 0, B24E, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, B35E
0, 0, 0, 0, B45E
0, B52E, 0, 0, 0
0, B62E, 0, 0, 0

(4.9)

(4.10)
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The matrices Br j of ( 4.8) may be defined recursively. When r a
' r

1, the matrix B consists of linearly independent columns that are
l,jl

orthogonal and complementary to those of Hei such that Bi~ H~i ~ 0
1 j~ 1

whilst [Hei , B1~ ] is nonsingular. In addition, we define a set of
1 jl

matrices B1 i; R- 1,...,m of the same order as Bl~j but consisting of
~ 1

zeros when Q~ jl. For other values of r not exceeding p, we define

B j to be a matrix whose columns are orthogonal and complementary tor, r
those of the matrix

( ei , E(BI i , B2 i,..., B rl~i )];H
r ' r ' r r

and we also define the matrices Br R- 0 for 4, t jr which are of the
,

same order.
We use the principle of induction to demonstrate the equivalence

of (4.7) and (4.8). Let r- 1. Then the restriction ó: E5. - 0 is de-
11 ~1

composable such that Edjl - HQi1Ki1 and, consequently, Bi~jlEdjl - 0.

Conversely, as di is a vector in the null space of H~i , and as B1
1 1 ~jl

Eorms a basis of that space, it follows that di - B1 ul for some
1 '~1

and, therefore, the condítion B' Ed - 0 implies the condition
l,jl jl

ul;

6: Ed. - 0. Since H forms a basis of the null space of B' , the11 ~1 DiI I~jl
condition Bi Ed. - 0 also implies that Ed - H~i Ki for some Ki ,

'~1 ~1 jl 1 1 1
which is the decomposability condition. Thus the first covariance re-

strictíon and its associa[ed decomposability condition are equivalent to

the linear restrictions B' Ed - 0 and may be replaced by the latter.l,jl jl
Now assume that the replacement is valid for the first r-1 re-

cursively decomposable restrictions. Then, for the rth restriction, the

decomposability condition Edjr - J~1 irKir may be written as~

Edjr - [H~ir' ~(B1,iru1~...,B~l~iru~1)]Kir
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so that BT~j Edj - o. Conversely, since 6i 3 Br~j ur for some ur, it
r r r r

follows that the linear restrictions BL~j Edj - o imply 6i E6j - 0 to-
r r r r

gether with its associated decomposability condition. Thus the rth cova-
riance restriction may be replaced by a set of linear restrictions.

The linear restriction B' Ed - 0 can also be written, in ther ' r r
manner of (3.8), as

Br D(z)d ~ C(Br~j z, d~ z)
'jr jr r r

3 C(Br~ j z, vj ) a 0.
r r

(4.11)

This indicates that the disturbance term vj is uncorrelated with the
transformed variables B' z which can thererfore serve as instrumentsr,jr
for the i dentification and estimation of the jrth equation.

To understand the nature of these instruments, consider again
the condition

Br j[H~i , E(B1 i, B2 i,...,Br-1 i)~ ' 0
' r r ' r ' r ' r

which serves as part of the definitíon of Bt j. Here the condition
' r

Br~j Hei ~ 0 implies that the instruments in Br~j z are functions only
r r r

of the variables Séi z that are actually included in the equation index-
r

ed by ir. The conditions Br, EBh,i ~ C(Br z, Bh~i z) ~ 0; h-
jr r 'jr r

1,...,r-1 imply that the instruments B' z that are assignable to ther,jr
equation jr must be uncorrelated with the instruments that have been
assigned to the equation ir.

In the contex[ of estimation, a condition of zero correlation
between instruments corresponds to a condition of orthogonality between
the vectors containing their successive values; and thus, in practice,
the vectors of instrumental variables may be constructed in a straight-
forward way using the technique of orthogonal projection.
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We can now assert that, if a sufficient number of recursively
decomposable covariance restrictions are assignable to the jth equation,
then this equation is globally identifiable.

PROPOSITION 4: If the first p covariance restrictions are recursively

decomposable, then a sufficient condítion for the jth equation to be

globally identifiable is that

Rank(Fp~j) - m. (4.12)

If all the covariance restrictions which reference the jth equation are
in this set of p restrictions, then the condition i s necessary as well.

To illustrate the proposition, we may consider the second equa-

tion of the model specified in (4.3).

Given that the full set of covariance restrictions are recurs-
ively decomposable, the global identifiability of the second equation
follows from the fact that the matrix

~ 0 ~~I 1' N. alg' G'
~R~2~ G' 1' H' d24' a25
~Hfi2~

-
d31..0..1....s34, d35

I 0, 0, 0, ~44' ~450, 0, 0, ~54' ~55

(4.13)

is nonsingular at every regular point in the restricted parameter space.

The interesting feature here is that the identification of the

second equation is achieved with the assistance of two covariance re-
strictions, ~42, ~52 - 0, neither of which is decomposable and both of
which relate to instrumental equations that are unidentified.

If we were to add the restrictions d24, d35 - 0 to our model,
then the instrumental equations 4 and 5 would be identifíable. In that
case, we would have a model that could be subsumed under Theorem IV of
Wegge (1965) which concerns a hierarchial sequence of structural equa-
tions wherein succeeding equations can be seen to be identified in con-
sequence of the identification of preceeding ones. Such cases have also
been analysed by Hausman and Taylor (1983). However, we must emphasize
the point that an instrumental equation need not be identified, since
the impression might be gathered from the account of Hausman and Taylor
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that, in the absence of a condition of relative recursiveness - i.e. a

condition of strict decomposability - the covariance restriction ~ij ~ 0

can assist the identification of the jth equation only if the residual

of the ith equation is identified and therefore available to serve an

instrumental variable.

5. THE CLASSICAL MODEL

The classical simultaneous-equations system of econometrics is a

special case of our model which can be written in the form of (2.1) as a

block-recursive system:

r o[y', x'][B~ A - [E', ~'].

The vector x contains K variables that are exogenous relative to the G
jointly dependent variables in y. The dispersion matrices for z' -[y',
x'] and v' -[e', ~'] take the forms of

E - ~yy' ~yx ~ r4', 0
Cxy' ~xx , - I D ~ D~ . (5.2)

The nondiagonal blocks of ~ are set to zero by the covariance
restrictions ~ij, ~ji - 0 where j- 1,...,G and i- Gf1,...,GtK. These
restrictions, which serve to make the varíables in x exogenous relative
to those in y, are all decomposable as can be seen by considering

r, o~
,y' 0j'

(5.3)

where H~i is the matrix associated with the restrictions dli''" 'sGi x 0
relating to any column of the zero matrix in (5.1). Since r is nonsingu-
lar, (5.3) shows that ~~ z[~,j, 0] is dependent on the rows of Héi~ 3
[r, 0]. In fact, the zero block of [r, O] corresponds to the matrix se-
lected in (3.9).
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In treating the identification problem of the classical system,

we shall confine our attention to cases where the restrictions on 'Y are

recursively decomposable. The identifica[ion of the jth equation, where

j t G, may then be assessed by considering the matrix consisting of the

nonzero row vectors of Fj:

- ~ -
R~j~

H' ~

RT j, 0 I', 0

0, HBj B, A

~j J I H~j, 0 ~, 0
0, I 0, 0 0, 0

(5.4)

A necessary and sufficient condition for the identifiability of

che jth equation is that this matrix has a rank of m- G t K. However,

since the K x K matrix 0- A'E A is nonsíngular, this is equivalent to
xx

the condition that

R~, I'~
j

Rank I3B B - G
j

Hwj`Y

(5.5)

In the absence of restrictions on 4', the term H~jY' in (5.5) is

suppressed, and we obtain the conventional rank condition which is stat-

ed by Schmidt (1976, p. 134) amongst others.
As a corollary to Lemma 5, we have [he following statement which

is analogous to Lemma 2:

COROLLARY 1: In the classical simultaneous-equations system, the re-

strictions on Y~ are recursively decomposable only if there exists a co-

varíance restriction ~ij - 0 such that (a) at every regular point of
[I"Rri, B'HBi], we have ~yj -[I"Rri, B'HBi]~i for some vector ai or (b)

at every regular point of [I"Rrj, B'HBj], we have y~i -[t'Rrj, B'HBj]aj

for some a,.
J

Of course, we can replace the matrices Rti -[ei' Hri] and
Rrj -[ej, Hrj] wherever they occur in this statement by their subma-

trices Hri and Hrj respectively.
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We should note that, if y~i or ~j are linear combinations of rows

from both I' and B then ~i -[~yi, 0] or ~~ -[~yj, 0] must be linear com-

binations of the rows of [t, 0], [B, A] and [0, 0]. In that case, the

restrictíon ~,ij - 0 cannot be strictly decomposable since the associated

condition of recursive decomposability depends upon the preexisting exo-

geneity conditíons which manifest themselves through the matrix [0, 0].

If ~,i or ~~ are linear combinatíons of the rows of I' alone, then

che covariance restrictíon ,yij - 0 is, in fact, decomposable and we are

back in the world of section 3. This corresponds to the context in which

Hausman and Taylor [S] have derived their propositions concerning rela-

tive recursiveness; for they have confined their attention to cases

where the covariance restrictions on ~ are conjoined only with restríc-

tions on I' (which they denote by B). Thus, in defining sufficient condi-

tions for the identification of the jth equation they have paid atten-

tion to restrictions that exclude endogenous variables from other equa-

tions, but they have paid no attention to similar restrictions that ex-

clude exogenous variables.

The following proposition, which is analogous to Proposition 2,
indicates a way of determining whether or not a particular covariance
restriction is recursively decomposable.

PROPOSITION 5. The condition ~j -[t'Hri, B'HBi)Ki relating to the re-

cursively decomposable restriction ~ij - 0 holds for all regular points

of [t'Hri, B'HBi] in the restricted parameter set if and only if there

exist selection matrices N and N' such that
q - G-q

H' I' HtiI'
NG- HriB H~ N- 0 and Rank{N~- H, B}- G-q. (5.6)

q Bi j q - q Bi

The proof, which is analogous [o that of Proposition 2, is given in the
appendíx.

It is a consequence of our Proposition 7, which we state in the
next section, that, if all the available covariance restrictions refe-
rence the jth equation, then that equation cannot be identified unless
these restrictions are recursively decomposable. Thus we have
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PROPOSITION ti: If all the restrictions on ~Y reference the jth equation -
that is, if the restrictions are confined to the jth row and column of
Y' - then the necessary and sufficient conditions for the identification
of the jth equation are that these covariance restrictions are recur-
sively decomposable and that the condition (5.5) is satisfied. In that
case, the equation is globally identified.

This proposition has a somewhat wider scope than the analogous
Proposition 3 of Hausman and Taylor (1983) which concerns the identifi-
cation of the jth equation in a limited-information context were no ac-
count is taken of the restrictions on the matrix B other than those di-
rectly affecting the parameters of the jth equation. By failing to take
account of the other restrictions on B, Hausman and Taylor have confined
cheir analysis co cases where the covariance restrictions are strictly
decomposable.

For an example, let us consider the model specified by the ma-
trices

1, y12, 0

, Y~ -
Y21' 1 y23

Y31. Y32..1..
s, o, o

~11' 0, 0

G' ~22' ~23
G' ~32' ~33

(5.7)

The conventional rank condition shows that the third equation is
identified in the absence of any restrictions on 4'.

Given that the third equation is identified, it follows that the
covariance restriction ~,31 - 0 is recursively decomposable. Although the
second equation is not identified, the restriction ,~21 - 0 is also re-
cursively decomposable; for we have

~xr2r
~HB2B - [B, 0, 0] and

~xr2r
~HB2B H~,1 - [G~ G]~ (5.8)

and so, if B~ 0, the conditions in (5.6) may be fulfilled by setting
N~- - 1 and N- I2.q q

The condition (5.5), which, in view of the recursively decompos-
able nature of the restrictions ~Y31' ~21 - 0, is necessary and suffi-
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cient for the global identification of the first equation, is also ful-
filled; for the matrix

1, y12, 0

D' ~22' ~23
C' y32' ~33

(5.9)

is of rank 3 at every regular point in the restricted parameter set.
What is notable about this example is that the identification of

the first equation is achieved with the assistance of two covariance
restrictions, neither of which is strictly decomposable and one of
which, namely ~21 - 0, relates to an instrumental equation which is un-
identified.

A further analysis along the lines indicated in section 4 will
serve to show that, besides the exogenous variable x, all linear combi-
nations of the endogenous variables yl, y2 and y3 that are uncorrelated

with x may serve as instruments for the first equation.

6. INDECOMPOSABLE RESTRICTIONS

We define an indecomposable covariance restriction to be any
covariance restriction that cannot be subsume3 under Definition 2 of
recursively decomposable restrictions.

The effectiveness of an indecomposable restriction in assisting

the identification of a particular equation depends crucially on the way

in which other indecomposable are distributed throughout the system. In

the appendix, we prove

PROPOSITION 7: If ~i~ - 0 is an indecomposable covariance restriction,
then a necessary condítion for the identification of the ith and the jth

equations (which are the equations that are referenced by this restric-
tion) is that the restriction belongs to a set of s indecomposable re-
strictions whích reference no more than s equations.

To understand the implications of this proposition for the iden-
tification of the equa[ions of the classical model, we may note that, if
the full set of restrictions on Y' are confined to its jth row and co-
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lumn, and if there exists a subset of s indecomposable restrictions,

then these must necessarily reference a set of sfl equations. In that

case, it follows, as a direct consequence of the proposition, that the

jth equation cannot be identified.

6.1. An Indecomposable System

The simplest case of an indecomposable system which is locally

identified is provided by the model in sec[ion 2.4 which is specified by

the matrices

~ 1' d12' 0
0- I 0, 1, d23 ,~-

Ld31'
0, 1

`~11' 0, 0
0, m22, 0
0, 0, ~33

We may recall that ~- 0'E~, whilst E-[aij] has a fixed value. By ana-

lysing the associated F inatrix, we have established that the identifying

equations yield isolated solutions; but this does not exclude the possi-
bility of multiple solutions.

Consider, for example, the matrix

E -
171, -11, 16
-11, 1, -1
16, -1, 2

Two isolated solutions for ~ and ~ are given by

, ~(1) -

~ 1, 38, 0

0, 1, -2 ~ ~(2)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

We should mention that Hausman and Taylor (1983) were mistaken in their
assertion that the identifying equations have a unique solution.

In order to analyse the model further, we may consider the equa-

45, 0, 0

0 25 0' 81'
0, 0, 5

tions
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E-1 - ~~ 1 ~' .

From these, we may derive the expression

-1 -1
(~ )31 - ó31~11'

For any two solutions, we must have

-1 (1) -1 (2)
(d31~11) - (s31~11) '

We also have d1ES1 -~11' or

2
oll } 2a31a31 } o33a31 - ~11'

Together, (6.7) and (6.8) yield

a (d(2) - d(1)) - 5(1)d(2)a (ó(2) - d(1)).11 31 31 31 31 33 31 31

Therefore, if 631) ~ 631)' we have

(1) (2) - oll.
d31 a31 - 033

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)

from which it follows that there can be no more than two solutions. Ana-
logous expressions hold for the other parameters; and thus we find thac

(1) - 1
(d31a12d23) - (2)

(631d12d23)
(6.11)

In interpreting this result, we may recall the opinion that has

been stated by F.M. Fisher (1970) and, more recently, by Bentler and

Freeman (1983) that simultaneous equations models should be regarded as

limiting approximations to dynamic non-simultaneous models in which cer-

tain time lags approach zero. The requirement that the non-simultaneous

model should be dynamically stable leads to restrictions on the matríx
of parameters associated with the endogenous variables. In particular,
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it is required of the classical model in (5.1) that the matrix (I-I')

should be convergent in the sense that

(I-I')n a 0 as n-. m. (6.12)

A necessary and sufficient condition for (6.12) to hold is that the ab-

solute value of the largest latent root of (I-I') ís less than one. In

the present case, we have

~31d12s23' 0, 0

(I-~)3 - -, 0, 6 31d12s23'
0

0' 0' d 31a12d23

and thus, for che syscem in (6.1) to be stable, we require that

a31s12ó23 ~ 1'

(6.13)

(6.14)

This result is readily intelligible since it concerns the product of the
coefficients that describe a circular path linking the variables of our
model.

According to (6.11), the condition (6.14) can only hold for one
of the two solutions of the identifying equations; and, in this sense,

the model is globally identified. In our numerical example, it is che
solution under (6.3) that satisfies the criterion of stability.

It is an attractive speculation to suppose that similar criteria
of stability may be available for discriminating amongst che solutions
of the identifying equations of other more complicated models that give
rise to indecomposable problems of identification.

APPENDIX

LEMMA 1: Consider the matrix

F -
FO
fi

FOi FOj

fli' f1J
- Igi~ g~~ (i)

wherein fii, fi~ are row vectors and Rank(FO) - Rank(FOi) t Rank(F0~).
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Then we have

Rank(F) - Rank(Fi) t Rank(Fj) (ii)

if and only if fii is linearly dependent on the rows of FOi or fij is

linearly dependent on the rows of FOj-

PROOF: (Necessity). Imagine that, contrary to the condition, fii and
fij are linearly independent of the rows of FOi and FOj respectively.
Then we have Rank(F) - Rank(FO) t 1, Rank(Fi) - Rank(FOi) t 1 and

Rank(Fj) - Rank(FOj) t 1; and so the equality under (ii) cannot hold.

(Sufficiency). Now imagine that fii is linearly dependent on the
rows of FOi such that fii - pIFOi for some vector p. For there to be
linear dependence between the columns of Fi and the columns of Fj, there
must exist vectors b, c such that

FOib
flib

FOjc
fijc

C
0

But, by assumption, we must have FOib - FOjc - 0 and, therefore, we must
also have p'FOib - flib - fljc - 0. Therefore there exist no vectors b,
c satisfying the requirements; and so the columns of Fi and Fj are mutu-
ally independent. Hence the equality under (ii) must hold. We may repeat
this analysis after interchanging FOj and fij with FOi and fii respec-
tively.

PROPOSITION 2: The condition ~j - 0'HeiKi holds for every point in the
restricted parameter set if and only if there exist selection matrices
Nq and N~q such that NID-qHéi4H~jNq - 0.

PROOF: (Sufficiency). The m x(m-q) matrix A- 0'H N and the m x qei m-q
matrix B- H~jNq both have full column rank. Imagine that they obey the
condition A'B - Nm-qHéi~ií~jNq - 0. Then, since, by assumption, ~j obeys
the condition ~~B -~~H~jNq s 0, it follows that we must have
~j ~ Aui - 4'HeiNm-qyi for some vector ui. That is to say, we must have

0j ~ e,H~iKi
where

Ki 3 Nm-qui.
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(Necessity). For the converse, let (pp, ~C) be any point in the

restricted parameter set, and let A- A'HeiNm-q consist of the fewest

columns of 4 for which ~~ - Ayi for all points in an open neighbourhood

of (40, ~G). Since the columns of AH - 4pH0iNm- are linearly indepen-
q

dent, there exists a selection matrix Pm-q, comprising m-q rows of the

identity matrix, such that PID- AD is nonsingular. Consequently (cf.
q

Shapiro (1983)), P' A is nonsingular in an open neighbourhood 0~ of
m-q

(~p, ~~); and, for each point in OG, the value of ui is completely de-
termined by the equation

P~q~~ - PID-qAUi. (i)

Let P' comprise the rows of the identity matrix not included
q

in P~ . Then, given that the equation (i) determines ui, the conditíon
q

~~ - Au, can hold for every point in OG only ifi

Pq~~ - PqAUi - 0

(For, otherwise, we could find another point in 0~, differing only with

respect to the elements in P'~ „ for which there exists no ui such that
q J

~~ - Aui). By the same token, the condition PqAui ' 0 can hold for every

point only if P'A - 0 identically (For, otherwise, we could always find
q

a point in 0~ generating a nonzero column corresponding to a nonzero

element of ui).
Finally, since H~~~~ - 0 comprises all the zero restrictions

on ~., we must have P' - N'H ; and so the condition P'A - 0 is the con-
J q q ~J q

dition that N'H' ~'H H - 0.q ~j ~i m-q

PROPOSITION 5: The condition ~~ -[r'Hri, B'HBi]Ki relating to the re-
cursively decomposable restriction ~yi - 0 holds for all regular points

.7
of [r'Hri' B'HBi] in the restricted parameter set if and only if there
exist selection matrices Nq and NG-q such that

~ ~ ~x r x rNG HriB H~ N - 0 and Rank{N~ HriB
~ Bi ~ q ~ Bi

} - G-q
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PROOF: (Sufficiency). The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.

(Necessity). Let (A0, ~0) be any regular point of [t'Hri, B'HBi] within

the restricted parameter set, and let A-[t'Hri' B'HBi]N~-q consist of

the fewest columns for which yj - Aui holds in an open neighbourhood

of (D0, ~0) in which A has constant rank. Then, at the point (AO' ~0)'
the matrix A- AO must have full column rank. For let us write A-[al,

AZ] and let us assume, to the contrary, that al is dependent on AZ.

Then, in each neighbourhood of (D0, ~0), we could find a point (0~, ~~)

for which al is independent of AZ - for otherwise the matrix A would not

consist of the fewest columns. But this would imply that

Rank(AZ)0 - Rank(A)0 - Rank(A)~ - Rank(AZ)~ f 1

or simply Rank(AZ)0 ~ Rank(A2)~, which cannot be true since, by virtue

of the semicontinuity of rank (cf. Shapiro (1983)), a matrix sufficient-

ly close to (AZ)0 must have Rank(A2)~ ~ Rank(A2)0. Thus ít is establish-

ed that A has full column rank at (A0, ~0); and the proof may now pro-

ceed along the lines of the proof of Proposition 2.

PROPOSITION 7: If ~pq - 0 is an indecomposable covariance restriction,
then a necessary condition for the identification of the pth and the qth

equations (which are the equations that are referenced by this restric-
tion) is that the restriction belongs to a set of s indecomposable re-
strictions which reference no more than s equations.

PROOF: Imagine that, for every subset of the indecomposable restric-
tions, the number t of equations that are referenced is greater than the
number s of restrictions. Select any restriction ~ ~ 0, and let theP9
pth and qth equations be the first and second i n a renumbered sequence
of equations indexed by j- 1,...,t. We can construct this sequence in
such a way that, if all the restrictions are written in the form ~ij - 0
with i~ j, then there is no more than one such restriction for every j.

Now consider the matrix

F~ LFs~ ~ LFsI,..., Fst~ Or~tfl'...,
Or~

~ [F1 ,...,
Ft' Ftfl

~..., Fm]
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where Fr comprises FO - Re(I ~ ~) and the rows corresponding to r recur-

sively decomposable restrictions, whilst Fs is a matrix in lower echelon

form comprising the rows corresponding to the indecomposable restric-

tions Qij - 0; i ~ j ordered according the index j. Then, for j-

1,...,t, we can find vectors aj such F jaj - 0 whilst F jaj ~ 0. Ther s
matrix ~Fs2~2'~~~' Fst~t~ is in lower echelon form and is, consequently,
of full row rank. Hence there exists a vector u such that

Fsl~l -~Fs2'~" ' Fst~u whilst Frl~l -~Fr2' "'' Frt~u - 0; and, there-

fore, the condition Rank(F) - Rank(F1) f Rank(F2,..., Fm), which is ne-

cessary for the identification of the first equation, cannot hold.
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CHAPTER 7

Forthcoming in Psychometrika

A NOTE ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF RESTRICTED FACTOR LOADING MATRICES

~
by Paul A. Bekker

0. ABSTRACT

It is shown that problems of rotational equivalence of restricted factor

loading matrices in orthogonal factor analysis are equivalent to pro-
blems of identification in simultaneous equations systems with covarian-

ce restrictions. A necessary (under a regularity assumption) and suffi-

cient condition for local uniqueness is given and a counterexample is
provided to a theorem by J. Algina concerning necessary and sufficient
conditions for global uniqueness.

Key Words: identification, orthogonal rotation, confirmatory factor ana-
lysis

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the orthogonal factor analysis model E- AA' f ~, where E is a
positive semi-definite pxp-matrix which can be consistently estimated,
y~ is a pxp-diagonal matrix of unique variances, A is a pxm-factor load-
ing matrix of full column rank ( p ~ m). Identifiability of the matrices
A and ~ amounts to the question whether these matrices can be solved
uniquely from these equations. In what follows, it is assumed that the
matrix ~, i s identified. Thus identifíability of A stems from the proper-

~ The author would like to thank Arie Kapteyn for his comments and
suggestions. Financial support by the Netherlands Organization for the
Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO) is gratefully acknowledged.

Tilburg University, Department of Econometrics, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE
Tilburg, The Netherlands.
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ties of the equations C~ E- y~ - AA'. In general, these equations do
not yield a unique solution for A. Identifiability may be aided by in-
voking prior information represented by linear restrictions on the co-
lumns of A-(al,...,am). The identifying equations for A considered
here are thus given by

c - nn',

Rjaj - rj , j - 1,...,m,

(1)

(2)

where Rj is a kjxp-matrix and rj a kj-vector. Equation (2), represents
kj linear restrictions on aj.

JZireskog (1969) gave conditions for uniqueness of A based on the
specification of elements in A, and Goldberger (1971, p. 94) noted that
these conditions were quite analogous to conditions for identification
in simultaneous equation models. However, Jóreskogs conditions appeared
to be insufficient. Dunn (1973) and Jennrich (1978) gave counterexamples
and presented new, sufficient conditions for the local identification
of A( where there may exist multiple isolated solutions). Still, con-
firmatory factor analysis (with prior identification of the unique va-
riances) is quite analogous to simultaneous equation models with cova-
riance restrictions on the disturbances. This analogy will be discussed
in the next section, where I also present a general result for the local
identification of A. In section 3 this result will be related to pre-
viously presented conditions for identification of A.

2. AN ANALOGY

Let A be partitioned as A' -(Ai,A2), where A1is an mxm-matrix,
with a corresponding partitioning of C. It is assumed, without loss of

generality, that A1 and C11 are nonsingular. Furthermore, let A be an

arbitrary positive definite ( p-m)x(p-m)-matrix, and let In be the nxn

identity matrix. Then the equations in (1) can be rewritten as

C11 C12
H - :

C21 C22tA

A1 0

A2 Ip-m

Im 0

0 A

A' A' -~ 1 2

0 I ~p-m
(3)
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where H is positive definite. Clearly then

~A' A' I1 2

0 I
p-m

H 1
A1 0

A2 Ip-m

Im 0

0 A 1
(4)

The classical simultaneous equations system of econometrics is
given by y'B t x'r a E', where y' is an m-vector of endogenous vari-
ables, x' is a(p-m)-vector of exogenous variables, B is a nonsingular
mxm- matrix, r is a(p-m)xm-matrix, and the m disturbances in e' are
uncorrelated with the exogenous variables in x'. Denoting covariance
matrices by E, with subscripts referring to the variables, it follows
that

B' r'

0 I
p-m

E Eyy yx

E Exy xx

B 0

t I
p-m

E 0
EE

0 E
(5)

xx

The analogy with (4) is obvious. The structural coefficients in B and r
correspond to A1 and A2 respectively and the covariances of the distur-
bances in EEE correspond to Im (the inverse of the factor covariance
matrix).

Contrary to a complete analogy in case of oblique factor analy-

sis (where the covariance matrix of the factors is unrestricted) in the

present case of orthogonal factor analysis, the analogy is only complete

if E is restricted to equal Im. However, this last assumption is
EE

rather uncommon in the practice of simultaneous equations modeling. On
the other hand it is not uncommon, in recursive models, to assume that
EEE is diagonal. In that case, and if A has specified zero elements, the
conditions for identification of B and r are, indeed, quite analogous to
conditions for identification of A. Sufficient conditions for identifi-
cation of A, based on the specification of m(m-1)~2 zeros, were given by
Dunn (1973) and by Geweke and Singleton (1981) who also noticed the ana-
logy.

Here conditions for the local identification of A will be pre-
sented which are quite analogous to recent results (in Hausman, Newey
and Taylor, 1983, and Bekker and Pollock, 1984) with respect to the lo-
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cal identification of B and t in case of covariance restrictions on the
disturbances in the simultaneous equations system. In fact the present
derivation can be seen as a recapitulation of a derivation in Bekker and
Pollock (1984). Using (4) the identifying equations may be written as

A'H-lA - Im

(O,Ip-m)H lA - 0

R~a~ - r~ , j - 1,...,m.

(6)

(7)

(Z)

~
It follows from the classic implicit function theorem that a solution A
to the equations in (6), (7) and (2) is locally isolated, if the
Jacobian matrix, J(A) say, of the equations in (6), (7) and (2), is of

~
full column rank (f.c.r.) when evaluated at A. It has been noted by

Shapiro and Browne (1983) that this condition is not necessary. However,
~

if A is a regular point of J(A), i.e. if the rank of J(A) is constant
~in an open neighborhood of A, then the condition is necessary as well,

~as has been proved by e.g. Fisher (1966, p. 163). We may assume A to be
a regular point without much loss of generality, since the irregular
points constitute a set of ineasure zero (cf. Fisher, 1966, p. 167).

Using basic techniques from matrix differential calculus (cf.
Balestra, 1976), the computation of the Jacobian matrix is straightfor-
ward. For the sake of brevity the reader interested in a derivation is
referred to Bekker and Pollock (1984), where a similar Jacobian has been
computed.

RI(I 2}K)(IIDA,H-1)
m

J(a) ~ (J1(n),...,Jm(A)) - ~ (Im~(o,Ip-m)H-1)
R

. (8)

where Ji(A) contains the derivatives w.r.t. the elements of ai; RI is
a(~m(mtl)xmz)-matrix with rows equal to ei ~ e~~ i ~~~ where ~ is the
Kronecker product and ei the ith column of Im;K is called the commuta-
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tion matrix ( cf. Magnus and Neudecker, 1479), K ~ E E(ejei~eie~),
ij

i,j - 1,....m~ R' I(e1~Ri)~...,(emRm)]'.

Note that only ~m(mtl) independent equations from (6) have been
used. Instead of evaluating J(A) we will consider the simpler matrix

F(A) -
~RI(I 2tK)

m

LR(I ~A) Im J

F(A) is of f.c.r. if and only if J(A) is of f.c.r., as follows from

Rank{J(A)} ~ Rank{J(A)(Im~ A
p-m

0
'I

(9)

)} ~ Rank{F(A)} f mp - m2. (10)

Obviously, J(A) and F(A) share regular points, so that, we may formulate
the following result.

~
PROPOSITION: If A is a regular point of F(A), then a necessary and suf-- ~
ficient condition for the local identification of A is that

~
rank{F(A )} ~ m .

~
Obviously, rank{F(A )} a m only if R has at least ~m(m-1) rows, i.e.
only if A is subject to at least ~m(m-1) restrictions.

3. DISCUSSION

The proposition above is a partial generalization of previously
presented results. Let the equations in (2) specify zero elements in A,
then, according to Dunn (1973), a sufficient condition for A to be lo-
cally identified (with 2m solutions for A) is that

rank{Rj(al,...,aj-1)} ~ j- 1; j: z,...,m. (11)

Jennrich (1978) showed that this is true even if the fixed elements in A
are not zero. Here, it follows from the proposition that under general
linear restrictions (2), A is locally identified if (11) is satisfied.
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~ 2 ~`That is to say, if A satisfies (11), then m rows of F(A ) form a
block-triangular submatrix, with nonsingular blocks in the diagonal. As
a result F(A~) is of f.c.r. (in which case A~ is automatically a regular

~
point of F(A); cf. Fisher, 1966, p. 165), and A is locally identified.
Thus, the conditions used by Dunn and Jennrich are special cases of the
condition in the proposition. However, the proposition does not give

iníormation about the number of solutions for A.
On the other hand, let A be partitioned as before.

arhitrary and A1 be restricted as
Let A2 be

I ~11 ~12 0
A1 - I~ 0 ~22 ~23 ' (12)

A31 0 z33
~

If for the parameter point A it holds that 0~~11A122A33 ~ A12~23~31'
then it can be easily shown that rank{F(A)} - m (cf. Bekker and

~
Pollock, 1984). Again, A is locally identified while the conditions of
Dunn or Jennrich are not satisfied.

Although quite general, the conditions in the proposition are
rather complicated, i.e. the evaluation of the rank of F(A) may be dif-
ficult, and the conditions pertain only to local identification, instead
of global identification. Of course, simple necessary and sufficient
conditions for global identification would be preferable. In fact, such
condittons were given by Algina (1980, theorem 3): Let Ej denote the
first (j-1) columns of Im, then under the restrictions given by (2),
where r. ~ 0, a necessary and sufficient condition for the global iden-

J
tification of A is that rank(R1,A) 3 m, and rank(A'R~,Ej) - m, for j-
2, . ,m.

However, the necessity part i n this theorem i s incorrect. If A
is restricted according to (12), and in addition all - A22 x~33 - 1'~
then the theorem implies that A cannot be globally identified, since no

~
column of A has three specified elements. Still, A is globally unique
since C11 ~ AlAi implies that (C11)31 - A31'

so that a31 is globally

identified. Símilarly a12 and a23 are identified. Furthermore, as A2 -
C21Ai-1, it follows that the parameters in A2 are also identified. Thus,
this specification may serve as a counterexample to the necessity part
in Algina's theorem 3.
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To conclude, it should be noted that the identification condi-

tions that have been discussed cover only a part of the identification

problem in confirmatory factor analysis. Usually it is assumed, just as

in this paper, that the matrix of unique variances ~ is identified. Con-

ditions for the identifícation of ~, when there are no restrictions on

A, have been given by e.g. Shapiro (1985). However, prior restrictions

on A may result in the identification of ~, while ~ may be underidenti-

fied without these restrictions. Therefore, further research is needed

to solve the overall identification problem in confirmatory factor ana-

lysis.
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SAMENVATTING

Het proefschrift vormt een bundeling van een zevental artikelen
welke zijn geschreven door de auteur al of niet in samenwerking met een
wisselde groep co-auteurs. De artikelen zijn gepubliceerd, geaccepteerd
voor publicatie of, bij het ter perse gaan van dit proefschrift, in een
vergevorderd stadium van acceptatie bij een reeks internationale tijd-
schriften van econometrische, psychometrische of statistische aard.

In een inleidend hoofdstuk wordt de samenhang tussen de artike-
len besproken. Deze samenhang wordt gekenmerkt door een tweetal aspec-
ten. Enerzijds word de identificeerbaarheid van lineaire stochastische
modellen geanalyseerd, anderzijds wordt de aandacht vooral gericht op
varianten van het zogenaamde "errors-in-variables"-model.

De geschiedenis van dit laatste model en de strategieën om de
onderidentificatie van het model te verhelpen komen aan de orde in het
eerste hoofdstuk. Hierbij wordt vooruitgelopen op ontwikkelingen die in
volgende hoofdstukken uitgebreid worden besproken. Het tweede hoofdstuk
geeft een voorwaarde waaronder het model geidentificeerd is bij alterna-
tieve, niet-normale verdelingsassumpties. Het derde en vierde hoofdstuk
beschrijven grenzen voor de parameters in het model op grond van a prio-
ri informatie met betrekking tot de begrensdheid van de foutenvarian-
ties. Dit gebeurt voor een aantal onderscheiden gevallen, waarbij de al
dan niet gecorreleerde fouten mogen voorkomen in zowel de endogene vari-
abele als de exogene variabelen. Een eerste begin is gemaakt om de re-
sultaten te generaliseren naar een stelsel van simultane vergelijkingen.

In het vijfde hoofdstuk is het "errors-in-variables"-model in
verband gebracht met het vanuit de psychometrie bekende factoranalyse-
model. Dit heeft het mogelijk gemaakt nieuwe voorwaarden te formuleren
bij een oud probleem in de factoranalyse: de bepaling van het aantal
gemeenschappelijke factoren. Ook de geschiedenis van dit probleem koAt
uítgebreid aan de orde.

Het zesde hoofdstuk behandelt het identificatieprobleem in stel-
sels van simultane vergelijkingen met covariantierestricties op de sto-
ringstermen in de vergelijkingen. De nadruk ligt hierbij op de voorwaar
den waaronder de nul-correlaties tussen de storingstermen lineaire res-
tricties impliceren op de structurele parameters.
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Tot slot wordt in het zevende hoofdstuk de identificatie van de
factorladíngen in het gerestricteerde factoranalyse-model behandeld en
in verband gebracht met de in het voorgaande hoofdstuk beschreven resul-
taten.
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